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Somebody’s Hand.

Horses.

Al, this season of the year, many
young
horses are weak and ill-thriven from causes
connected with teething.
The mouth is
sore and hot, the
gums are swollen and tender, the ridged palate becomes so much
congested and enlarged that it comes below
the level of the teeth, and is painfully
bruised when the animal attempts to chew
his ordinary hard food. From the difficulty
and pain attendant on feeding, the animal
does not take sufficient nutriment, and
strength and condition accordingly fail.
This tumid, tender state of the mouth is
technically known as lampas. lu older
books of farriery, it is described as an abnormal growth; in popular estimation it is
still looked upon as a disease; in reality it
is nothing more than a natural condition of
the gums and adjacent parts common in
young teething animals of all sorts.
The
devclopement and eruption of the teeth demand a large supply of blood and nervous
influence; as occurs in the growth and
rapid repair of other textures, adjacent
soft parts become turgid with blood.
These considerations will indicate the absurdity of the old-fashioned treatment of
lampas. The only rational treatment which
these cases of so-called lampas require,
consists in the careful lancing or cutting
with a sharp knife, of the palate if it is so
much swollen as to interfere with mastication.
The cutting does not require to be
deep or repeated; the discharge of a very
little blood, as in the lancing of a child's
hot, swollen gum, suffices to relieve the
congestion and tenderness of the colt's
iii11uiiii.

v

sucKing-ieetii wmcn
have trot misplaced, and appear to prevent
the eruption of their permanent successors,
should be removed with the fingers, or with
a pair of pliers.
Whilst the gums are tender, and the teeth, both In front and behind,
are
irregular, it is very important that the
young horses should have their food supplied to them in a soft and easily masticated condition.
It is desirable that the oats
or other grain be given lu-uised; that the
bulk of tlie fodder be cut or softened by
soaking or steeping, and that well-prepared mashes and cut roots he given more frequently and ireelv than usual. Horse owners should notice from time to time the
state ol tile mouth and teeth of their horses,
and by soft and digestible food, lighter labor, and the lancing of the swollen gums,
where that is required, they greatly mitigate the pain aud prevent the untoward
results of teething, f American Stock Journal.
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correspondents last spring,
novel hints about, the care of
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One
bat we should be as careful
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~Do
he breast. .kc
as ills* back.
generally know why the horse has
thick mane? and
i>
uei k covered with
why it will hang on one side ? One fact
Some think it is
,v help to explain this.
The fact we allude to is:
ornamental.
ij.is enter the human system through the
k ol the ne< k and tlit upper part of the
We always feel chills tlrst creeping
si ,ne.
tlie i.ack along the spine. Tile front of
,e
neck is provided with large blood ves... hence, this
part is capable of resisting
The under side
-ater cold than the back.
'he horse’s neck and his breast contain
v olood vessels, while the upper side
nail veins, hence, It can resist but
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tti liability to cold, cover the
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[Lewiston Journal
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\ good recipe for sau'*"»• meat is sometimes difficult to find
iv b. ri it is Wanted. Here is
one that we think
will meet all tile

just

requirements : Take all
the spare meat and tenderloins from
your
11 "' a
and
grind
pork
or
sausage
Season it Ughly with grinder
chop itblack pep.
per. salt ami powdered 8age
Bojl
Pour the tea
over it; work it all up. Cook a 8ma„
plece
*
and
it not seasoned
to try
wh
add what it wants. Hack In a
or stufl
-.kins with it after they have be«i
8oake(j
and cleaned nicely. Hang them upt*,
Jrv
makes
them hard.
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to work, and
per tip-cart. Builders are going
two F.ngli-h
crazy too. So pre-sed are they that
contractors have come upon the scene to tilock
u< uii with stores with neatness and ue»i-:t!«di.
Foundations are going in and timber and stone
with more
•‘getting on” as is the masonic slang,
in
than a vengeance. Architects are long gone
other things our people losl

season.

The other season when extra feed may
be omitted is while the cows are dried of
their tnilk. For a month or two in the winter, in this latitude, good hay affords suliicient nourishment, unless the cows have
gone into whiter quarters ill low condition.
But this season should uot extend to their
“coining in.”
Feeding should commence
beforehand, to give strength to endure the
exhaustion of approaching labor
Hu1
|advisable, nor
feedin" at ft..
,'iiouur it commence till the call is a week
or ten days old.
After that time, if she is
well, an increase of food becomes necesin the season of active lactation,
sary.
which will then have commenced, a cow
cannot possibly eat enough of ordinary hay
to maintain her llesh and furnish the material for a full flow of milk, if she is what
could be called a fair milker. She must at
such time be fed with some more concentrated food, or lail in her milk or llesh.
This fact seems not to be sufficiently appreciated by many dairymen. The loss of
flesh after cows come in, in the spring, is
It is so customary, that
quite common.
many farmers look upon the projecting bones
as a matter of course.
This is unfortunate;
but this matter is receiving more attention
from dairymen than formerly.
More care
is used to keep up the llesh of cows in the
spring, and also the flow of milk in Hie decline of pasturing and early winter; it pays
well to do It.
There must be a wide disproportion bet.weeu the price of dairy products and grain to make extra feeding at
such times unprofitable. [Live Stock .iouinal.
■

To Pkf.vknt Ikon Rusting.
A California inventor lias jus! taken out a pat< nt tor
a process whereby he claims to secure a
perfect aud permanent preservation of iron
He first heats
surfaces from oxidation.
the iron in vacuo, in order to expand it
and open its pores, ami then forces some
nun-oxidizable substances into the interstitial and intercellular spaces, after which it
is allowed to cool.
By this means the inventorjclaims to thoroughly impregnate the
iron with a substance whicli will prevent it
from rusting or deteriorating in any manner.
Among the numerous substances
which are adapted for the purpose, the inventor especially mentions paraffine, which
he considers the best for many reasons.
About a year ago the Britisli Government
offered a liberal reward for the discovery
of some process of treating iron so as to
preserve it from corrosion in salt water,
and it is said that the paraffine process has
been submitted for examination. It is probable, therefore, that we shall shortly hear
something definite concerning the merits of
tiie iuventiou, which, If it possess the advantage claimed for it, is oue of great importance.
Wintering Vegetables. It is one thing
raise a good crop of vegetables, and quite
another to keep them safely through winter.
It is doubtless the fact that more vegetables
are injured by heat in winter than by cold,
because most persons crowd such things
together in large quantities, and then cover
over deeply to keep out the frost.
When
placed in cellars, the windows are closed,
and In the more Northern States, banked
up with perhaps Iresh horse manure from
Of course it is necessary to
the stable.
keep potatoes, turnips, beets, and similar
roots from freezing; still they would be ol
far better quality if kept as cold as possible,
and not actually frozen. Turnips and beets,
in particular, are very liable to heat, and become spoiled if a large quantity is placed
together; and potatoes are often injured by
being stored iu large bins, instead of being
put in barrels or spread thinly upon shelves
When buried in the
iu a dark cellar.
ground small heaps, say twenty to thirty
bushels in each, is best.
[Rural New
Yorker.
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Beautiful Snow.

The Chief of* Police of St. Louis has received the following letter:
Charleston, III., Dec. 7,1872.
M'- chief of 1‘olice:

Mv wile U ff me and went weast with a feller
tlmt amt her hushun—cuss her and him two.
My wife is twenty years old, and is rail goodlookin', is the way she slipped up on me und
took me inn—cuss her and him two!
At fust we got oru fust rail, till a feller cam
along teachin singin schule with a big fiddle,
and when she seed him it was all day with me,
and I refewsed to let her go to the singen
schule any more.
We was livin in Kaintuc, and 1 let!'an cum
in Illinose to gt rid of himm, an afour lung he
follercd us and she foilered himm—cuss hui an
him twol i dont want hur any moore and onle
rite you to giv notis that i will not pa any ol
hur dets.
i never it hut one letter befour to a strainger,
and now i got Lowyer Vandike to look over
this for me and e.orrec raislaiks, and he said tin
aint any.
No moore at present.
Adolphus J. Snow.
P. S.—Vandike sais It is your dooty to catoi
an
send
wife
hur
bac
to me.
God forbid I—
mi
cuss hur aud himm twol 1 want nothen moort
A. J. S.
to do with her.

Thorn’s a soft little hand, with just one

or

two

rings—

There’s

a

dozen of dimples, and some other

things;

And the hand is

as

white and as

know,
As the prints of the birds

on

pretty, 1

the new-fallen

snow.

It is soft, it is warm, and its pressure is sweet,
When, by chance or design, lingers happen to

meet,

And the lady who owns it is pretty aud free—
Except in the promise she’s just made to me.
’Tis

a

hand to be fondled, aud

petted

and kiss-

ed,

When encased in white kid, on society’s list;
’Tis a hand to he held, and be loved with the

rest,

When the gloves thrown aside and Somebody’s
at rest.

'Tis a hand in adversity, sorrow or care—
When the brain burns with fever, or chills in
the air—
’Tis a hand to smooth wrinkles and banish the
pain.
When lights are burning low, and life’s breath
on the wane.
’Tis

a

hand for the death-bed, to take the last

pledge,

When the grave yawns in waiting, with l>eath
With

at its edge—
the future unknown,

ami the hungriest

Is waiting to hide all that’s not gone to God.

'Tis a hand for a bridal, to give all the trust
That a life has been given, as some time it
must—
With tie* heart, and the life, and the faith and
the name
Ami all the fond tribute its owner can claim.

Beauty and

the

Barber.

1 had just finished putting up niy shutters.
11 was getting rather late—nearly
10 o’clock, lor I’d had a hard day’s work
ot it; and no wonder, for it was the night

of the Lord-Lieutenant's ball. We think
a good deal of the Lord-Lieutenant down
in Yorkshire; and when we get up a bit
in the world, and get asked to his Lordship’s ball, we think a good deal of ourselves; and my word, some tolks are a
hit proud! Yes; that very day I had
dressed the Miss Milliken’s hair for the
ball, pretty early, mind you, fori wouldn’t
put any of my old customers out of the
way for any of your upstart people, seeing as I've dressed the hair of all tie first
.hmllies in Lyuio.J, aad my father before
me, whereof no man kuoweth to the contrary, as the lawyers say. Now, Milliken
lias drawn me many a gill of ale in the
days when he kept the tap up at Newni in's
Yard, and has borrowed many a
sixpence ot me, too—not but what he was
welcome to them, as I told his lordship
when in came to ask me for my vote for
the town council. It isn’t. Milliken and
such like as I’d take the trouble to tell a
It were past nine, as I’ve
story about.
told you, and 1 were putting up the shutters pretty smart, not being a thing I often
did myself; but so it happened that night;
and in another minute I should have otf to
the -White Horse,” to meet one or two
good fellows who were in the habit ot
having a glass or two together of a night;
hut as 1 was screwing up the bar of the
shutters, what should I see drawing up to
my door but a splendid carriage and two
beautiful horses, all of a lather with
sweat! Well, that put me about a bit, to
think what a carriage should lie doing at
my door at this time of night; hut I hadn’t
lung to wonder, for a grave, tall, solemn
looking chap comes up to my door, and
calls out;
“Is Greedier here?”
“That’s me,” says I.
“(Mi, then,” says lie, “jump in;” pointing with his linger to me to get up the
steps of the carriage, where there was a
tali Hunky holding the door open for me.

niore.,...I’ve
n(AY/i1WAVi'ingtMY/kt ifte stjjl like
and there’s
it in the
"’Raliian

something very

where they seem to
think a deal more of us barber chaps than
they do in this country. But then, this is
a land of lreedom.
Well, as I were saying, this t’other chap kept motioning of
me to get into the carriage, but says I.
“Master, where are you bound?”
“Oh, never you mind,” says he; “you’ll
he well paid.
Look sharp.”
“But I’d like to beautify myself a bit,”
says 1. “and I mun tell the missis,”
With that he took up my hat that was
lying on the counter, and hangs it on my
head, and pushes me into the carriage,
and away we went before you could say
“Jack Robinson.”
Eh, buL we did go
rarely ! It were a dark night, and frosty ;
and we soon got out of the lights of the
town, and still the horses galloped on;
and 1 could sec the stars twinkling overhead ; and then it grew colder all of a
sudden, and the windows of the carriage
were covered with ice in a minute, and I
could see naught hut the inside, where I
was sitting with the strange man.
And
he never said a word.
But still we galloped on ; and after a good bit, I heard
tiie murmur and dash of a river hard by
above the clatter ot the hoofs; and we
crossed a bridge, 1 think, for we went up
and down for a minute, as if we had been
in a swing.
And then the sound ot hoofs
died away altogether, as if the horses
were galloping over gravel or soft turf;
and presently the carriage stopped all of a
sudden. A footman stood at the door; the

Nights,”

silent man

it might lie going on enjoying itsell atop | says, looking out ot the window, a little
ot some other young woman’s head—and ! bit put out, but so sweet, too, bless her
I could tell you a tale or two about that. pretty face ! Ay, il was the Lady Felicia
Hut it wasn’t a job of that kind I found, herself, as bonny as a fairy!
as I heard somebody moving in the next
“Why, your ladyship!” says I. “Well,
room and such a soft little moan as went
I’m pleased to see you. Bless you ! I’ve
And then somebody came kept your hair for you, my dear, aud I’ve
to my heart.
out—a tall, splendid lady, dressed in black done it all up in the most beautiful way.

satin, as haughty as a queen.
“Creecher,” she says, “are you Creecher?
Don’t speak, but listen to what I tell you.
has had

accident—has been
Remedies have been
applied—plasters, what not. Her hair—”
“I understand, my lady; you want me
to take it oft'. I’ll do it in a jiffy, if you’ll
lend me one of his lordship’s razors, lor 1
was that hurried when I came away, I left
mine behind me. I’ve got my scissors and
comb, my lady,” says 1, pulling ’em out,
“because, as luck would have it, I’d just
cut a chap’s hair as was going to tight
next—”
“Silence!” she says. “Creecher!” look-

A

lady

an

severely burned.

ing

at me

quite disgusted

; and

beckoning

the girl, she said, “Take the fire shovel
and throw them things away.”
Hut I wasn’t going to lose a good set of
tools, so I clas| s ’em into my pocket, and
buttons up my coat, and says I, “Now.
your

ladyship.”

And she says, “Amelia throw something
oyer the wretch.”
And with that Amelia brought a white
gown with sleeves, which smelt as beautiful as a nosegay and wraps me up in it,
and I caught a glimpse of myself in the
glass, and, thinks I, you might take me
tor parson when lie’s agate at the seven
eommendments.
“Now,” she says, “Creecher hold your
tongue and listen to me. Whatever happens, she must not lose her hair; you understand, it must be saved at all hazards.
Now come and do yonr duty.”
Eh ! but it were pitiful to see the poor
lassie, half sitting, half lying, in a thing
at ween an easy chair and a couch.
All
her face was covered over but her eyes,
and they seemed to burn. Such sad, pitiful eyes I never saw before or since. She
had beautiful long hair, that came down
to her knees almost; but eh ! it were in a
tangle, all knotted, and twisted, and

rgreJi’eti togertier W'"' t>-■ mpaopa rmh
poultices, and all kinds of things they’d

No, there wasn’t a
put on her head.
thread of it anywhere that vfasn’t bound
up and twisted. Well, 1 looked at it, and
l shook my head.
“My lady,” says 1, “it would take
twelve hours’ hard work, without stopping, to untwist all that hair.”
“Well, then,” says she to me, “why
don’t you begin I”’
“But says 1, your ladyship, do you
know what twelve hours' is, sitting u|
with a man pulling away at your tanglei
hairs? Why, my lady,” I says. -I don’t
think as I cculd stand the job, as am hah
and well; and as for the poor young lady
there, why, bless nty heart, it would kill
*
her!”
But her ladyship took no notice of me'
“Well,” she says to the young lassie,
“you hear what he says; are you ready ti
begin ?”
And the lassie gave a little sigh, a heart
breaking little sigh, and she says in a
feeble little voice, "(to on.”
“But,” says I, for I wanted to have an
excuse to be off the job, “1 wouldn’t do
it under a liundredrpouiids.”
“Oh!” says she, vt he n yew shall have
a hundred guineas.”
That was a temptation, mind you, to a
chap as wasn’t much before hand in the
world, and hadn’t ever had so much as ten
pounds in his pocket at once in all his life.
But I was sorry I took the job after all.
“I mun have my supper,” says I. “first,

antU!>i»k ahftVU.jt.’j,,,,

mam

;

“and order up a tray.”
And a bang-up supper I had in the little

chicken and champagne,
and what they call a cure-or so, out ol a
brown jug; 1 didn't think much ol that;
and I'd sooner call it kill-or-so, if I were
giving it a name, for eh ! it did make my
head sing above a bit, and I only tn.ik
about a gill ot it, to see what it were like.
Well, when I’d done my supper, I were
taken into the young lady’s room,and 1 began the job. I took it up bit by bit. washed it in spirits of wine, combed it out hair
by hair, and so 1 went on hour by hour.

sitting

room ;

a

There was naught for it but patience and
hard work. She seemed to doze a bit, the
poor lass, ever and again ; lint work as
gently as 1 would, it must have given her
a deal ot pain.
She’d sigli a little now
and then, and give a little soft moan
sometimes; but eh ! she bore if all. all her
weariness and pain, for all the suffering
and trouble that were in her eyes—she
bore it like an augel from heaven. The
old woman sat beside its till she got so
sleepy she couldn’t keep her eyes open;
and then she beckons to tlie maid to come
and sit in her place, and she goes off to
her comfortable bed, I suppose; and byand by the maid goes last asleep, and
everything seemed asleep but me and the
lassie. There wasn’t a sound but the wind

soughing
murmur

in

the

trees

outside,

of the river falling

over

and

the

the weir.

Well, the job went on, and still as it
went on the lassie seemed to grow weaker
and weaker, and then a big awful tear
came into my throat. She were dying un-

Come in, my lord,” says I.
“Oh. I’m not a lord,” says he; “I’m
only plain Jack Thompson, of the Holt;
and,” says he—“Creecher, I owe her to
you, my boy.”
“Why, how’s that?” says I.
Says lie—“The Dock of Dovercourt
were wild to have her, and they say he’d
asked Lord Cromer, her father, for her the
very night she was burned; but when
he heard she’d lost her hair, and was
likely to lie disfigured, he cried off, else
they’d have forced her into it; but then I
stepped in and carried her away.”
“Ay,” says I, “and much joy I wish
you, Colonel Thompson,” says I; “and
hope you’ll accept this hair as a wedding

present.”
“All right, Creecher,” he says; but he

left a bit of paper on my counter. It was
a check for a hundred guineas.
So I didn’t lose my job, after all.
And
the carriage comes for me every fortnight
to take me to the Holt to do the hair of
thp young people there; but they come so
fast that I say they’ll overmaster me.
Old Nick Biddle and the Savannah Branch
Bank.
From the Boston Commercial Bulletin.

years ago the brokers anil speculators knew very little of “corners,” such
as have rendered the operations of these
gentry in New York and Chicago notorious in these latter days.
Stocks, grain,
and provisions were bought, and sold then
in jaite a primitive fashion according to
our present ideas.
Rut, notwithstanding
their ignorance of the improved facilities
which
these lat ter days
for making money
have developed, our fathers at times conducted financial schemes so daring and
startling a- to evidence they were not unworthy progenitors of the brilliant geniuses
oi this day. One ot these, a desperate
and reckless effort ^made during: the fore
part of General Jackson’s Administration,
!o gain control of the then United States
Bank, for the aid its funds would afford
about election times, was entirely worthy
of tin* best of our present party managers.
The first effort was made upon the
Branch hank at Portsmouth, N. H., of
which the celebrated Jeremiah Mason
Out the result was so
was President ;
hopeless that the tactics were changed ;
and so a great hue and cry was finally
commenced upon the bank, as a monster
of political corruption and public danger.
This aroused the bank—lor its charter
would expire, if not renewed, in some
five or six years. This new element of
controversy speedily drew in all the adherents of the respective parties; and in
•...short time the entire nation was hotly
bv the ears upon a subject that nobody
had thought about at ali until the politicians cried aloud over it.
From insinuations, the assailants of the
leink soon proceeded to specific charges;
and finally they came out with astonishing assertions that the bank was positively
insolvent, and they made the confiding
“old hero” honestly believe so. A charge
so
grave onlv added to the fury ot the
contest, as might well be supposed ; but
the story was stronger meat than the pubIn this
lic mind was yet ready b> digest.
state of the struggle the idea was conceived of breaking one of the branches ot
the bank, of which there were twelve. If
the attacking party could do this, they
I U’.vrAV, illVl'iitideV 'tli(.‘shock*.’ Such an et| fort was lull of danger. A discovery and
exposure ot a plot so diabolical would
have overwhelmed its originators, and
swamped the party. But it was not a
time, nor were the managers in a mood,
to sticl; at means, nor hesitate over
dangers. The agent chosen to do the
work was a New York broker, whose
name we will call
('lark.
For the valuable consideration would net to his purse,
lie readily undertook it -in a regular business way, of course. The branch selected to lie assailed was the Savannah bank.
This was not so difficult ft task, cither, as
might lie supposed ; for that hank was at
a very remote quarter in those days, and
its business was comparatively small.
Usually the amount of specie in its vaults
was only from eight to twelve thousand
dollars. To secure tar more than that
sum of its hills was easy; and as every
bank was liable to pay specie for every
bill presented, and was a broken bank
it it failed to do so on demand, if
appeared to lie ail assured work that
the Savannah branch would be broken.
True, even if the matter proved a success,
the scandalous means and the malignant
motive would he plainly exposed and
everywhere denounced among intelligent
and business men. But the great mass of
voters would only see and hear that the
bank tailed; and one part being proved
to he rotten, the whole concern would lie
regarded as in like condition. The insolvency of the United States bank would
have too much probability with the
masses for it to stem the tide, or secure a
renewal of its charter. And so $200,000
were placed at the disposal of Clark, with

Forty

■

jumped out.
“Stay there!” he cried, as he went, with der my hands.
a
conscience says lo me
ijusnua
says
gesture of authority—"stay there!”
And there I staid, for 1 were cowed-like, she “you’re killing that nice tine young orders to call tor as much more as he rewith being carried oft like that; and didn’t gal—you’re killing her for a hundred quired, and to take his own time to comknow il my soul were my own. “What’ll guineas.” “Hold thy tongue,’ I says, plete his work.
As a broker, Clark quietly gathered and
the old woman say, though?” I thought “it’s no such thing. It’s her mother’s doto myself. The carriage moved a hit, and ings,” says I.
“If she be her mother, her hoarded Savannah Branch bank notes, as
breasts are as hard as adamant.” But it notes as they came along, or as he could
stopped again.”

Conscience has at me again. secure them without suspicion in the reg“Joshua!” she says, “it’s you who are ular course of business.
But there was another chapter which
killing the poor lassie. If you were not
at the job they could get no one else to was forgotten or unknown to Clark, but
master’s business, and if thou doesn’t do it. Joshua throw thy comb and scissors which came into the story and gave it
finishing touches; and that was the inexspeak respectful I’ll smite thee in the ear- into the fire.”
hole.” It’s well to stand on your dignity
“A’m dommed if I don’t, too !” says I, orable laws of financial tides, and the syswith these chaps you see.
quite sudden-like, and I pitches my things tem pursued by the mother bank at Phila“Oh, I beg your pardon!” says the man, into the fire-place with a clatter, as I delphia in dealing with its branches—not
more respecttul; “hut you will step into
thought, to wake up the maid, but she omitting Nicholas Biddle, President of the
the housekeeper’s room ?”
slept too sound. “There goes a hundred mother bank—familiar^7 known in the
And with that 1 fell off the high horse
guineas,” says I. But now ye should have strategy of that notable waras “Old Nick.”
I’d been riding, tor to tell you the truth I seen the look as crept over the lassie’s face This important consideration seems not to
were thinking for a while I were
perhaps when she saw what I were about. Her have been fully studied nor comprehended
rightful son of a lord as had been stolen great eyes softened and filled with tears, by the New York broker, nor the political
in his youth and that they were taking me and she
put out a little white hand out ol field marshals in Washington. From the
home to the halls of my fathers, and hap- the wraps, and I took it in mine, and
Revolution up to the days of which we
says
pen were going to marry me to the daugh- I, “My dear, do you care so much about write, neither money nor tame were suffiter of the usurper, to make all square.
your hair that you’d lose the beautiful life cient to secure men in places of high
But says I, “I’ll stick to the old woman.”
God Almighty has given you, and the trust and responsibility. Integrity7, exNot but what the ilesh is treacherous, and sweet bright days that
perience, and brains were the essentials
may follow ?”
for such honors. It was certain, there“Oh!” but she says, “mother.”
happen I’ll have changed my mind when
I’d seen the young one. But, however,
“Mother be-! Eh. I’m afeared I fore, that no second-rate man would hold
all that was knocked in the head when I said bad word there. I)o you care ?” says the vast power in the money world, and
*
the complicated duties involved in the
heard the Hunky tell me to go up to the 1, just like that.
housekeeper's room. It were only a dressAnd she shook her head. Well, I pick- Presidency of a bank with thirty millions
ed up my scissors again, and in a jiffy all ot capital, collecting and disbursing every
ing job, after all.
Well, belore I’d got well inside the the beautiful hair was lying on the floor; dollar of the national revenues, and with
door, an old chap dressed in black catches and the poor head was dressed with a soft a business credit that had penetrated even
hold of me by the elbow.
dressing, and 1 waked the maid mud had to Hong-Kong. Nicholas Biddle was the
“Creecher!” says he ; “Creecher !”
her missis put to bed, right and tight, and happy individual upon whom this dis“Yes, I’m Creecher,” says I. “What’s then 1 gave her a kiss—yes, by--, I tinguished honor fell, and right ably did
did. I, Joshua Creecher, kissed the lady he sustain his place and reputation. So,
your pleasure?”
“Oh, you’re to come this way directly.” Felicia Felixstow, ay, and I says, God while Broker Clark was mousing around
And away we went along passages and bless her, as if I’d been her father. And New York, slyly gathering in Savannah
down stairs and up stairs; and presently she called me as I was going away, and Branch notes, and hoarding them, Nicholas Biddle sat on his golden throne in the
we came to a long corridor beautitully
she says, in a little whisper :
back parlor at Philadelphia
“I’ve got no money; take the hair.”
carpeted and the old man tapped at a
door and a young woman opened it and
The maid let me out by the back stairCalm as a summer’s morning.
says she, “Is he here?” And the old man case without anybody hearing us; and
We know what Broker Clark was about
says, “Yes.”
away I went right over hill and dale, as with his little “corner” in New York.
“Come in,” said she; “my lady will tired and as happy as a man could be. Now let us see what Nicholas Biddle is
But I were sorry about the hundred about, in his parlor in Philadelphia.
speak to you directly.”
And I went into a little room as was guineas, too.
The branches of the United States Bank
beautifully furnished, with easy chairs and
Well, it were about six months after made weekly returns to the mother bank,
sofeys and all the luxuries of the season. that, a tall, nice-looking chap came into includingthe amounts of respective branqh
“Well, my dear,” says I to the maid, my shop, and says he, “Creecher,” says notes received during the week. This,
“and so your mistress is going to the ball. he, “have you got a nice plait of hair, real kept “Old Nick”
always informed of the
But it’ll be well nigh time to come home golden hair, as you could sell to a lady as general amount of notes in circulation
before she gets there.”
is going to court ?”
from each branch, as well as a bird’s eye
So says I—“Well, no;” for I nevei view of the circulation and business of the
“Hush,” she says, putting her finger to
her lips.
meant to sell the hair as the young lady
whole. Necessarily these weekly returns
I began to think it was a death
as I
were critically scanned and
job
gave me. No, never!
compared.
had got on hand.
I’ve had such jobs
“Well, but,” says he, “you haven’t sold An understanding of this part ot the busialore now, when the
ness system pursued by the
corpse was young it, have you ?”
principal bank
and had beautiful hair. Ah! and
“What business is it of yours?” says I. will make what follows clear, and incline
many a
time my fingers has itched, for, says I to
“My dear,” says he, running out to the us to feel curious over the success of Mr.
myself: It’s a pity such a lot of beautiful carriage, "it’s gone!”
Clark, the broker in search of Savannah
| hair should go down to the worms, when
“O, Creecher, how could you ?” she branch notes.
Now,

then, my lad!” says the loot-

opening the door.
But I weren’t going to be ordered about
by such cattle as he. Says I, “I’m on thy
man

were no use.

Of course, “Old Nick” was constantly
the alert for his cunning and powerful
foes. Like a spider in the centre of his
net, he watched sharply to see where and
how it was threatened. Studying over
the usual weekly returns one day, he observed this in the return from one branch:
“We return you less than our average
of Savannah Branch notes.”
This was not calculated to arrest any
special attention. But the next week two
branch returns said:
“Our returns, this week, shows less than
the average of Savannah Branch notes.”
It may be supposed that Nicholas Biddle
turned his eye-glasses upon this second
warning with curious interest, and when
the next week—and the succeeding weeks
—and every week—the steady wholesale
disappearance of Savannah Branch notes
from circulation was thus proved, we
fancy we see Nicholas Biddle place the
right digit aside his nose, and thoughtfully ponder. No one but himself knew
of those signs of a storm coming from all
quarters. Just what it all meant, he could
only guess, but he hit the truth. So keeping his own counsel, he quietly shipped
$200,000 of specie to Savannah Branch—
with a letter to the President—who was
directed to keep his eyes wide open, and
his mouth shut.
Meanwhile, Broker
Clark was “gathering them in,” and
chuckling over the success and secrecy of
his labors. What he did, he meant should
be thorough: and when he started to
squelch the Savannah Branch, he intended to snuff it all out, sure ; and so he made
no undue haste, and took no
perilous risk,
—not he.
One tine, sunny day, at a time of the
year unknown to this deponent—only all
sunny days are specially fine in Savannah
—a strange gentleman entered the quiet
office of the United States Branch Bank in
Savannah and inquired for the President,
—an occurrence
not unusual.
Coming
into the presence of the great man of the
bank, the stranger introduced himself as
“Mr. Clark, of New York.”
Mr. President courteously clasp'ed the
hand of Mr. Clark, who reciprocated.
Seats are now taken, and the first general chat of such meetings ensued.
At
last something
like the following
took
B
B
place.
“Mr. President,"? aur a uio...
j
have some of your notes for which I want
the specie.”
“Certainly, Mr. Clark what amount
have you r"
“Well, perhaps 1 have more than you
..

hereafter, when yot»\.el inclined
us

in the

to

help

.:

In Cincinnati" Mons. ih»...
"
a saloon, where she might have Vim,!"01
it
to
and
to dispense chops
change plates
-lie had not thought it. pertinent to the
manly part which she had assumed to
worship at the shrine ot liaeelm-. Her
1 illations being too trei|ilent, and po--il,l\

plate glass windows, wherein may l»e faintly
descried the glories of Sevres and the iehes of
lnd? We who are bold, it penniles-, have
made many rapid tours through this “gold
dollar store,” so culled because nothing in the

to mind if tin “pup'
round fifty. Alter a
time numerals have no more rfleet on the
tympanum than so many ciphers. We know
that connoisseurs of art frequent tin plane.tha*

same

“gold dollar store”

had

been

valued

at

a

uncertain senators, in their hour- t ca>e,
linger among these fragile raretie-. and tliai
patricians garnish their homes and tables with
the costly wares glittering on tin* shelves; and
while agents ransacked Kurope toiiml ’.in* •»

eov

‘tVisMoesn.it

!r

nrt;<ili!o

m

.iiiiii1

.-lioi.-e in* oi

■'imagina-

ol
tive perfection, the mo>t wunnlertul pi»breakable art are constantly arriving i" lure
people of taste to that fatal corner familiar to
■

any malicious attempt to injure our
bank.”
“I repeat, Mr. President, 1 came for the
specie of these notes, and would lie
obliged if you would let me have it.”
"Oh, certainly. Cashier!”
The Cashier presents himself, pen on
cover

all

good J.ost »nians. And yet, knowing ad
w«- gently brave public opinion by -avmg

this,
W’e

that

-wooned at the -igh! of !' at te.q
in the .Mayflower, or l«• 11 i!

have no«
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there are <-osi on** hundred
“This gentleman says he ha- SlT.i.nno and saucer. V
of our notes, for which he wants the anti tift\ dollar-, of such cv-piMp* p iinfin r, so
specie. Please count his money and give j thoroughly rtMn- um think ihmi heap.
him the specie. I suppose, however, you ! Lovely design*- i >r ii:vthinir vou please, llow rs
will prefer drafts for the most of this, Mr. or man lies, m tin* shape of a full Mow
pond
Clark? llow will you have them,--on lilv floating in circles ot rich green pad'. Only
|
New York of Philadelphia? or arc you imitation majolica, you arc told, and of -nurse
wanting to place funds in New Orleans ?” after that voti wouldn't give a button for it— »h
“I want the specie.”
j no. You have heard of tin- Knglishman who tell
“Very well. Drafts on New York will | madly in love with a miniature wav figure ol a
he specie to you ot course.
What amount
heautitu! woman that wa> exhibited ;it
\
of draft will you have, and how much perfectly
the (,’rysta Palace more than twenty years ago?
?”
specie
Hie poor tel low ended his days in a mad house,
“I want no drafts at all—only specie,
because this iny creature, unable to return bis
sir."
“But so much specie will cost you a passion, was not to lie sold by In r Pygmalion.
very large sunt for insurance and trans- Well, this “true story" was recalled to me tinother day by overhearing, at this engaging
portion."
“That is my lookout sir."
shop, some masculine observations regarding
“Oh, very well. 1 bog your pardon. h couple of figures for ornaments that have
Give him the specie, Mr. Cashier.”
lately been imported. They are of the old
Smilingly the polite cashier receives Mr. shepurd-and-shepardess-pattern, only on a
Clark’s pile of notes,—counts them,—angrander scale, of great physical Miami and in
nounces the amount correct, and, returntheir toilettes worthy of a romantit comedy,
ing to the hack room, calls one or two i’lie remarks that attracted me, wen- t<- the
clerks to the vaults, and attacks the specie
if he looked anv longer at the little
effect,
kegs. Am! now they roll out—the memorandum clerk calling out in a clear voice, witch (the little witch is making eves at Stre“Five thousand”—“twenty thousand”— ptaon from under a mask held by the loveliest
of hands) he shouldn't be able to get hone*.
“twenty-five thousand”—and yet steadily
the kegs rolled out, and t' e clerk called But these are only < hristmas u vs that the mure
costly and curious specimens of china ■*«*: at
aloud the accumulating specie.
At nrsr. Mr.
lark, nroKer irom .New
naught. I might add a Y—to that substantive
York, admired the cool and easy way in after seeing the exquisite Veim.-* cradled on the
which the President played his ■■biufT'— half shell,in the apartnieni abo\e; only so many
for, in his heart, Mr. Clark was sure it was persons would prefer her to a full Sevres (inner
a sheer bluff.
There could not be fittoen service. 1
modestly refrain, and sa\ emphatithousand dollars specie in that bank, by
cally she i> a lovely piece of ereinaic ait. And
any possibility. And so, when the Presi- such is one
Tin*
way the money vanishes.
dent, after his directions to the cashier,
ehildia tfs toys, the holiday books, cart v it in
commenced a social chat on
1

.iss

she was deposed I rum tinof waiter, when, going to Cf-ve
land, .-lie became -till more manly, -im
ot
there she assumed the arduous r
lover, and laid siege to the atlection- ..1
Miss Kitty O’Neal, to whom she ph-dged
undying allVetion. It was a matter ot
course that Kitty should he left to die ot t
broken heart, or to live as she could with
•i damaged one; for the eccentric .Mu \
essayed other achievement- "I genitls
Generally she was a thief, hut now and
then she "deviated (still in pantalo m-t in

too

whole establishment costs so trivial a >uni. unless it be a two iu di china dog. This tiny specimen <-t a Bill Sykes’ cur has been admired with
a respect tempered with surprise; tor had we
chanced to meet him in any other -hop lie
have
had been considered dear, llovvevei w
been too often paralyzed with eestacy and tla-n
crushed by the cold reality of lebril prices >n this

,,,r,r

ear.

way.*1

sacred pastures with no intent to purchase!
What is left the pom* miscreants but to walk
out again and flatten their nose* against tie-

who recalls “Old Nick's” letter of instructions. Mr. President, with a bland smile,
remarks:
"We shall be most happy to give you
the specie, whatever the amount, Mr.
Clark.”
It is Mr. Clark’s turn, now, to indulge in
llow little does the
a solt inward smile,
President dream of the crushing bundle of
Savannah notes now impending over his
1
doomed bank With a nonchalenoe, which
can put on, Mr. t lark finally
a
broker
only
replies to Mr. President’s inquiry :
“One hundred and seventy-three thousand dollars,”
Strange to Mr. Clark, the President
never winced.
With a look ot surprise,
he said :
“That, is a very extraordinary sum of
I low
our notes for even a broker to have.
came you in possession of such an amount
of Savannah notes, Mr. Clark ?”
"I don’t dnow that 1 need to make any
,

same

“One hundred ana
twenty-live thousand,11 said the voice. And so Clark, the
New York broker, so
a
V^ave an hour beUp in wicked Worcester they’ve opened
fore, now went all to nieces. lie just
certain foundation library to Sunday readers,
for
terms,
and
tte President,'lebogged
Boston press
tained only as much specie as ’^e wanted, and the keeper writes down to the
and for moral
tracts
for
called
all
how
they
Clark
giving
just as much In (bafts as he
pleased, sent that defeated timneier off philosophy, and bettered the day generally with
with his heavy kegs, and scarcely less the deed. Moreover, he says its awtull the
heavy heart.
Pagan! as if .Suffolk wasn’t nearer Plymouth
than he is, and the best legal brains didn't
When we have
always hug the seaboard.
Letter From Boston
stamped out our Sabbath sleigh-riding, and
con
Correspondence of the Journal.
horse ears, and cigar shops, and sacred
over
and
Boston, Dec. 28.
lectures,
pasted
and
spiritual
certs,
This Christmas shopping is really it destine
m
one and another of the more private joints
tive pleasure, and its meed of pain cannot be esour Puritanical armor, be assured that impenicaped unless you happen to bo a comfortable tent and clerkly person will be answered, yea,
millionaire. For what, pray, i- left one after
this
and handsomely admonished too, from
a complete drainage of
be
holiday funds, but highChristian centre, to mend his way- and
way robbery (not so safe a pastime as murder,
decent.
though more dashing.) or the immediate withdrawal to a country where after a certain point*
An Extraordinary Young Woman.
presents would be looked upon as positive inWr have it upon tIm* authority ot tin*
sults? Such myriads of temptations as do asthere
sail you ! the only safety lies in flight, or sudden Coluinlms (O.) .Journal that recently
a
waa consigned to vtie county jail there
blindness, or a hardening of the heart. But it>
with names
provided
plentoously
prisoner
to
j*
nuiKc
tom
of
tinimpossible
n\n»|. -without
It was the humor ot rtits
ami surnames.
growing mellow, and this ossification is not well
!
sometimes to lie called .1
person
developed until you add up expenses in the
Goldsborottgh,occasionally ('harles Smith,
i bosom of your family, where after being charged and then
again Mr. Frank Uelde-i. 'J he
I with extravagance you are obliged to be peniprisoner was committed lor larceny, and
| tent and say blandly, “Oh, ves, but Christmas when received by the jailer wore panta
I comes but once a year!” while feeling in your loons with the air of one accustomed to
It turn 'd out, however,
j very marrow how umnitagingly e»* mom.cai those garments.
that J F. Charles-Frank was of tin softei
you will to be to pay for that trite lit le sentiment. There is one store in Boston, however, sort of sex : that her true baptismal name
alas! that we should lie ‘ojppelled to say
utterly regardless of such petty considerations
was Marv, and that she has run such
so)
and
where
whole
the
year
asfoconomy,
round,
of
but especially at this season, impecunious cus- a career during her twenty-live years
life as to suggest entirely new views of
tomers are regarded with supreme inditfTence.
female capacity, than which no more in
The atmosphere there is as gilded as the gorgetc resting topic can at present lie dismissed.
ous stock, and the service thereof is as cool and
Mary, at the age ot twenty-three, being
slippery as crystal: vet a more fascinating spot determined to live bv her wits,had tin* wit.
does not exist during Christmas and New Year in the
very beginning, to diseard her long
time. The rich man whom we are so glad to clothes and to employ a tailor.
Making
hear finds some places of entrance as difficult as progress in her masculine carter, she lie
the eye of a needle, walks in here w ith im- came barkeeper in a saloon, and dispellsorts to the thirsty >1
punity if he lias a reputation for la\ ish expendi- ed drinks ot various
Columbus, who swallowed their beverture; but those with incomes among the ten
•
ages in stolid ignorance of die angel wli
thousands are often snubbed ii they venture
ministered unto them Pursuing the manlemur and earr\ their p.’ronage further.
ly scheme of life which she had mark' I
-Alctv^^..
.lw„
not gifted with that
out tor herself she stole Spin <>1 the -pinttotal disregard for exp*...
t
seller’s mon j and (stil! pantalooued
general American character, if their irrepressmn
a wider and mon dangei
upon
Trips them into these mis sea ot otv
»
iove uf the beautiful

anticipate.”
“Why, what sum is it?”
“Very much larger than you usually
have presented,' I presume.”
This catches the ear ot the President,

exl>lanation.l,sj.,;.(

with their trade and insurance, was the greater
anypart of their patience. There's no doing
says somebody
for
anybody,
quick
enough
thing
ft- a good
else, who lias the doing for them,
fault—all energy. And though we don't at
.resent nee.! ;uiy very large supply
it
tluine 1m.ys, for salesmen, ete., depend ii|kiii
shell
»\
the spring our l.ir.l will liave broken
even
mil go up with a swoop that will be heard
into lie bounds of the Passainaquoddv.
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lunacy.

strong,

position
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to

I'pon the Malnmiiu
He
employed ...
chargers. I'pon some steam "-.it -h

honest

Canal she
liciv

■

ways.
was

I
gave great -atislaction, until the rosy g
All this time -he
once more misled her.
was just a
manly as “he could poss.l-'v
|)C. She smoked the Iragl'alit we d \\
tioldness which excite- out astonia
No
Hue.
ment, she also masticated the
young

gentleman

perpi-iiilicii

could take

lar drinks at the liar with great m ti c
So went on our
11n**n<■ \ and elegance
cpioene, imbibing. smoking, chew inn
-wearing and making five with just alinicli audacious inipudeiice I- it' her n innhad pri>l>erly been John or S im instead ot
Marv.
Bill wi* tu'it obliged to record that thi
i•
talented damsel tempted fate ott.
otten. amt that is why she is now in 1
Imnlms jail. The kind conductor ol
railway from Janesville to t 'olumlms
■

■

supposing

her t>> lie

an

hottest

gentleman,

allowed her to sleep in a caboose or,
and she requited this touching benevo
lenee by stealing hi- gold chronometer
an implement which no conductor e u
well spare. For this the voting woman
will for some time to come remain clottered tip; 1ml when again at large a no let
career is yet before her, for she may take
to lecturing.
She has at any no done
to vindicate the
quality ot the
I f her garment s have been in an I v

something
sexes.

so
have been the achievements oi thi
Ohio Moll Flanders, anil -In- ha~ it leademonstrated that in all th.- world tlu-i

is

nothing sharper

than

woman—until she gets into

■

sharp-vvitb- I
N Y
jail.

Tribune.

The

Dead

Alive!

A few days ago, say- the ('hieago I'niies
Mr. Muhlbeseh was taken sudden
at. hi- residence.
Ills di~ use was ,,1 a
very acute nature, and in spite ot all tie
efforts ol his physicians, tic died atn r a
brief illness, and hi- sorrowing lin e.;
made ready for the funeral. An umbo
taker was sninuiotied and lie
uly prop,-,
ly laid out, and on yesterday the liitiei
son ices took place from his late re'tdem
Viter the customarv services had
performed and th sorrowing relatives
had taken their last look o the deceased
the coffin lid was screwed down and the
funeral cortege moved slowly toward the
quiet coniines of liraeeland Cemetery,
where the hotly was finally lowered sadlv
general
that this year should into the
topics, Mr. Clark responded. No sign another, and the poor,
grave which had been preparleave no
room for anything else, absorb the
was made by either, which indicated the
ed for it. The last pray er had been offered and t.hc last solemn service repeated
real thought of each.
surplus.
Clark was sure he had Mr. President
when, just as the sexton seized his .-pad"
Time was you could tell who \v;c Governor
foul,—and Mr. President knew Mr. Clark after election. But that exercise of the franchise and was about to drop the first shovelful
ot earth upon the cotlm, a sound -ome
was hopelessly his victin
for city officers in 1n7> came off her
Indore
“Twenty-five thousand!” called the December was in its teens, and yet there's a tiling like a stilled groan, followed by
memorandum clerk.
noise, as it the dead man was
doubt as to mayor's chair Januarv 1. The can- scratching
Mr. Clark talked—but he was greatly
trying to release himself from the eondidates were such that the voice ol the people
lines of his narrow house, was heard
surprised inwardly.
would raise for either, or both, if the town
“Forty-five thousand !”
proceeding from the still open grave. For
Mr. Clark’s talk was not so easy. He could alford a pair of mayors. The present in- an instant every heart stood still, and the
cumbent was said to have led the poll by a
was a little—or rather, a good deal—disblood of every listener seem to curdle in
turbed. Perhaps those kegs did not hold couple ol hundred. “Fraud*’ was cried, and a his veins. The women screamed and
specie. He didn’t believe they did. It now count puts him out by a little eighty. hastened toward the carriage, while tie
was a ruse of some kind,
lint, there was Mayor Gaston is shrewd and able lawyer, of men were not slow in following them
an astonishing air of matter-of-fact busiFrench extraction apparently by name and ap- In an instant the sexton was the only
ness in the way those kegs rolled out, and
man left at the grave, and he, too, trempearance. with a reported practice in the neighin the omuious voice that announced, borhood of
bled at hearing what he had never heard
$30,000 a year, and in every way a
“Sixty-five thousand,” and it was provok- scrupulous and highlitinded gentleman, well before. Finally he recovered presence ot
ing to see the sweet serenity which sat worthy the seat of the best of his predecessors. mind enough to descend into the grave
upon the face of the chatty President. He Fault is found with him, of course, as will and break open the rough box in which
Then the noise
the coffin was encased.
paid no more attention to those kegs than he with the saints when in the
coming mil- was
as if they had been paving-stones.
and he knew that the occurepeated,
lenium they take civic office.
But his term
“Seventy-live thousand!”—“eighty thoupant of that grave, who in a lew minutesand!”—“eighty-five thousand!” and the has been full of trial, and we should more would have been consigned to
stream of kegs wasstill rollingout. Clark, have to look up a thousand men to see horrible death, and whom his friends had
broker from New York, could hold in no if nine hundred and ninety-nine would have already mourned as dead, was still alive
A screw
longer. Those kegs might not contain passed as well through a like ordeal. Mr. and anxious to be set free.
specie, but they might—he wanted to Pierce, his competitor, will he known in Maine driver was soon procured from the under
break the bank—not specie. And the as well as California, that he is ol “Walter taker present, and the coffin lid removed,
kegs looked and rolled and behaved just Baker and company’’ of chocolate-making fame. when its occupant, instead of being cold
when last
as though they were honest kegs.
He is as much as ever a citizen, living on the and dead as lie had appeared
“Ninety-five thousand !” and there is outward wall almost of the last annexed country seen, was lound to he once more alive.
another keg in sight and coming.
His triends, who had by this time rcenv
a few months in the year, and
Mr. President,”—Clark broke in upon ward, sixteen,
ered courage enough to return to the
elaborate gentleman farming
that officials opinion of the probable cot- doing some very
grave, were ot course almost overjoyed
Rich
town during the rest of it.
ton crop—“on the whole, I don’t know but in an adjacent
at this strange and unexpected turn ot
that I might as well take a draft on New and liberal, and a bachelor, his heart would he all'airs, and hastened to rescue the late
single for his city’s good. The trouble is that deeeaseil from his unpleasant quarters
York.”
The gleam of the President’s eye told he is quite unlikely to accept any such reluctant and remove him to one of the carriages in
Mr. Broker Clark that he yvas a victim, gift as an office at eighty majority. But who waiting, where he was rolled up m a
may penetrate another election? Both gentle- plentitul supply of blankets and lap robes,
beyond preadventure.
“Not now, Mr. Clark. I offered you men have been and perhaps still are aspiiants and the friends who had lately followed
him sorrowingly to the grave now has
drafts, and you declined them. The fact to Congress.
is I am very much obliged to you for takThe
Our Phoenix is quietly hatching in the snow tenet! joyfully toward their homes.
ing so much time, and spending so much and puddles of water dotting the bosom of the rescued man was so overcome on being
money as you must have done, to bring burnt district. It’s fun to see the editors and rescued from his perilous position, that
all those notes down here for the specie.
for a long time unable to speak,
other writing people try to dodge this trite title lie was
It is just what I wanted, and you have
and what his feelings were while underfor our brick and mortar desert, that the recome just in the nick of time to
burial, or whether he was conscious
pay for
have fixed upon them and the public. going
the risk and insurance of getting the specie porters
at all or not until the last moment when
a cleaning out you’ve not dreamed of since
Such
to New York; for just where you will take
he managed to signify that he was still
it is just where I want it. You will have your last sea-sickness. Every horse and cart in alive, is not known.
specie, and I want the notes. The bank the world is at work there. Judge from what
is greatly obliged to you, Mr. Clark ; and it costs to clean up an old fire when you learn
In reaping wheat, never take it by the
will be to you, or any of your friends, that $4 a day and the material is the ruling rate beard. It is found to go against the grnin.
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The Legislature.

A

The representatives of Maine’s dignity
and power met at Augusta on Wednesday,

Vacant

Karae. was king
of the Sandwich islands, and was a man
of considerable character for a barbarian.
Ho ruled a turbulent race, and had
brought them to a pretty decent condition,
considering that they knocked on the head

about ha If-past three o'clock, anil
! l’a., on Tuesday, 24th, by vK'h nearly
but as the Journal is printed on the evenhurt time was reduced to a mass ol
thirty lives were lost:—
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
•'
ruins. Its burning caused the
ing ot that day, we are without any reThi> immediate cause of t! accident at
—BY—
i:. -■
consternation in the immediate
port of proceedings. So far as can now
1’rospecl station was a brren flange on
ighborhbod, which was caused, to a the tender wheel. About ■i;ty rods west WILLIAM H. SIMPSON. be
seen, but a small amount of legislation
Mem, iiv tli,. high wind and the of the
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
station is a tres': work some
will be done this winter, although it is the distinguished navigator who led the
tli ,i the lire would stretch across the
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00a year;
twenty font high, over w'°h the locomo'•' and
seize the Academy of Music.
tive and tender of the fi’tern bound ex- within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the difficult to foretell how many members way to their ocean home, with the purMe
$3.00.
1
year,
lour o'clock ihc watchman,
Ai>\ ektisino Terms.
For one square, (one
1 tress train passed in sjaty, but the bagmay have pet bills for the preservation of pose of introducing to them the delights
A
i'! Nelson, discovered the dames in
inch
of
and
two
length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, fish in
coaches
gage
passenger cart only
'"ion -room
ponds with unpronounceable names, of European existence. But notwit hstand25 cents for each subsequent insertion. A fracamong tiie apparatus for being ;n the train, wet thrown from the and
tion of a square charged as a full one.
i"iL- the building.
or tor leave to extend wharves that neyer
ing that Cook perished, the white man's
II, first saw the trestle and
struck tor downward. The
""k< issnino from a
intended
will
be
be
and.
extended.
So
far
as
can
now
gifts survived, so that rum, totrapdoor,
weig.it of the trucks rushed in the cars, Administrators, Executors and Guardians
am -siit ,,f the
mischief, attempted to ex- closing the window? and to render the desiring their advertisements published in the .Jour- seen, the
small pox and other disorders not
bacco,
tor
another
railroad
confight
nal will please so state to the Court.
''’"it tlie tire alone. This he was unsituation even mere t-rrible, the passenger
''
nection from Bath to Portland, will be to be mentioned to ears polite were plantand alter sounding an alarm coach
was
ilted
its
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
so
side,
upon
partially
ed there with celerity and certainty.
endeavored to set some of the more that for the
the
measure about which will cluster the
must
state
the
Post
Office
which
to
papers changed,
occupants of that side there the
paper has been sent as well as the one to which
harmless animals in the were
Ihese marks ot the distinguished considiluable. and
interest.
Phis
winter
the
means
of
m
is
greatest
petition
t
to
absolutely
escape.
go.
menagerie at liberty. He broke open the
eration of the superior race were such
Almost imi/ied'ately the cars took fire,
comes directly from the Boston and Maine
l-‘
the Ciraffes, animals for which
the passenga1 coach burning at both ends.
*#“ S. M. Pkttknoill & Co., 6 State St., Boston
that Lo the poor Indian got into his grave
B
Ba,'iiuin has pail many thousand dol- Some
Row? New York, are our authorized Railroad, while before it came from citihalt dozrn persons waiting at the and 37 Park
lor procuring subscriptions and iorwarding
Agents
zens of Bath only.
It is understood that with great rapidity. But those who have
l'oor creatures were too station were soon at. the scene of the acci- advertisements.
tie 1 to make
been there teel certain that as a place to
any attempt at escape, dent, bm
a strong lobby force has been retained on
49* S. R, Niles, No. C Tremont Street, Boston.
they worked at an immense dis:lM i were
speedily suffocated in the dense advantage No water could be had, and
■ft#* Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
either side, and that a vigorous fight will view symmetrical native girls jumping
performing elephant. Jean- the snow that was scooped up had little York, will receive advertisements ior this paper,
at l he lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
be made.
The ostensible end is another from precipices into the sea, and for pig
aim
nil- little one.
(iypsev. wen effect in staying the flames. Only two attention.
-agaeious eeough to avail themselves ol axes were available, and the woodwork
route from Bangor to Boston, by way of or puppy roasted in plaintam leaves and
49* Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
opportunity affiliated them and were ot the cars were bolted together so firmly is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
the Knox and Lincoln and the still embry- stuffed with yam, or for big volcanoes,
'h "scaled.
A large elephant, recently
and intimately that but little headway
otic
Penobscot Bay and River Road. But the realms of the deceased king beat the
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
mported refused to stir and perished in could be made with them. All the time
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
world. But what we started out to say,
•• vines
there
are so many ways that are dark
1 wo camels were also rescu- these efforts were
being put forth the is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
af iioiigh witii the greatest
difficulty. flames were steadily gaining, and the 15 May 73, means that the subscription is paid to about these railroad schemes, that it is is that Kamehameha left no heir to the
date. When a new payment is made, the date
\
very short lime had elapsed since the shrieks ot imprisoned victims, as the that
will be immediately changed to correspond, and
impossible to tell whether or not they are throne. With him the royal line pegs out.
0
but the circus build- scorching heat enveloped them, was
thus a receipt in full is sent with every paper. Subery of th.- lii
ap- scribers in arrears are
intended to shoot where they are aimed. Therefore a revolution impends to see
1 'tirn.oI like tinder
to
the
lerw&rd
requested
and it was impossi- palling to the bravest heart.
sums due.
" ''remain in
Some other railroad charters are to be who shall grasp the sceptre with unlineal
ii.
The tire department
Nov and then a rope was put. through
i< ii.|. .' with its usual
asked for, including one from WestWater- hand. Uncle Samuel, who keeps an eye
and a crevice, fastened to a term, and the suf49“ In sending money, state THE POST OFpromptitude
" >rked
zealously and well, hut the flames ferer
out by main strength. Some- FICE to which the paper is sent.«494
ville to Augusta with the purpose of con- on all the islands ot the seas adjacent to
pulled
a m
oh'ained too poyverfitl a
mastery. times i‘ would be a lifeless body, and
1
necting with a road thence to Wiscasset, his coasts—and in his eagle vision a thou* "zi
yvas intense, thethermometer charred arms, iegs or a head would drop
What Is Credit Mobilier?
that has as yet only a paper existence.
sand miles count as nothing—is putting
-'■inding four degrees above zero, yvhile a Off in the struggle. In three or four inThe name and purposes of this associawind swept through Fourteenth stances tire Head was thus severed from
Next to railroads the proposed change out feelers to ascertain how the SandwiebTi
a most
freezing the tii a.ten not- the trunk, and in many more eases the tion, which is now so prominently before ot County lines will cause most strife. ers would like to “put on pantaloons and
iistandiug ihe lieal of the flames. It body was bereft of its limbs. The
body the country, are not generally understood, The scheme to make Dexter the shire vote." He's willing lo take them into his
s,„.||
apparent that the adjoining "t a lady was thus rescued from the
and perhaps a word of explanation will town of
flings w.-re in great danger, including flames, her head and one arm
Piscataquis, with portions of .Som- variegated family, and exten t over them
snapping off
Am ceiny ot Music, and a second
like a piece of charcoal, while the oilier be proper. The plan and name originated erset and Penobscot
added, will be urged the wing feathers of Lhe eagle. A fleet of
m yvas given.
Fresh engines soon ar- arm was untouched, a kid
glove covering in France. Credit Mobilier, signifies, as with persistence and teeling, to judge war steamers, with all their powers of
"ii in
..
hut the lire continued [lie hand, and lingers wearing tlieir
jew- nearly as anything, capital made active, from local manifestations. If the towns persuasion, has gone thither. By and by
'■ad n I the destruetion of the entire elled ornaments. The
body will doubtless the idea
a wa> imminent.
A: ihis moment the
lying at its foundation being the to be taken from Somerset could be shear- we shall bring a couple of these yellow
at recognized with the aid of the
rings,
ipallimr. The roars of the lions, Hit for these it would be impossible to old maxim that "the nimble six penee is ed from the western side, where so much chaps into the Senate chamber at Washis
dentifv it. Bodies of three other ladie
panniers as they writhed in
better than the slow shilling.” A joint
bitter feeling exists concerning the recent ington, to sit beside the lineal descendants
mingled with the death shrieks of were taken out, neither of which, it is be- stock
with this name has for tiansfer of the
in
filed their teeth and
company
animals-, yvhile above all were
ieved can bo recognized.
county buildings to Skow- of those who Africa
a'- tru
twenty years transacted an immense busi- hegan, it
ate their- captives on the banks of the
in all it is estimated
petings ol the unfortunate
satisfaction
but
the
ten
of
the
tally
might give
;
"'I
As tin flames approached him nineteen bodies have been removed from
ness in France, with a capital of twelve eastern towns will scarcely have time to Congo. All of which shows what a great
'an
so terribly that it seemed as if
the burning car.
If is supposed that in millions of dollars.
It operated in almost
get acquainted with one strange shire, and glorious country we live in, also how
ri
had been an explosion.
The help- addition to the bodies recovered, a numaided public works and in- before
annual lo-seil his trunk around frantic- ber of others were consumed in the burn- everything;
they are hurried to another one. much greater and more glorious it may
lie got upon his knee' and rubbed ing ear, and that
but their black- dustry; bought and sold public stocks, These court houses on wheels are not. become by embracing opportunities as
nothing
massive head against the earth.
At ened bones will be discovered when the built railroads, dug canals, worked mines,
they come along.
desirable institutions.
however, the flames enveloped him, lire is extinguished and the ashes raked run omnibus lines, and
gas companies,
The
law ot course will
yyi'h a tremendous howi he Yell over over.
prohibitory
Adding these to the number injur- and
Over at Augusta, where the paper credkept hotels. Of course such a com- need
■xp'red. File two Abyssinian lions ed that will die, it is estimated that' the
tinkering. It always does. Sensiit swindle was carried out., 'he bed effect
isi the pair ol Hengal tigers lashed their number of lives lost will not fall short of pany depends lor its profit upon the sagac- ble of the follv ,-Ca'w.^ider .'t'vau;,,;'
against theii cages, wherein they
more reasonable members will seek to otthat dishonest}' has penetrated nianv
thirty, the whole number ol persons in ity. and skill of its man«"
e loeked, and ri nred and howled
of the immense
in the the two cars at the time of the accident
bunches of traffic. It leads the Journal
irop°>- o—“payment
capi- wipe it out, and will be opposed
m ■'!
terrible manner
■by the
tal at their command. The Credit Mobiliei
They sprang being about forty-five.
thus—
tctalk
one
m
zealots.
the
A
res/•
“‘i-y,
lii-'i th" bars shot iike massive bolts
proposition to give a portion
Frank iavlpref
of Paris was
V premium is offered at this office for an hon...gers, was leaning against somt
very profitable before the ot the fines to informers will also be
ibe 'ides ot their cells and made the
introes man who is engaged in selling wood for
opject and seeing an acquaintance passing German war. A kindred institution is
lest»erate struggle to esc'
ft,,11
duced.
K)i:—one who cannot conscientiously sell
names.
called to him. The friend turned and saw
I In
,
1 11 v
the Credit Foncier, intended to
worthless stuff for “first class wood,
in
deed,
?-iViaieiion ot the building pre
operate
Educational matters will be agitated sasoned under
1'aylor apparently
but suddencover,” and who won’t always
the same way, but deriving its
'''"'fiii possmility ol anv of these ani- ly he said, “Tell uninjured,
my wife,*’ and tell over
capital from again.
The questions oi' supervisors, ta;e pains to put the few sound sticks there
''making their escape even if they •lead, fie must have died from injury, the mortgage of landed property, instead
in
the
load
on the outside.
be
I been able to lore,
uniformity o! text books, aud compulsory my
themselves Iron: but the inmates of the burninc civs were of cash
to
stock.
The
subscriptions
b is
plan attendance of children within certain
'■!a'"',
perhaps fortunate in one shrieking tor aid. and Mr. Taylor’s friend
The Portland Advertiser thus chronicles
by which a man pledges his farm or limits ot
11
: id
was the ease
In the meandid not see him
till his corpse was
again
ages, will be pressed upon the th<
'i"
tin flames raged yvitli redoubled vioopportune arrival of a guest in that
for
a
certain
and
and
indwelling
amount,
brought
placed with the others.
Legislature, with what result cannot be
1 he galvanized i-nn vvhii-h eoverAfter the groans ot the
vests the money in some active
eit/—
were
dying
business,
'iie
predicted with certainty
alibiing rolh-d up jn shrivelled stilled in death the stench arising from the Unis
party took place Wednesday evening up
deriving a double income, is plausiaim tongues ot lire
tovn at which thirty-seven of the family repreleaped up te burning bodies is said to have been sick- ble but
si.
lour generations, were present, who
1 tie firemen, clad in ice, vainlv
Our
seiting
deceptive.
over
at
neighbors
ening. With no means of extinguishing
hat gathered together .from the North, South.
The New Year.
a
.1 manlully. but lo iiitl*'
purpose. the dailies, and the heal being too intense Stockton, who mortgaged real estate to
Eat
and West.
About ten o’clock there was
1
dames, il.'nvi;i: .landing their utmost to admit of the bodies
IVe have all awakened to a realiza- a flight commotion and a fifth generation, in
extricated, engage in the insurance business, created
bavins, caught ihe great tour-story nothing could be done being
lh<
of
a ten pound baby, was added lo
shape
the
tion
ot the l'act that another notch has
by
spectators a Credit Foncier, and found it a delusion
a, building No. Ill Fast Fonrteentji
tht family circle.
but to stand
quietly by *md see the re- and a snare.
heen made on the calendar, a new leaf
ii*- i. occupied
mains slowly consumed.
.rule, yvorkor in
by I
ay. and
in a womlemtlly short
•'he following is a letter
The association of the Credit Mobiiier turned for the history of the coming
—A story comes to us from Brunswi ck
space
by a correstime .ompleteiy gutted it.
Almost pondent of the Krie Despatch, who was with the Union Pacific
twelve months, and that one more
to
the effect that the compressed air used
Railroad
came
year
.mulla heo islv (trace
f.'ha.pel yvas envel- at the scene ol the disaster: At the in- about in this
is gone into the
eternity of the past. How in that town as a motive power, was found
way. An attempt had been
"i"‘d in dame-, which it a teyv tnomenl-' quest Henry Miller and ,1. J. Marks testi- j
tuade to start a Credit Mobilier scheme in our years slip away.
Winter melts into to work through 18 inches of solid icc
P sired in great volumes from the root, bed that the train was
H. II. !
very fast.
w '"lows a in I Ifiors. \or did
liie ti isehief i Lee and otluas contradicted it. The lire
this country, and a charter obtained from spring, spring turns to leafy summer, with which the pipe had become filled.
I h'ae
Adjoining tin ehureh i' the man .-ays they were running five miles an the
Pennsylvania legislature It did not autumn comes apace, and ere we are On tjie other hand, at a half-dozen places
Alt'. I .a v/iaaiee. mot Iyer ot A. II
hour. Orville Swift, of (.lorry, was on
aware the sad winds ot winter are
secure public confidence, and
ana
ili,- reecnt
...
sighing in New England the recent cold weather
audidate for the the train, and iiis
subscripoody lias not been re1 In- mo.-i strenuous efforts
But they leave then- froze up the water pipes of kitchen
mayoralty.
Two of the four bodies un- tions to its capital were lacking. While about us again.
cognized.
ranges
y
* h'
to
aye this building, but III
claimed are shapeless masses. Mr.
visible signs, for all that. We see wrinkles —but instead of
it lay thus dormant, the Pacific
like the reasonDouglas
Railroad
behaving
I iv iir<1
emeu to otiitiffl
strength who was in the. buried car twenty-dive
Company, having secured from the gov- on brows that so lately were smooth as able air pipes of Brunswick, they burst
till!I il looked us if tile whole minutes, says scvriai wcu; Mima
ernmem vaiuauiu gi.ujcu
r.
Grav hairs come, and thicken from the force of steam when the fire was
doomed. A the stiine tune the others writhing .il,out until suffocated, and
*"„';hje
Gill
tuuci
lu.u
\GfU.
year
by y
was casting about tor the
'1 itivs spread rapidly to'vtti'd Thirteenth
were conscious til) burned to death,
practical buildas tirrn as rocks. Sickness comes, and the
air was forced through an obstacle "that
*>i.
i ho in.|uest adjourned till
uid m additional force of engines
Saturday, ers ol the road, being debarred from inevitable time when we lollow the
loved in other places resisted steam under a
i.i>: In to eomlint with them in this
when the testimony ot (lonductor Flanders
the
work
themselves.
Contractors
doing
V last tlie firemen were able will ho taken.
..lion.
and lost to the city of the dead.
And pressure sufficient to burst the pipes!
were shy of so
in hold their ground, and the chief and his
large a venture, and the
when we look hack, the record of our life Either this paradox is true, or
somebody
--i-Uaeis could breathe more IVeelv. Inch
Terrible Accident.
company had perplexing doubts concern'■
cell they contested Ihc advance of the
the trouble they might experience seems but a history of those about whose has lied.
ing
A terrible accident
happened in Newlast resting places the winds weave their
fames, and gradually succeeded in dri\
rhe Ellsworth American severely oritl’a., •■<u Christinas evening, bv with contractors as to the manner and
l them back toward the. spot where they | bury,
shrouds.
cises tlie manner in which
snowy
which
time
of
fourteen
the
work.
At length
persons were killed outperforming
Bangor profni originated, but the work of ruin wa- j
But the suggestions of the occasion are fers aid to l lie Eastern
and forty injured, some of them so the idea was hit
The circus had disappeared I light,
railroad, and says
upon ol buying the fran■mplele
that they cannot recover.
About three chise of
not of retrospection alone.
The present that if the
the Credit Mobilier, filling up, as
■oinpleleiy. It is almost impossible to b<- hundred
city votes affirmatively no aid
persons had assembled in the
b* ve that
demands its share ol attention, and the is
building of such pretensions
the
individuals,
to
its
really tendered, in consequence of the
stock,
subscriptions
bud ever existed. The woodwork was audience room of the Baptist church, to
The year 1872 be- i conditions which
in Christmas festivities, when and taking the contract to build the road. future presses on us.
accompany the vote.
it ire I y consumed.
There was scarcely participate
in the midst of the exercises the floor
now to history.
We know all its One of ttiese is that the road must run
longs
\en .a~i11■
gave This was done—that is the owners and
remaining. The ruin on either
and the whole company were precipia
xarcely less terrible. <>l (trace way
of the railroad contracted with tasks and trials, its victories and defeats, ! into Bangor, and another that the city
tated into the cellar.
When tine crash managers
Impel. ii w called the Protestant Free came there went
the Credit Mobilier for the work, being its joys and sorrows. Turn we now to must always have two directors, or twice
1
up a heartrending wail |
j.nreii, but ]itLle remains. The north and
of
Children
themselves the owners of both corpora- the new year. Each of 113 is an actor in the proportioi. that other localities have.
mangled humanity.
-oath walls will stand, but those on tic
shrieked for their parents, and the
•■a-:
groan's tions. The stock of the Credit Mobilier the great drama of life, and the part we Meantime the Bangor opposition to any
and west sides fell in with the root,
<>f the wounded and
filled the air.
on: the interior is
act, be it good or evil, is not without its aid at. all continues
At recent meetings
was apportioned pro rata
nothing but a smoking lo add to tie horror dying
among the holdthe oil lamps of the
o|
-barred
timbers.
The
house
of
iniluence. And now that we have come Hon. S. H. Blake
the
heap
edifice ignite ! and bid fair to destroy all ers of the railroad stock, who had the
spoke decidedly against
Lawrences still stand, but it is expected
to the month of Janus, of two faces,
in a general conflagration.
gaz- voting the loan.
that the walls must be pulled down.
option of taking it or not. In some cases
TluThose outside worked with a will and
into the past as well as the future, let
ing
walls ol Grub's factory were so underdid not care to take the whole
—Maine has a l.uly newspaper pubthey
used every < ffort to rescue the
us look backward, that its
mined tl: it the firemen were compelled to
living. amount, and ottered it to their
experience and lisher. Mr. Stiekney, of the
The church
ow was on fire, but
friends,
Presque Isle
nil them down before they could with
provius in the future. No",
Sunrise, has sold one hall' of that estabdentially the flames could he reached and who were in some instances members of teachings may guide
detv approach tlie place where tin last
too
sorrowful, nor too sanguine, but hope- lishment to Miss
speedily extinguished. Before the floor congress. A transaction like this involved
traces of the tire smoulders.
Lydia A. Whitney, who
sank many of those within were able to
fully and manfully, with good purpose will take
no corruption.
Still
there
of the office. The lady
have
might
charge
reach
windows
and
to
the
The War in Cuba.
leaped
ground,
and brave hearts. Let all hail the year
is said to be smart and capable. We shall
distance of fifteen feet. At 11‘o’clock been corrupt transfers of this stock, as
that comes in; guard well its hours that
Havana. Iter*, gs.
The insurgents al- fourteen dead bodies had been recovered.
look lor a large measure of success in this
there might of other valuable consideraia* Iced
Malaria on the night of the. 12th There were some
steal not away good purposes, and new
or fifty wounded,
forty
tions ; but these were not necessarily so. they
field ol woman’s usefulness. There
list.
The town was in a defenceless eon- many of them
the honesty, truth and charity which adorn
seriously; some will The
is no reason why a woman should not
of the present investigation is
t it ion. ;
and
object
volunteers
die.
regulars
being probably
the character of man.
And when De- conduct a
ab-eiit
file man-of-war Hnlva 1 mded
supposed to be the laying open of these
newspaper, il she has the qualicember's snow shall again have marked a
The Stokes Trial.
marines at d sailors, who drove out
transactions—an object which the sitting
fications—and success or failure is the
tin* insurgent-, not however, before the
year's decease, beware that the retrospect standard by which all are measured.
In the Stokes case now on trial. Stokes with closed doors is
by uo means calcutei hud -aekeil several houses.
In tin* was
does not present a weary track, each day
on the stand and testified, his
put
lated
to
facilitate.
It
is
well
known
ittaelc Jo Spaniards were killed.
that
The inThe case ot Robbins, the department
the same as
marked by the wreck of a good purpose,
testimony
being
substantially
u gents suet ceded in
carrying off their in the first trial. In proceeding to give the scheme which was thus shrewdly and
clerk
at Washington, indicted in Knox
or the monument reared
de ! ami wounded.
by folly ami
his intentions and motives prior to the reciprocally worked between the two
< hi
the night of the 19th iust., during
crime. To our friends, each and all, A county for illegal voting in Union, has
attack at the Hotel, when lieshol Kisk,
companies was immensely profitable; but
tin* absence oi the. troops on an expedition
been abandoned by the prosecution.
the counsel for the prosecution
Judge
objected the amount of criminal practices or bribery Happy New Yeah.
the insurgents entered Holguin and
cap- several times,
Dickerson decided that the meeting was
that
as the Voids
claiming
tured Fort Perriguaera. The Holguin
it
that
if
can
be
involved,
ol F isk after he was shot had been exany,
conjectural
A Case in Louisiana and one in Arkansas.
illegally called, and therefore defendant
volunteers had been previously ordered
an honest and
cluded by the ,Bulge the
thorough investitestimony of only, until
mat eh into the fort to
could not be held for illegal
replace the troops Stokes should also be excluded,
voting on the
The disgraceful state ot affairs in iLouisibut Judge gation can be had.
withdrawn, and as they approached were Board man overruled the
occasion. Which was rather a close shave
and
alobjection
not aware that it had fallen into the hands
Long before any bribery charges had ana, and the action of tne Federal officials, for the zealous Robbins.
lowed Stokes to proceed.
Stokes said
■I the enemy.
They received a heavy that when about to leave the hotel and been publicly made in connection with are receiving the condemnation of even
tire from tin* insurgents, who were under
—We published some months ago an
partly descended the ladies stair- these matters, Mr. Charles Francis Adams, republican papers in the ninth. It is concommand ot Vincente Garcia. Tb vol- having
account of the seizure in Waterville, of
he
saw
Fisk
enter
the
way,
door, that Fisk Jr., in one of his “Chapters of Erie,” thus ceded in almost all quarters that the inunteers and a few regulars subset) lently
some cider which two men from Albion
pubed out a pistol, and was holding it
attacked the insurgents and mesumgeis with both
spoke of the way in which the Union terference of Judge Durell, who is a canhands. Stokes then
to
sprang
were
didate for LT. S. Senator, is liable to grave were offering for sale. The fact that they
Pacific Road was built—
dispatched to recall tin troops. the left to be out ol
range, and immediwere republicans was stated at the time.
at daylight
Operations were suspended
me
eastern
division
took his own pistol out of his
suspicions of haviifG been influenced by
tot the ramie Railroad)
pocket
of the goth, when tiie insure uts withdrew ately
The
and fired. At the first shot F'isk exclaimed was liuilt l>v an organization known as the personal motives.
Progressive Age now insists that they
The series of injuncalter sacking six establishments and a
Credit Mobilier, which received for so doing all
“Dli!’ and at the second shot, F’isk turned
are thieves, and stole the cider that
the
tions
unissued
they
stock, the proceeds ot the bonds
number-of private houses.
by which Warmouth was deposed
partly around, said he was shot, and sold, the government bonds, and the earnings
We shouldn’t wonder.
A Spanish Lieutenant Colonel, a Major
and his subordinate placed in his position, were selling.
seemed to drop his pistol.
Stokes testified of the road—in fact, all its available assets. Its
How valuable those men would be at
am! several other officers were killed. further that he
had no premeditation to profits were reported to have heen enormous, and a whole recount of the vote ordered,
The reports as to the total loss of the kill
F'isk. and had not time to think. Saw and they made the fortunes of many, and per- constituted a
Washington.
dangerous precedent—and
haps of most of those connected with il. Who,
Spaniards are outlining, some placing* F'isk’s pistol
distinctly and believed bis then, constituted the Credit Mobilier? It was is quite as lull ot peril as any result from
—The fire which destroyed the Skowthe figures as high as GO killed.
Troops lib- in danger. Did not take
hut
another
name
for
the
Pacific
Railroad ing.
are moving rapidly in
other course could have been.
pursuit of Garcia, aim at F'isk. Stokes denied thatparticular
hegan Hotel originated in a defective
Hart was The members of it were in Congress; they were any
anxious to avenge the death of their comthe bond-holdersj they were direcWhile the Louisiana cauldron is seeth- chimney, and was first discovered in the
anywhere around at the time, and Hart’s trustees ofwere
rades.
tors, they
stock-holders, they were eon( testimony that he crouched along the cor- tractors;
in Washington they voted the sub- ing, there has commenced a little simmer- room occupied by Judge Cutting, who is
iuui wits mu true,
was unalile to return
A Cold and Perilous Walk.
sidies. in New York they received them, upon
in a kettle in Arkansas. There, how- holding the Court, anil Ruel Smith Esip,
on meeting Fisk.
He denied other testi- the plains they expended them, and in (he ing
His Honor
matters are reversed.
A candidate official reporter.
ever,
Credit
Mobilier
divided
them.
Collincwuoo, Ontario, Dec. 27. Cap
Ever
shiftthey
immediately
mony given by the boy Hart, and said
characters, they were ubiquitous,—now on the Liberal ticket has
tain Orr and his Chief Engineer, with Fisk did not
to the adjourned, and Ruel stayed not to take
identity him as having shot ing
applied
a bill, and now a bridge, they reengineering
four of the crew of the steamer Cumber- him, but
simply identified him as Mr. ceived money into one hand as a corporation, U. S. Court for an injunction restraining notes.
land. which was frozen up in Bear Lake Stokes.
and paid into the other as a contractor. As
—Grace Greenwood, in writing from
in
November, arrived last night, they
On Tuesday, Commodore Vanderbilt litoekholders they owned the road, as mort- certain republicans, claiming to be elected,
having walked down along the north testified that Fisk was a reckless man, gagees they had alien upon it, as directors they from acting. He also asks that Gov Had- Washington, has this to say of one of our
shore of Georgian Bay. Captain Orr re- and that he had a bad opinion ot him from contracted for its construction, and as members ley and others be compelled to
deposit senators—
of the Credit Mobilier they built it. What is
ports having left the steamer in safe quar- the start. His knowledge, however, as to the community to pay for it? At the close of with the court all
Morrill, of Maine, remiuds one more than
returns and
original
ters with the llrst mate in charge.
The Fisk was based on hearsay. Vice-Presi- 1870, with $103,000,000 of their capital yet unever of a fine old head on a Roman coin.
documents.
The
eases of Louisiana and
steward, stewardess and two waiters were dent Diven ol the Erie also testified con- subscribed, and thus reserved for issue, should
The next that was heard of Rot, he was
the
of the road at any future period Arkansas are exactly parallel, with only a
also left on board. The party experienced cerning the character of Fisk.
Henry F. makeearnings
watering practicable; with this amount a reversal of the
reported to be very sick.
terrible weather and endured great priva- Chester, a carpenter, testified to
parties complaining.
haying ofslock in reserve, tiie two companies operated
—There has recently been an addition to the
tions during their long tramp, being
been passing the ladies’ entrance to the 2,083 miles of road, represented by stock and In Louisiana it is
charged that exactly editorial staff of the American. For the present
twenty days on foot. All of the party hotel when Fisk was shot; went in and debt to I he amount of $240,000,000. Thus the
will attend to matters about home. [Ellshe
colored
Republican voters were re- worth
of Vanderbilt’s genius had been sur- 10,000
are trost bitten.
Eighteen of the crew saw a lady pick up a pistol, which was last resultsthe
American.
at
outset ol this enterprise. The
very
passed
fused
are still on the way down,
and
the
ot
sufregistration
right
having been silver plated. A pistol was shown him fines from Chicago to New York (watered hv
Ret him give his opinion of
dairy
lett eight miles from Bruce mines.
which he denied was the one he saw pick- Vanderbilt)
In Arkansas it is alleged that
represent now but $00,000 to the frage.
products from experimental knowledge.
ed up. Henry F. Clark testified relative mile, as the result of many years of inflation, Liberals who went to the
polls with certiwhile the line between Omaha and Sacramento
California.
to Fisk’s character, saying that Fisk was
—The Bangor Odd Fellows are fitting
begins life with the cost of $115,000 per mile. ficates of registration in their hands were
considered
a man of desperate expedients.
a small pox hospital for such of the
Sax Francisco, Dec. 2(i.
The recent
It would he safe to say that the road cost in
up
of
the right to vote, and were
deprived
rains have extended throughout the State,
money considerably less than one-half this sum.
brethren as may take the disorder.
After
toldthat
their
names
were
not
is
the
for
on
The
dift'erence
vicious
the
A
Killed.
price paid
every
Desperado
pollreaching the dryest portions and giving
come out of it they will be odder
element of railroad construction and manage- books.
they
These disfranchised men improthe larmers hopes of heavy crops next
A letter trom
entailing future
Wilmington, S. C.. of the ment—costly construction,
than ever.
vised polling-places and cast many thou27th states that Andrew
year. The weather is still stormy.
one of taxation on trade; tens of millions of fictitious
Strong,
a road built on the sale of its bonds, and
A dispatch troin Yreka says that last the notorious outlaws of
—The Camden Herald says we have
capital,
Scuffletown, was with the aid of subsidies; every element of real sand votes. But, aside from these, it is
Saturday a party of soldiers, en route from shot dead by a young man named Wilson, outlay
errors
of type in the Journal.
and
claimed
Undoubtthe
that
the
Liberal
ticket was electrecklessly exaggerated,
whole,
camp Bid well toCapt. Berrand’s camp on whom Strong warned to leave the place. at some future day, is to make itself felt as a
But when you see anything in it
ed by a fair majority.
edly.
Lost River, were attacked by about 50 The body was delivered to the
sheriff, burden on the trade which it is to create.
Modoc Indians. Two soldiers were killed who immediately paid him one thousand
So it seems that the radical ox is not as lunny as a praying owl, just make a
The
soldiers killed doiiars for it, which is a
and four wounded.
note of it, and we'll laugh with you.
reward
in
the
Boston
writer
Herald
—A
standing
pro- gored on every occasion. The country
No Indians are known to by the county tor any ol the
were scalped.
will look with great interest to see
Lowery
—Our thanks are du» Hon. Eugene
gang,
an
association
made
have
to
up
Gov. Booth will be dead or alive. Wilson is also entitled to poses
have been killed.
asked to authorize the raising of 100 vol- five thousand dollars reward trom the exclusively ol recovered small pox pa- whether the scales of federal justice are Hale for valuable documents. Our repreunteers in this State to co-operate with State.
The only villain now alive, is tients.
They would certainly be men of to weigh causes in Arkansas as they do sentative does not forget his constituents
the volunteers in Oregon.
Steve Lowery.
in Louisiana.
of the press, of either party.
mark.
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Letter From Boston.

Generalities.

Corresponience of the Journal.

Senator Sumner is so ill at Washington that
his physician visits him twice a day.

Throne.

Kamehameba is dead.

Boston,

Dec. 30.

The past week lias tried the holiday temper
of a number of people whose Sunday constitution
naturally fit them to angel’s wings and crowns
of glory from their youth up. Lots of others
without that goodly reputation, have sutfered
likewise, being quite unable to do justice to the
occasion.
Anything but freezing, say they,
even that place not mentioned by tongues polite
woidd be better than this grim uncompromis-

ing cold that raked the continent from

east to

buried under snow banks.
west and then left
These snow blockades touch easy going huus

manity nearly. The milkman fails us in oilihour of need, and the milk of human kindness
being of inkuificient richness to set for cream,
the morning coffee is drank in bitterness at the
usually pleasantest of meals. The head of the
house would seek refuge behind his newspaper,
but alas, even that indispensible luxury is belated. The babies rashly refuse their oatmeal
in the natural state, and bewildered housekeepers look out upon the snow and in upon
their larders and-well, we know what
men would do under the circumstances, and
what we shall do when all things are equal.
Discomfort reigns, even if the water pipes have
pot frozen, for ten to one the tires won’t burn
I mean,
that did its duty when the mercury was below
zero?) everything breaks from the frost, every-

(was there

ever a

tire,

a

legitimate

one

body growls, and “the whole world

out
of comfort.” Half Boston goes to roost in the
surrounding towns, and Thursday afternoon
the wise ones turned their faces as well as
thoughts towards home. For the way of the
seems

seasons,

is to disappear at such inconvenient
and for steam to evaporate, in the snow-

banks,

The storm began delicately enough;

horse

car

“too cold to snow much,” said the dilatory, but
bv five o'clock we remembered the fates of our
friends seven years ago and girded up our loins.
It was a disastrous night. Men died on the
thresholds of doors opened to received them,
others sank exhausted as soon as they reached
The suburbau trains stopped
their houses.
running after seven P. M.,and a train of two
and four engines that left the Boston and
Providence depot at half past eleven for I>edhara
managed to get there the next morning about
live, a distance of only ten miles. A Bostonian
boasts that during the past five years he has

Mr. Charles Basset, of Dexter, Me., committed suicide by cutting his throat in his room at,
Andover, Mass. He was employed iu a mill
there.

Joseph Harvey,

of Carmel, sixty years of age,
hung himself in a barn on Friday, alter having
told liis wife that she would never see him

again.
Tile town ol Eden is justly proud ot a new
and elegant school house, just completed, and
into which the ladies put $300 worth of furni-

ture,

us a

Two

ported

donation.
are

re-

Eastport.

Two plugs of tobacco in his pocket stopped
bullet tired at a Kentuckian.

a

Several cases of small pox have occurred in

Millbridge, and the schools have been closed in
consequence.
A Woburn woman has called at the postotlice twice a day for twelve years for a letter
that does not come.

George G'atlin, the celebrated American
painter and traveller, died Monday morning in
New Jersey, aged 7K.
Yesterday the Tombs murderers had their
Christinas dinner. Can anybody tell when they
will get their dessert? [N. Y. Star.
Mr. Jacob Stanwood, an enterprising and
opulent merchant of Bostou, died suddenly at
his residence in Brighton oil Christmas.
The devout Daniel Drew is said to have lost
two millions of dollars recently.
This thing
was done in a corner.
[Christian Kegister.

Broadway New York had two feet of snow
on a level Friday, and the cost of clearing it a
distance of seventy blocks will reach $20,000.
Four large storm panes iu the Tybee lighthouse Gu., were recently broken by a flock of
wild ducks that the wind had driven against
them.
Mr. George F. Wood, clerk of the steamer
Kutahdin, who has been seriously ill at Camden, is improving, and there are strong hopes
of his recovery.

An Town man cannot remember where he
hid a coffee-pot, full of silver, during the war,
and has scratched nearly every hair out of his
head thinking about it.

cars

slept every night in that ancient and lovely
town, leaving for the city every morning at
quarter past seven and returning at the witching hour of 11.30 every night. Such a regularity of disposition would lead one to suppose
some romance in the matter; but such is no*
the case. Its pure love of country, that even
the storm of last week could not quench, and
our undaunted traveller performed his ten miles
nearly as many hours to his
and content.
People that had lire sidy0-

in

own

to

satisfaction

hug, hugged

them closely, and rhrislmas festivities were
postponed til! a thaw, for the storm presaged so
much suffering it was scarcely creditable to
be jolly. Each shriek <»i the wind made the
quiet ones think of those on the sea, and pictures
like Batiquo’s ghost to sit at many boards.
And at sea, within only :i few hours of home,
were men battling for their lives to die :t frightful

came

death upon our dangerous coast. The loss of
the “Peruvian” with her magnificent cargc and

thirty souls, has made the entire community
shudder.

Landsmen in their hours of ease and
bodily comfort can hardly imagine the horrors
of that storm to sailors, and especially now that

shock has followed shock, and sensation rushed
after sensation, we feel inclined to cry “What!
another!” and then lorget all about It in our expectation of some other ill. An obi salt who
has sailed longer than ever Capt. Kidd, told me
in speaking of this last disaster that
couldn’t live a minute in the water such

a man.
a

night

that was, and that all the suffering came before the ship went to pieces, 1 hope he was right,
as

and thus suffering became its own anaesthetic,
never knew what killed them,

and they

Among other unpleasantnesses is the burning
up in the snow of our forlorn hope, the new
small pox hospital. It wa» a lovely sight as
seen through the falling Hakes or thickly frosted
window panes, hut we could forego such costly
illumination rather than elbow continent citi-

Mr. Geo. Waterhouse,proprietor of the Preble
House fell down the steps of the Dewlt House,
in Lewiston, on Saturday, and broke one leg in
two phfac.s'ahd spr ^ned the other ankle.
The Portland Transcript says that the physician has uuder treatment at the hospital a man
sick with the small pox who has had it once before ; such cases occasionally occur, but are very
rare.

It transpires that the claims for damages by
the Alabama and confederate cruisers will not
exceed $4,000,000. The balance of the Geneva
award will go to the benefit of the treasury of
the United States.

all

hardship

no work and bitter winter weather.
But you
have no idea how much private charity has done
towards helping them; a kind of charity that
does not lot its left hand know what it>
right
hand doeth, though good deeds are sure to
be found out. The benevolent wife of our exGovernor has paid the board of twelve women,
thrown out of employment, ever since the
great
fire ; and another lady who is herself a loser has

taken two young girls into her family until
they
can return to their former employers.
So what
wuii siuau

pox

ana

nres, ana constant

levies on

the pool- boxes, and the mercury
tumbling under zero, we have hail a “Merry Christmas.”

P.y compensation we have the wintry comfort
some voluptuous
sleighing out of all this.

Even the bloom of this cold rose was brushed
otl in the good old time. There were bells and
belies in those days of the brave old six-seated
family ark, stuffed with skins, hot bricks and
young blood, whose broad backed driver
had eyes hut for the spanking
greys or browns,
or bays, or
blacks, that bowled along among
hundreds of just such turn-outs as himself held
the whip over. Or there was the
big party
sleigh filled with the same ingredients and a
dash more of mischief, with
prospective daucwarm

iug, mulled wine, flips, and very late rising
next morning. Now its done “in
twos” in a

jumper

with one or a pair of
that ten to one are
merely

“thirty” horses,

advertising

some

horse dealer, like enough from virtuous Maine.
And the company has
changed with the fashion.
Large diamonds appear in shirt-fronts, bull' top
coats, ribboned whips, cigars and an accompanying femininity too promiscuous to mention*
Th« papers dilate upon the drivers from such
and such stables and
trotting parks, and the
“stock” often the products of
Waterville, Kendall’s Mills, and other Pine Tree
hamlets,
Manv a man’s lirst love in
“superior driving
horses first meets and makes
conquest of him
in passing out over Beacon street to the
“Mile
Ground.” The loss in
quality of the driving
has had no corresponding decrease in
quantity,
dust so manv “thirty” horses can
go “thirty” in
a
imy tool street and no more.
Accidents arc
keeping pace with the crowding of the speedms, and will do a good deal in keeping down
the surplus population, if some
superior driving horses are not kept closer in hand. The

professional drivers have almost monopolized
the course.
1 nnidity has no business there
my way. Certainly it could go upon any other
street and be as cold, anti
get as much snow
kicked over it, and freeze its
ears, if it ever ocuried to it that any body ever
sleighed out of
Boston but by Beacon street. But a
portentous

something

in

the wind

already

threatens the
us all back on

supplemental rain that will knock
to wheels agaiu.

jAV

Our friend of the Herald, down the
bay,
wilt have to look alter the
Bangor Commercial.
This is the way in which that
paper traduces people who live in the
shadow of Megunticook—

jewc’ici

\\\ T

itehtield, Conn.,

who
*v.,r-

Frosted noses, ears and things

give

frozen

Nova Scotia coast
disasters, wrecks anil
during the late terrible

crews

weather.

The muskrats and beavers
that prea mild
winter, are being called to
account as false
prophets.

dicted

—The weather was
Portland that tat
their pens.

so

cold last week in

pigs Jroze

to death in

—There were sixty-three
deaths from
small pox in Boston
during the week ending Dec. 28th.
Au excellent New Year's
present to

your friend abroad is a year’s
to the Republican Journal.

subscription

now

in

A sewing machine patent lias been issued
Orange Venner, of this citv.

to

New Years’ eve was observed in this city by
the usual amount of dancing.
Supreme Courts sits in ibis city Jan. 7. Chief
Justice Appleton will preside.
The mail train

was

three hours late on Tueson the main line.

The usual prayer meeting, uniting the old
and new yours, was held at the Methodist V estry, on Tuesday night.

Sleighs were lively about the streets on Wednesday, and .snow melted in sunny spots for the
first time in two weeks.
They have uot been able to do au hour’s work
in Carter’s yard for a week, on account of the
extremely cold weather.
Duriug the recent cold weather wood sold on
the street aL the rate ot nine dollars per cord.
How was that lor high?
A haughty spirit goetti befon
fall, says
the Scripture. Therefore should people walk
humbly in these icy times.
Mr. Joseph Dennett is seriously ill from the
effects of exposure at the burning of his bouse,
and a subsequent fall on board a vessel.
The beginning ul the vear is an excellent
time to leave off bad habits. One ol the worst
is borrowing your neighbor's paper instead ot

subscribing yourself.
On Saturday there were more steam horses
the depot than the stable would accommodate, and some bad to be bitched out of doors.
Four of the snorting customers came in at once.
at

The postal authorities, aud particularly Mr.
Knowlton. the route agent, did all that was
possible to get the mads through du:ing the
late terrible weather—hut they (ought against
fate a large part of the time.

Dudley ^argent, Leacher ol Gymnastics at
Bow loin College, has leave of absence Horn
that institution to organize the gymuasiuw at
Yale College. Mr. Sargent i- achieving a reputation which will be

a

fortune to him.

Business

Changes. The bout and shoe
store ot Ephriam Maddock.- on Church street
has been sold to J. C. Cates, Jr., and Ed. StickThe former has been in the hr m ot
ney.

Harding <& Cates, which
Speaking of

dissolved.

is now

aggravation

the

of

a snow ava-

lanche on a new I v shovelled walk, a correspondent who speaks from experience thinks it
worse to get one on a man’s head.
1ioubtedly, and the record is amended accordingly.

Saturday, a sou of Curtis Robinson, livBridge street, ut off his lett thumb
.'hopping sticks with an axe. On Monday, Mary Knowltou. a girl of 12, living in the
Ou

ing

on

■

house, fell down stairs and broke her arm

next

The trade between this city and Carver’s
Harbor i> steadily ou the increase, especially
in hay and all kinds of country produce, tout
vessels being constantly employed in trans-

Nobody ever stands in the horse cars at
Leavenworth, Kansas. When a gentleman enters a car the nearest young lady rises and
offers him her scat. Then she sits in his lap,
and both arc satisfied. So nice!

portation.

The saloon-keepers of Dubuque are the most
soulless wretches on the earth. They flatly refused when Mr. Hammond, the revivalist,
mildly requested them to empty their whiskey
in the gutters and close up shop.
Husbands must forego the pleasure of the
of their wives' correspondence, tor
the postmaster general has decided that married
women may require that their letters addressed
to them shall be delivered to no one else.

supervision

The Journal reports cases of severe destitution at Gardiner; among others, one of the Relief Committee found a woman with five children with not a tiling to eat in the house, and
she. poor soul, half-clad, had been out all day

trying

to

get washing,

A South Adams boy carried enterprise to the
grave the other day by circulating advertising
sheets along a funeral procession of forty-seven
sleighs, lie stood bv the roadside assiduously
handing in his bills, and did not miss anybody
in the ranks outside the hearse.
foolish fo\ sat down
us

to

on

the

track of the B

u

light of the approaching locomotive. The man
wiio picked up the skin said in wasn't worth
liulT-prieo, there was so many pieces of it.

A Springfield family were recently made sick
their coffee at. breakfast, and a little while
after there flashed upon the housewife the discovery that she had accidentally taken “the aromatic berry,” not from the coffee canister, but
from the tobacco can, which was its perfect du-

by

plicate.

A careless man put a lighted
pipe m his coattail pocket, and a few moments later startled
the
of
smoke
and flame
people by
appearance
from that part of him. As soon as lie was put
out, fie gratefully explained to his deliverers
that “he thought the weather was a moderatin’
d—n sudden.’’

A Mr. Blodgett, of De Witt, New York, absented himself from his home, for no good
He was
reason, for the period of live years.
supposed to be dead, and his reappearance has
excited more embarrassment than pleasure, as
his family have long since divided ins estate
among them.
Some one suggests, for the late arrived
traveler who found the Fifth Avenue Hotel on
tire, the following lines of Shenstone's:
“He who hath traveled lift’s dull round,
Where’er his journeys may have been,
May sigh to think he still lias found,
His warmest welcome

at an

inn.’’

Riggs, baker,

has been

doing

laige

a

business with parties there.
The Sheet and Pillow Case Masquerade, ou
was a nice affair, although
the attendance was not large.
About thirty

Tuesday evening,

couples appeared in costume, and many otherjoined after the disguise** were removed. The
music by tin* band was excellent.
Frank Follett is li ving to instigate another rebellion at the South, by tiring the southern brain
with that daugerous fluid, Maine cider. Having

shipped a quantity to New Orleans by tin- ship
McNear, ae now has twenty casks on board the
schooner Florida fur Jacksonville.

new

A young man ol this city recently objected to
the attention paid to his sister bv a suitor, and
endeavored to dissuade the young man from
coming any more, but sadlv repented when the
aforesaid lover kept up his end <•; tin* argument
by the u-e of a knit*-. Tin- injured brother

think- by letting his hair gn*w long the top ot
his ear won’t be much missed.
On one of the -olde- davs of last week a
company of workmen from Brigadier’s Island
W Hi

ECU

lu

ims

tu,,

I,,*

home to

Llit'li

on

stiend Christmas.

On arriving at the Sanborn
House one of the number, J. Childs of
Unity,
was discovered to be
badly frozen in both feet
He was properly cared for by the landlord.
1 he

<
apt. P' ndleton. spoken of by the papers
about to bring suit against the government
lor tin* loss ot the brig U\- lot;
on Fire Island.
Capt. Ben jam iu Pendleton of North port.
Ccij>t. Peudletou i- extremrjv unhu tunatr. h.tying lost a ve.ssel within tivv uni. of tl preseut
wreck some two months ago.
is

-,

The doves about the streets had a hard time
foraging for loot! during flit.* severe weather.
On one of the coldest
day- a dock alighted on
the window sill ol Marshall's store, and
pecked
at the glass against which the corn was
heaped
on the inside.
The sight so enlisted die
in

Mayor's

sympathies that the door
flock of about rifty made
from the

corn

vus

op. ned, and

good

a

a

juare meal

bin.

Along tuk WfHAitVKs.
Notwithstanding
the severity of the weather our ha »or remains
free from ice. But for the
impassable roads
wharves would present their r-uul

our

Oregon recently experienced the first earthquake known to the oldest settlers. There were
several rather sharp shocks, which were felt
at Portland and other places along Columbia
river, and caused much alarm, the people rushing out of their houses. Washington Territory
and British Columbia also participated in the
shaking up.
Matrimonial and Mercantile.

Accord-

ing to the Bangor Commercial the following
unique thing in the promise-to-pay line was
picked up in a neighboring town the other day
PROMISSORY

NOTE.

Hampden, Maine, Sept. 10, 1S72.
Dear Mary,—I promise to marry you in six

months from date.
Yours lovingly,

v. s.

On Saturday last, as the Portland and Ogdensburg train left North Conway, a large deer

sprang upon the track before the train. It ran
on for about two miles, and then attempted to
go up an incline by the side of the road, when
he slipped and rolled over. As he fell, Mr.
John Hamilton, the express messenger on the
train, jumped oft* and cut the deer’s throat before it could rise. It was very large and fat,
and weighed 109 pounds.

activity.
large number of vessels have arrived and
others are in waiting until the weather will
permit the hauling ot freights....Srlir. Orion arrivA

ed from Boston

on Mondav after
remarkable
passage ot HO hours. Reports lame uuantitieof drift ice along
shore....C'apt. Patterson ot
schr. Jack Downing reports th <t he has been
frozen iu at Rockland tor a wet k....The new
sehr. Florida, at Simpson's wharf, is now load-

ed and only wails an opportunity for the riggers to finish, to he oft'.
Vessels bcili in 1872. The following is a
list of the vessels built at the \arious port- iu
the

district of Belfast durum the year

mst

closed—
BELFAST.
13us tons by Henry McGilvery.
Ship McNear,
C. P.'Carter * Co.
Bg. Josie C. Hazeitine,253
Sch. Geo.B.Gerguaon. 144
iJ nry MeGilvery.
1

AunieL.McKeeu,244

A. Uaytord,
15.:
Florence Condon,23o
Almon Bird.
397
Florida,
28f»

(

'•

P. Carter & c’o.

Henry MeGilvery.
Henry MeGilvery.
C. P. Carter & Co.
“C P. Carter* Co.

**

*•

CAMDEN

—The call is out for a State Temperance Convention at Augusta, .fan. Id, to
be composed ot people “of every religious

sch

Stephen Bennett,
Joe

243

Carlton,

J. C.

95

Carlton, Norwood
11

& Co.
Carlton. Norwood
& Co.

•*

STOCKTON.
140

Cratts,
Hichboru.
denomination, political party, temperance
SEARS POUT.
F.
A.
VVnj. MeGilverv.
Coleord,
88
organization, and of mo organization, who
believe in and practice total abstinence
Mortality for thk Year.
There have
from all intoxicating drinks, and who are been fifty-six deaths in Belfast during the year
in favor of the suppression of their sale just closed, as appear from the records of Mr.
Poor, the City Sexton. The fallowing is the
by every laudable, practicable, and effectN. G.

44

list—

ual measure.”

DATE.

—Among the well known citizens ot
Maine who have died during the past
year, the Lewiston Journal mentions the

following:

9,
12,
24,
Feb. 5,
6,
14,
44
Jan.

—Heavy losses have been occasioned
on the Mississippi by immense fields of
ice sweeping down with the current,
carrying with them barges, steamers, and

other structures.
The weather at the
west has been even colder than in New

England.
—The Bangor people are puzzled to
a strange bird that has appeared
The description in the
in that vicinity.
Whig is that of the Pine Grosbeak, an

classify

arctic

bird that

comes

south in

severe

winters.

—The small pox continues to spread in
and there are now thirty-six
cases in the city.

Bangor,

name.
Elizabeth K. Bickford
Amanda Briggs,
George W Reed.
Catharine Fogherty

Mary

6,'

11,
15,
16,
17,
19,

29.

July 6,
6,
16,
18,
18,
23,
Aug. 4,

«!

U'K.

DISEASE

f mo3.

36 yrs.

Erysipelas.
Old

Wellington Reed,

Marv F. Smith
15, Mary L.. Patterson,
lb, Samuel Peck
E. Red man
29,
Mar. 3, Bridget Haugh,
3, William P. Rurrtll,
George a. Miller,
*
Mary Ann <'ullnan,
«, Benj. F. Trussed,
Dorcas K. Davis,

;; 29,
aggravation
sending
suspenders to people who have nothing to the sewers with his fishing rod.” We Apr. 4,
9,
suspend !
couldn’t think ot it. You must be pre14,
21,
June 14,
pared to pole your own polecats.
Accounts from the
sad record of

are

season.

that during the last twenty-five
life, Horace Greeley gave away at
least $50,000 to impecunious cheats, who constantly in vested his sanctum and to whom he
could not learn to say *‘No.”

Joseph Burton. Augusta: Hon. Noali Prince,
Brickfield; S. I. Roberts. Stockton: Hon. K. K.
Smart, Camden; Hon. M. I). L. Lane, Portland; Hon. Samuel Thacher, Bangor; Hon.
waa a Camden man
when he learned
who,
L. Hamlin, Bangor; Eton. I. lv. Kimball,
that several thousand
girls were thrown out of Elijah
Rockland; Hon. T. W. Herrick. Waterville;
employment by the Boston fire, was
prompted Hon. Tra Fish, Patten; Hon. Nathan Weston,
b.e"ev°len«e of his nature to send tor Augusta; Hon. Charles Hummer,Hallowed.
iL
their rebel a package
containing eight pairs of
hand suspenders, with
"Hu a
a uute
note to
10 me
the efei—The Camden Herald agrees to accept
r.w'.ik
1 “ m°re blessei1 to
Kive than, re- the census bet
ceive”
“providing Ahe editor ot
And then the
will
drive the skunks out of
the
Journal
of

a

City.

The days lengthened four minutes in December.

It is said
years ol hi-*

A

are

a

has such handsome eyes that young iauirposely break their jewelry aiid watches for the.
sake of having an excuse to go and gaze into
their dreamy depths.

foslng’flieirloofs.^HVorki*ng people’ot Bven'ini'so
trades
now feeling the full
of

cfianics

of

Davenport, Iowa, jury have given Mrs.
Mallory $*,000 damages, which is to be taken
from the private fortune of a man who enjoyed
the luxury of murdering her husband.
A

They’ve

and

County

day night, caused by delay

three more eases of small-pox

or

at

Items, Ac.

Local
News of the

Age.

Consumption

Dropsy.
Diptheria..
Old Age.
Scarlet Fever

Paralysis.
Congestion-

l5<>

Consumption

66

mos.

44 yrs.

luf. of brain
Jaundice.

Consumption

Mary D. i'russell,

George W. Miller,
Catherine Kirby,

Child-birth

Nath’l Patterson,

Nerv’s f

Ada H. Williamson,
Caro A. Wyatt,
Rebel Banks,
Daniel Woods.
Abbie L. Frlsbie,
Janies H. Mitchell,
Mabel C. Rowe,
Susan S. Scott,

Consumption

Llewellyn Levenseller,

James Miller
Nancy P. Burgess.
Oscar be Roy French,
John G. Brown,
James Woods,
Robert Hills,
Edward C. Calluan,
Lizzie Bell Hopkins,
Clara J. Waterman,
Helen L. Reed,

4o
7.3
8

ver

Consumption
days, Congestion
Dropsy.
Consumption
Spotted Fever
Consumption

32 yrs.
-3
2
28

4

lb
Old Age.
63
Consumption
11 mos.
Fever.
91
Old Age.
63
Dropsy.
76
Consumption
8mos. Cholera lul.
11 days,
Canker.

yrs. Typhoid Fev.
23
Consumption
72
Diarrhea.
9 mos. Diarrhea,
Emily G. Clary,
Martha Havener,
60 yr*.
Erysipelas.
Helen Edith Stoddard 3 daya.
mos. Cholera Inf.
Josephine Whitaker.
GO yrs. Consumption
Betsy Woods.
Old Age.
Paul Haves,
72
44
60
Consumption
18, Martin Fahy,
24, Amanda M. Stoddard,
95
Paralysis.
26, Margaret Patterson,
&
Old Age.
L)ct. 27, Dorothy Shaw,
3b
Small Pox.
Noy. 6, Matthew Robbins,
31
Rose (Jaimby,
Consumption
#3
Em ill ae Torrey,
52
Paralysis.
22, James E. Burgess.
69
Old Age.
30, Margaret Bates,
Dec, 21, Orrin H. Cunningham, 22
Consumption.
*•
50
22, Mary K. F. Murray,

14,
20,
20,
24,
44
24,
Sept, 1,

2.3

Emily Gilbreth,

8,’

*"

1

Haki» Timk on tiik Rail. The Belfast
■micIi hail the hardc-; .-now blockade. last
> k
that it ha- wer experienced. The train
Tui -rlay morning with one engine and

-now-pi. w. ii *\iu_ experienced some dittiin running a plow the day before. The
niier a a- terribly cold, and the snow blow-

:\

louds. The tram was stuck tive times
m
Belfast and Thorndike.
Left that
•»! 10 >'eloek. but was obliged to return.

\>

m

Another

Agricultural College.

Maine

\

The Hon. Abner Coburn, President ol
1 he Hoard of Trustees, has
prepared his
innital report,the more important features
>1 which we condense.
The modified and enlarged course of
n'truefion, determined on in the fall of
I St’l, has in a measure been carried out,
uni as a consequence the number of
students has been largely increased.

Seveiitv-one names are now on the roll;
-n >w packed so hard that shove’s
little impression. Conductor Mace I a! these, _'7 belong to the lower classes;
with a
[In' freshmen class numbers
;a
man w e !i
-lcigh to take him to
of speedy increase.
There are
am.
telegraph lor help. Thev had to |.respect
iccommodations for 12b students. The
ili1' road. I>4t secured a train with 2o men
-indents have promptly and cheerfully per<
mductor l>an. \Vi scott. Leaving Burn*
brmod the tasks
whether

■

inornin-’. they coupled the en:u proceeded to Burnham.
like with Westcott and his men

ii,-y-

I

■

Wednesday. with two cnI I ic v tin wed the snow with pick- and
>o hard had it become along the rails.
11.

r.i-:.at

the tiain crept along within a mile
station, when wood and water gave
•hey were obliged to return for a supo’clock 1\ M. they had made another

way
\

\

and shovel work with the whole
and w* tc igaif obliged to run back, with
1" at
out.
All tliis time the cold was
.and on Wednesday morning the tlier•'
marked forty degrees below zero. On
i.\ morning the butt e was renewed, the
vvtng blown m again, and every foot of
t> to tin summit in Brooks had to be
d with shovels and picks. From thence
; ick

v

the

comparatively easy, alibi tiain was frequently stuck. They
tin- In nation and returned that night.
Friday there came

i-i

i]

run

was

>

MOKK

iwines,
t

•>

ha'

a

,xi,i

:f tii

fr:ick.

curve

way, tin? track
except tin* engines,
the cars, loaded
stove into kindling

rai. gave

iMonici

and fh“ whole train

m

loads of freight

car

rounding
beyond
bridges, the spikes and

w a-

-ti'i

act

One

headings, was
Lc pieces, thrown down the embank-

--

TL

'tors
Mai

simply oii' the track.
this city .telegraphed the

were

am

<

1

in

Augusta, and a wrecking train
which was engaged most ol Satur:. ? in- car> on. and
repairing the torn
m nda\
"am went to Burnham
Jnw.'i die delayed mails and pa>The ars have since run regularly.
gs

e

to

..

-ta

!)uring ilie past y ear thefoluriv 1 iu tin's city—

!ST.

.M

have

nit

g

!a>
iC
A pul
i»-st roved.

■

House

Mrs.

ot

Sell. Orono, at
Extinguished with

In.

*le\wharf.

Si

a

2th

night. May

-i

damage.

ih!

a

:i

-.'\iariii

iH'v1:!

:u m-uasi

:r>
Extinguished with slight damage,
kiui*i:iv.
Itiy 30, midnight. House on
•r -tj
t. I-' longing to N. P. Monroe.
Conmed.

Saturday night. Sept. 30. Ell and stable of
Whitliei burned, Main house saved.
.inlay night, Dee. s. House
i't. D-nnett | art i ally burned.

and

Ell of

inueh courting over front gates
week.
The warmest affection won't keep
in fort
with the mercurv below 0.
:i-n t

STt >C KTON.
s wife
reeently gave birth to a child,
10 years sine* the birth ol the previous
>th husband and wife having lived toad the time. And we understand they
•tli exceedingly joyful. Who can beat

a

tnnei
is

has f»ee-j

■

Mr

m

s

•■old the last week that several

got frozen up. and all the earpenHe-hborn's ship vard had to leave

-met.

.■i'M

oft work,
H.SMoX

■'liA

r.

The Searsmont and Montville < lieese Factory
latiou have organized by the home of \
ua '. President: \. Woodman. Secretary; C>.
•>

iisoii, A. sleeper, Ii. >. Aver L. Cooper,
and A. Wentworth. Directors. Said
the Cooper
■arriago factory. Capital stock $3000, the
"1 which is taken up.
be

'■

rv

loe:tte.i u!

or

near

Titov.

had been for

long time wondering what
become of the crop of big pigs that annually
>v- itself m new-.paper
paragraph". The

We
*d

a

about given up, when Mr.
AJ. Knowles, of Troy, steps to the front
the record of hi> pig, seven months and

ejiuiuinin
au
e

it\-four

which
next?

was

days old, the dressed weight of
33*2 pounds. Who bristles up

was

W

IN I

KRFOUT.

L»'\tcon Tristram Ricker of Winterport. died
heart disease Christina* Day. the attack being probably induced by the excitement attend-

cndaugermeiit of his house by lire.

ig the

A.
■

I>->rman, has been home from Illinois,
isil.and has gone again bui no^loue*
with him one of Freedom’** faiirnaugh-

feet deep, and al thofroads save
to the depot are nearly impa*s:H>le.
('ffristmas eve old and vo
; passed til'!

now

1

t ui•-

in

i*, three

f

twit
hering and pi#nir
supper at

s'<^

a

Reger’s.
Fuller>>vho
lit,

is iaiil to

was

injured in September

be*recovering
From

Aiibusta.

Special despatches.?*

tlie

Bangor Whig

followinaf nominations by the
epuhliean eaucudhs of tRe new LegislaI
ourse delArmine the oflure, which ot
give the

tieers tor the
In the

derived from Congressional fund,
Apparatus for the several departments,
Add to this the debt incurred in behalf
of the College a- shown by Treas-

Report. $0,351
Bills unpaid at the date of said reported, about $2,549

.oon
1,000

1

urer's

8,000

Total,
$26,000
President Allen’s repott takes it]) the
After revarious studies at much length.
viewing the departments of chemistry,
modern languages, natural history, and
civil engineering lie recommends the raising of the standard of qualifications Ibr
admittance to the college especially in
English branches. During the year Si,000
have been paid to the students for work
on the farm.
The report of Mr. Joseph K. Farrington, Farm Superintendent details the experiments in fertilizers and in the various
crops raised. [Commercial.
Disasters

on

the Massachusetts Coast,

ot

coning year:—S

Senatejlaueus this evf\ing,

requesting

j

jiin

all the public men
whose names were used in connection
with Credit Mobilier are more or less implicated, and it is asserted by the knowing ones that Mr. Boutwell also had some
transactions with Mr. Ames which will
come out il the whole truth can be got at.

Masonry

Denounced

andl Defended.

New York, Dec. 30. The Rev. Mr.
Mathews, pastor of the Free Methodist
Church, at 3d avenue and 21st street,
Brooklyn, in a sermon last evening described the mystic brotherhood of the
square and compass as hay, wood and
A portion of the congregation
stubble.
responded “amen,” while others hitched
uneasily in their seats. Encouraged by
the sensation he had created, Mr. Matthews thundered a new anathema against
Masonry. At this juncture a gentleman
in the audience arose, and addressing the
speaker, said : “Sir, that is false!” Several
ladies and two gentlemen, who seemed in
sympathy with the bold challenger, following him, and walked out of the church.
The greatest confusion prevailed fora few
minutes. The gentleman who interrupted
Mr. Matthews is the Rev. Mr. Willbridge,

Points Selected for Life

Messengers.
THE UEMOCKATS OF THE HOUSE
■met

in the

Judiciary Committee

room

and

■minated James K. Talbot of East Manias for Speaker and L. B. Brown of
Augusta tor Clerk.
Washington. Dec. ;!o. The intrigue to
influence the senatorial election in Massachusetts next February by the use of a
part ot the evidence in the Credit Mobilier
investigations, is the subject of a good
•teal ol talk here. It is generally believed
that Mr. Boutwell had unite as much share
the Credit Mobilier

business, while he
member of Congress, as Mr. Dawes.
One version of the matter, which may or
may not be true, is that Mr. Boutwell
borrowed money of Oakes Ames and subsequently Ames tendered him some Credit
Mobilier shares and offered to carry them
for him and pay the debt out of the dividends.
When it appeared that trouble
was likely to come out of the affair Mr.
Boutwell is said to have hastened to
cancel the arrangement and pay back the
borrowed money.
Mr. Boutwell, however, occupies a very
■different position from the members of
Congress, who, alter accepting the shares,
boldly voted to exempt the Union Pacitic
road Irom the payment of the interest on
the bonds guaranteed by the Government,
"thus relieving the road from the claim
upon it by Mr. Boutwell as Secretary of
the Treasury, and thereby taking millions
of dollars out of the pockets ot the people,
saving Mr. Ames and his associates from
bankruptcy with which they were then
threatened by the depreciation ot the stock
It is true that Gen. Butol the company.
ler never had any stock of the Credit
Mobelier, but he is said to have been the
attorney of the concern, which position
must have enabled him to have become
quite familiar with its affairs.
m

a

touch the body.
rescue

Nevertheless,

might

Ben McKeever.
Butler to take a Hand in Credit Mobilier.
the murdered man, was shot from his
The Washington correspondent of the l.orse at night near the residence of the
Boston Herald says :—
Shelbys, his throat cut, and his body
carried on horse back three miles and
A sensation in the House of Representhrown into a cave in the prairie 150 feet
tatives. growing out of tin* operation* of I
A large rock was placed on the
the Credit Mobilier squad of members, is deep.
bloody spot where his throat was out, and
to
occur
as
soon
its
that
expected
body
reassembles. Gen. Butler is regarded as apparently every precaution was taken to
avoid detection. The appearance of the
in
the knight errant
this matter. It is exrock indicated to the keen eye of the
pected that he will j ress his Republican frontiersman that it had been
recently
brethren, who are now on the prisoner’s
there.
Close by it was paper wad
stand, so to speak, to give a lull account placed
that had been fired from a shotgun.
of themselves and to show cause why ing
On examining the gun of Ben Shelby, pathey should not stand down from the per wading was found in it, and another
prominent places which several of them piece of paper that had evidently been fired
llis movement is aimed, of
occupy,
from a shot gun under Shelby’s doorstep.
course, at Mr. Dawes, whom he hopes
to place at a disadvantage in future politiner periodical, and it was ascertained
by
cal contests in Massachusetts, and of
comparison that the three pieces of wadcourse in the coming canvass for Senator,
had
been
torn
from
that
paper. A
in which he is to be the opponent of ing
small fragment of McKeever’s coat of a
the general’s friend, Mr. Boutwell.
it is
peculiar texture, found at the bloody spot,
now clearly apparent that in spite of the

I'p-sijJpit

Hon. E F. Webb of Waterville was
nominated for Speaker, S. J. Chadbourne
ul East Dixmont, for Clerk,
O. Smith
>t llodgdon, Assistant Clerk, .1 15. Walk(j. Leavens and J. K. Prescott for
er, C

to

fearing

entirely circumstantial.

winti

IN THK HOUSK CAUCUS.

dared

j

■

»

sent in a deputation
that the body be delivered up

Strong,

be attempted, Mr.
Boston, Dec. 27. Barque Kodosh ot Boston, i
Wilson and a number ot other gentlemen
from
Manilla
for
this
Capt. Matthews,
port,
went ashore last night at Point Aldertou, be
hastily placed lite body in a wagon and
tween the bars.
The boats in getting ashore
conveyed it to Lumbertown,arriving there
six
men
were
at 'l A. M.
The body was at once surcapsized and the eaptain aud
drowned. Eight of the crew sucereded in sot- rendered to a sheriff and was
fully’ identiting ashore safely. The barque is a total wreck
fied. The sheriff at once paid over to the
The beach at Nantasket is strewn with tin
wrecked stuff. The vessel was owned by Wm, l fortunate young man $ltkX), the reward
Perkins of Boston.
offered by the county for each of the outThe ship Peruvian, Capt. Vann all, struck uii
laws. dead or alive. Besides this there is
Peaked Hill Bar, Cape Cod, during the storm
a sum ot sbooi.i to be paid by the State,
last night and went to pieces. The crew were
the reward offered by the Government
all drowned.
A part of the cargo was washed
under authority of the Legislature, which
ashore.
Capt. Vann all belonged m Gardiner.
Maine, unmarried, and on his first voyage acan lie obtained on application.
Mr. Wilcommander.
The names of the other persons
son is quite a
young man. but one of much
on board are unknown except Mr. Drew, one of
nerve and determination.
The rewards
the mates, whose brother is master of the ship
which he obtains for the killing of the
Franklin, belonging to the same owners and
now due at this port.
outlaw will amount to quite a small forThe schooner Dexter, Capt. Lord, from Ellstune.
worth for Boston, put into Provincetown Harw
bor lu-t night with loss of deck load, and crew
Four Persons Convicted of Murder by a
trn<t bitten.
Paper Gun Wad.
An unknown barque is ashore about <>n. mile
north of Highland Light station. She is on the
From
Or
Austin
[
(.Texas) Statesman, Dec. 14.]
inner bar, with crew all safe on board.
Ben Shelby, Arthur Shelby, Ball Woods,
The German bark Frances, Capt. Ratling,
and William Smith were convicted of
went ashore at 9 o’clock Thursday night .during
the storm, about one mile north of Highland
murder in the first degree, in Burnet
light. Cape Cod. Crew safe. The vessel lies
county this week, and sentenced by Judge
easy on the inner bar in an exposed position.
Turner to be hanged on Friday, the loth
Bark Juan T. Flerson of Portland, Captain
of January next.
The prosecution was
Gould, from Montevideo, put into Gloucester
conducted by Judges Terrell and Walker,
harbor Friday, all right.
Bark Daniel Webster, from Malaga for Bos- employed by the friends of the murdered
ton, before reported at anchor off Cape <’od, man.
The case was one of the most inwas taken safely into Provincetown harbor Friteresting in the annals of criminal trials,
day afternoon.
and the evidence, though conclusive, was

Hon.
May presided anti S W. LaW. Esq.,
vas made
Secretary. Hon. John W.Foster
t
Bangor vans nominated tor Prdtjident
tin- Sennit', receiving
votes totor
Hon. :.C.
Jptrrington ot Fryeburg. S.uu\V. Lajre oi Augusta was nominated a
Baptist clergyman of Chicopee, Mass.,
ot S.
ereyjrv, H. M. Heath of Gardine?. who is tarrying with friends in Brooklyn.
Assistant Secretary, James H. Bunker
The chances are that the denouncing
t
Messenger and Beni. F. Stevens lor
A11 except the
Assistant Messenger
shepherd has been blackballed at some
served in the same position last lodge, and don’t like it pretty well.
i

Andrew'

to her, but this was refused.
Word was
sent to them at the same time by Mr. Wilson that he would shoot the first man who

campaign denials,

FREEDOM.
1

d study or of work.
Four years of exicrienee and observation has confirmed
he conviction of the Trustees and officers
hat manual labor is a most valuable
uixiliary to study and health.
A house for the use of the President
uul his family has been built, and will be
ready for oceupany the present winter,
file report ot the Treasurer, Hon. Isaiah
stetson of this city, shows, however, that
t debt has been contracted,over and above
Hie receipts, which must be provided for
by the legislature. There are also further
improvements to be provided for—among
them a barn, workshop, Professor’s house,
additional aparatus for civil engineering,
and the chemistry and natural history department.
V barn, such as needed, would cost
ss.Oou
A workshop and tools,
2,1100
A house for a Professor's family
11,000
For larm improvements and improvements on College grounds there will
be needed,
3,000
For instruction, in addition to the reve-

IROLBI.K.

aiu with six

:

own

assigned them,

nue

Out-

All ol the band of Robeson Co uuty
outlaws, the famous “Swamp Angels” of
North Carolina, have dwindled down until there is now but one left of the entire
gang. For some time past Andrew Strong
and Stephen Lowery have escaped the
vengeance of the law and have reigned
unmolested over Scnffletown; but at
length the former has been been killed,
and Stephen Lowery is the only one left
of the entire band.
At Eureka, a small
station on the Wilmington, Charlotte and
Rutherford Railroad, in the heart of the
Seutlletown region, and about eighty miles
from Wilmington, there was a considerable Christmas gathering of the clans of
the outlaws on Thursday. Steve Lowery
was absent, but Andrew A. Strong was
there, with a number of his friends. At
o’clock in the day, while a number
about
of negroes were in a store at the station,
one of them stole a number of locks and
He was
secreted them In his pocket.
charged witli the theft by a young man
named William Wilson, a clerk in the
store, but he denied having taken them.
Mr. Wilson then put ths hand in the man’s
coat pocket and drew forth the locks.
The crowd soon afterwards left the store.
About an hour after this. Andrew Strong,
who had evidently been drinking, came
into the store and ordered Mr. Wilson to
leave the county, swearing that if he did
The young man
not he would kill him.
informed him that he would do so, whereAbout 5
upon Strong left the store.
o’clock he returned, more intoxicated
than before, and repeated his commands,
telling Mr. Wilson that if he found him
there at (i the next morning he would certainly kill him, After saying this the outlaw turned to leave the store, and as he
did so Wilson raised a double-barrelled
gun that was at hand and discharged one
barrel at the outlaw, planting eighteen
buskshot in his neck and head. Strong fell
with scarcely a groan and expired at once.
The fall of the outlaw at once spread consternate n and dismay
throughout the
group ot his dusky followers, but no
attempt was made to interfere with
Mr. Wilson. Had Stephen Lowery been
there
it
might have been different,
but he
and no attempt
was
absent
was made to rescue the body.
Rhody
Lowery, the widow ol Henry’ Berry Lowcry. the defunct outlaw leader, and sister

ut

iia
pa-t six, tin v wi re until I" o’clock
morning making ;ie 12 mile- to Thortiw i- 'Me
■imiiuuai •»r ic with cold, ice
■w
hi: ng 'vhi.il they ran hack to
‘A
,•(i and water. Reaching Thornon

the North Carolina
laws Killed.

of

Saving Stations.

Portland, Me., Dec. 26. The

revenue

McCulloch returned to Portland today, having on board Capt. John Faunce
and Lieut. Stodder ot the United States
revenue service, who have been cruising
along the coast for the last nine days for
the purpose of selecting the sites for escutter

tablishing life saving stations.

They exas tar east as Eastport,
the following points:

amined the coast
and fixed upon
Carrying Point Cove, Moosebeck Reach,
Petit Menan, Cranberry Islands, Matinicus, Seal Island, White II ead
Cape,
Small Point and some point near Wood
Island. They depart tomorrow for Portsmouth, N. 11., to examine that coast.
Among the points thought ol’ there are
Whale’s Back, Isle ol Shoals and Wallace
Sands, Rye Beach.
Fire at Skowhegan.

was a

Augusta, Dec. 29.
quarter past 8 o’clock this

At about a
a lire broke out in the Skowhegau hotel at Skowhegan, and burned

evening,

fiercely, entirely destroying
flic

the building,
dames spread rapidly and only about
halt ol the lurniture was saved.
The
building cost nearly $50,000. The tiremen despite their best efforts were unable
to stay the progress of the fire, the reservoirs being frozen during the extreme
cold weather of the past few days.
There were two stores underneath the

hotel,

one

B. R.

Flag;

a

millinery
the other

store
was a

occupied by

grocery store
The goods
which the two stores contained were all
removed and saved by the efforts of those
around the scene of the destructive fire.

occupied

by Jas. Smiley.

of the EvenBoutwel! has
as Secretary of
15th, when he
will retire from the cabinet and proceed to
Massachusetts.
The

Washington correspondent

ing Traveller

writes that Mr.
written his letter of resignation
the Treasury, to take effect Feb.

Fire was discovered in the store of K. Aehorn
at North Waldohoro’ Saturday night about U
o’cIock, and the building was totally consumed
together witli his entire stock of goods. Loss
$1100; insured in the Aetna for $000.

revealed the tact that the murder had been
committed there. There were many other
circumstances pointing to the accused persons as the murderers, but one deserves
especial mention. On carefully placing
the paper found where the blood had been
covered by the rock, and comparing it
with the wadding found in Ben. Shelby’s
gun, the following enigma could be read
from one paper to another:
•'With piece of paper or a slate,
Sit round the tire both large and small;
A letter make, almost an eight,
And

In

now

you

see

vvliat covers.”

the Stokes trial in New
York, last week. Judge Fullerton alluded
to the great prevalence of crime in the

opening

following just
No

terms—

is now safe; property is not
sale : Hie is not safe.
It is in vain for t^ie
district attorney to indict; he can only
present for trial. It is in vain for the
judge to charge the juries on the law,
because lie can only inflict punishment
man

after condemnation. The remedy is to
be found in the jury-box alone.
If duty
is not performed, t ten all else goes for
naught; and so king as you listen to
flimsy defences unsustained by evidence
and resting upon mere suggestions and
some little unreliable proof, sj
long as
you listen to this threadbare defence of
of
self-defence when it is not
insanity,
well-founded, so long will bad men be
encouraged, so long will the knife and
pistol be brought into requisition on the
slightest occasion, so long will our jails
be crowded with criminals, and faws set
at naught, and our cities
disgraced.”
The Lewiston Journal’s corresponde nt
gives the following additional particulars
in

regard

to the

building

to

some

of

Sandwich

of the
Islands.

King

the

San Francisco, Dec. 25. Advices from
Honolulu state that King Kamehameha
He
the Filth, died in that city Doc. 11th.
was the last of the royal line and named
no successor, which leaves an interregnum,
during which the people are sovereigns.
The Legislative Assembly meets Jan. nth,
when that body will nominate a successor
of the late king. The Hawaian Gazette
favors a popular movement for the purpose of securing a free constitution, and
a revolution is expected.
At the latest
dates all was quiet.
The Age of Invention, rt will ho seen
that Yankee ingenuity has really no limit, when
we scan the list ol patents weekly issued from
the IT. S. Patent office. But many of these patents are virtually useless to the parties whose
inventive genius has conceived these articles,
aud whose money has been paid to solicitors of
slight experience for obtaining the patent. Inventors will do well to apply only to solicitors
of high standing, who can not only give all required details as to filing of caveats, and procuring of Atfiericau and Foreign Patents, hut
whose judgment and large practice will he of
great value in determining the advisability of
incurring the expense of letters patent. No
solicitor in New England is so well known as
Mr. Lt. H. Eddy of Boston, whose card appears
in this issue of our paper. His experience ol
nearly a generation and his extensive practice
in all departments relating to the procurement
of patents render him peculiarly fitted to give
advice and promptly forward all business with
energy aud success. As the pioneer in America
for obtaining patents tor Trade Marks and 1 >♦*
signs he has had a marked success in securing
the designer and manufacturer from imitation,
and inventors will do w*dl to avail themselves
of his extensive research in drawing speculations and avoidingcontlictiug claims in the issue
of patents.

1

and

$15,000

to

$20,000.

The company on their part, bind themselves to manufacture from 15 to 20
millions of lumber per annum, and to
enter largely into the manufacture of
bricks (for which there is ample material
on the property to be given them,) and at
no distant day they propose to build vessels on the same land. The citizens consider themselves very fortunate in securing
for Wiscasset this large manufacturing
interest. They also feel assured it will
go far towards securing the building of
the proposed Kennebec and Wiscasset
railroad.
How a Woman Saved her Family
from Small-Pox.
A short time since a
lady residing in this city, while walking
along a public street, was passed by a
hearse which emitted an offensive odor.
Jl ocurred to her that it might contain a
victim of small-pox, and if so she feared
she might have the disease, (j-oing home
at once she wrote a note to her husband
and child stating her fears, and informing
them that she was going to Billerica until
she was sure she could associate with
them in safety. Securing some requisite
articles and two attendants she went to an
unoccupied house in Billerica which was
owned by a relative, and making herself
comfortable prepared for the worst. In
ten days the disease attacked
her, she
sutiered its various stages, recovered, and
returned to her
family whom she had
saved by her courageous
fidelity. [Boston Herald.
Freeman Curtis is the name of a man in
Crass Lake, Mich., who, when his horses were
unable to pull a heavy load out of the mud,
built a tire under them. He was arrested.

Meal,

\

Pungencies.

The almanac publishers complain that their
business is destroyed by Ayer’s American Almanac.
The people prefer it to any other, the
Farmer’s, Western, Southern or the numerous
local almanacs when.they can get Ayer’s. 11
supplies the best astronomical data, weather
and jokes of them all. and above all. medical
advice which is invaluable for every family. If
is supplied gratis by the druggists, and should
he preserved for constant reference and use.
We are sure that no good housekeeper or grandmother goes willingly without one.
[AntiSlavery Standard, N. Y
mother to her little daughter
of live summers,
what would you do without
mother?”
! would put on ju»t such a
your
dress as 1 pleased every day.” was the prompt
a

*•

reply.’’
Hka.1>ache. There :ire various eauses for
headache, as derangement of the circulating
system, of the digestive organs, ol the nervous
system, Are. Vegetine can he said to hr .1 sure
remedy tor the many kinds of headache. a> it
acts directly upon the various causes of this
complaint,—Xeryousness, Indigestion, Co- ti veness, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Biliousness, Arc.
Try the Vegetine. Vou will never regret it.
farmer saw an advertised reeipe to prevent
wells and cisterns from freezing. IT- sent liis
money, and received the answer, “Take in your
well or cistern on cold nights, and keep it by
the fire.”
A

Can

Swine—Store
18*500 at market;

Pigs—none in market.
prices, 4 l-2a5c per lb.

Fat

NIW GOODS I

Produce Wanted!

Having J*ebuilt and enlarged my stow, I am once
at tlk old stand with one ot tbM largest and
best assormient of goods In my line
yer offered in
the market!
T

I will pay thr highest market price for all kinds of
FARM PRODUCE. Potatoes. Pressed Hay, Apples,
Berms, &e., &e., delivered at Lane’s Wiiark, In
this city.
E. A. CaLDEKWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. 1872.—tfl't

Itich

the Celebrated
large stock, Jr.ong
Waltham, IJnitciBStates anddCIgin. Also the Imported fine Irvinknd Genroi movements. Prices
I
extremely LOW. !

Ad

Gents, Ladies

Wood for Sale.
SLABS
STAVE
Best quality SEASONED
delivered to houses as wanted at $4 per cord.
or
of
O.
CMcKknney,
Enquire
S. A. HOWES & CO.
4w25

MrjRl.iga.

V Finger Bing*.

New

Styles

and Patterns.

Plaj^d

Crold and
Old

Thimble*,
Bead*.

Fine <4old

Btyl

Ast

New Pattern of Plate

Best Stock in the

(

Sugar, Cream, FalAe,

Turk

ted from the

E'VES

at 9al2c per lb.

Chickens at ISa22c per lb.
APPLES—The market remains steady, with sales
at $2 50a2 75 per bbl for N K Baldwins and $3a3 25
for West*-m.
HaY —We quote choice Hay at $29 per ton;
common Hav at $25a29.
Straw $30a31 per ton.
— —■
■
1
1
W

Cake 1

a*kdt*,
Binheil, KcefPi teller*,
"“V»ter «V Soup
Croldeti, Ci
%*k*, Hpoons, dec.,
kadlj

quot »* line fall butter at 32a34c per
butter 24u26c; medium do 18a20c;
12a 15c; clioice Western 28a3oc; bakers’

I

TH» BTjTND.

F

Spectacles^kith

c'

agesnnd c<
Silver, Plated am

agency for this seci
LAZARUS Bl 1“‘iRRIS
gained such uni] Irsal
all kinds fitted
Did bows.

then with
pure veg

and mild

File

S !

_

Pike’s toothache Drops

cure

in 1

minute.

“Jake. L wants to ax vou our ot d«m llmnderums.” “Well, Sam. proceed.” “Why am
a nigger. alter eating salt
fish, like a celebrated
poet?” “D’no, less bekase—bekase—” “Well,
bekase what?” “Why, bekase lie*> Dry-den.’
I

quick for 610.

Wr*,

boy who had read of sailors heaving up
anchors, wanted to know it it wa< sea-siekness
that made them do it.
A

Hear yc the mighty < entaur’s tread
See the long line of myriad dead
With hoof of horse and human head

—

Rise up and speak !
’Twas proud Olympus gave us birth ;
For a thousand years we roamed the earth—
Eat perfumed flowers of the century plant.—
Drank liquid from the volcano’s mouth.
Slew man and bca.-i
play our part.
Then restored to life by the Centaur's art;
<.'based wild mares on the field of Mars,
Lived on the earth, and slept among the stars.”

Po rlni^neyi

Limbers stiff-joints in a single day.
Poor cripples in their hobbling way,

Limp in

on

crutches—then walk away.

Fear not dumb horse, thy friend now speaks,
Who'l heal your wounds, and make you leap
Ten bars—piles of oats to bolt.
And frisk about like yonder colt.
Yellow wrapper is the thing for brutes,
White wrapper alone the family suit'.
J. F. Ludewig, of Hoboken, X. *J.. says:
The Centaur Liniment has cured me of rheumatism, after intense suffering for live years.'’
‘•I tried many remedies for my sprained ancle
The second bottle of Centaur
without relief.
Liniment cured it perfectly. Cn as. Hill, niff
Pine St.. Phila.”

II. Marsh, Esq., Supt. of Adams Express
Stables, New York, says: ‘‘All owners of

horses should know the Centaur Liniment. We
find it the best thing ever used in our stables.”
This testimony could be repeated for a month.
If you want to avoid suffering, just try the Cens)w2f»
taur Liniment. Sold by all Druggists.
J. B. R >se A Co., 53 Broadway, X. 5’
Children cry for Pitcher s Castgkia.
substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates the
food, cures the Wind Colie, and causes natural
sleep. It does not contain morphene, is pleasThe
ant to take, never gripes arid never fails.
9w25
best physic known.
A

The following strong certificate as to the
curative of Miss Sawyer's Salve, we dip from
the Patten Voice:
Reward of Merit. We are happy to lay
before our readers the following cure, effected
by the use of Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
Mr. Silas Bryant, of Sherman, has been afflicted for years with what the doctors pronounced a scrofulous cancer. He consulted the
most skillful physicians in vain, ami was finally
induced to try Miss Sawyer's Salve and now
after using the fourth box, tie i» entirely cured,
and enjoys perfect health.
fcfoO

SPECIAL NOTICES

With

a

great variety of Fan

Consumption.
Sometimes medicines

that will stop a cough will
often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of
the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy;
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition of the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
so alfected, if they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs, liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situation, tfie lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain rny opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation ot the blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow, and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. .J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY, 8 College place,
New York, Wholesale Ageuts.
For sale by Druggists generally.—ly3sp

BATCHELORS

HAIR

DYE.

This splendd Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only Truei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of bad dyes and washes. Produces Immediately a superb Black ok Natural Brown, and
leaves the hair clean, soft and beautiful.
The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all

Druggists.
Iyl9sp

CHAS, BATCHELOR /’rop., N, Y,

tiea|ie*d Nto« k
City i** at

in

tli«

WELLS,

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing Clothing,
ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number ol good vest makers will be
wanted after the first ot January.
They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
Monroe.
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
tiie first of January.
We have a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we otfer at tow prices.
POTE & gLIMBY.
Belfast, Dec. 13—tf'-M

V iolin Bom m, Ron'
Bridge*. Bd
A fresh lot of tin
Watches and «J

are now

se

0.
Mrtin
/

Cali and See

Lost aT^ibo note, dated Dec.#}, 1872, payable iu u
Signed Elisha ! as good an assortment of WOOLEN GOODS
to^)av>4 Naaji, o*
not<- has been stopMerria*,E1r.
[ grades, usually found in a
t
DAVID
NASH.
ped.
Morrill, Dec. 26, 1872.—3w26*

sell.

GOODS!
Vow

in

fetock

Tine
of

a

ot

all

I have also

tin

a

assortment of

1

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, l'J cents a box,
or 3 boxes tor
cents, in all -izes and all the other
ti ll
II. f
LORD.
better grades of Collars,

4(M*urtuieiit

China Dolls!

! >1 ED.
{

aged

In Kugle Island, Dec. 4th, Mrs. Martha Sweatland,
Htfe** 47
In Bock port. i>.<'.y(h, William
Leeland, aged To
years and y months.
In Virginia, Nov. 2;-th, Mr. Kdward H. Walden ot
Hockiand, aged 26 years, 7 months, 15 days.
In St. (.Forge, Dec. 20th, Carrie F,. Gilchrist, aged
1" years, \ months and lu
days.
In south Thomaston, Dec. ISth. Amos A.
Gregory,
aged 5u years.

SHIP

N

S*Olll OF
A ft

HIVED.
do;

SAILED.
Soli

Sleds for

Rubber Dolls!

A

Caroline, Wallace, Millbridgc.

Alexandria, Dec 23—The late cold snap has again
suspended navigation to all but steam propelled vesThe Southern mail bout reports the ice as
sels.
thick at i^uantico as it is here, and as
extending
down the river as far below Kvansport as the eye
can reach.
A sehr is reported as fast in the ice otl
Alt Vernon.
Sciirs William Allen, Helen M Con-

Dressed Dolls!

Thompson1

i

LADIES’ EXCHANGE

Also

Lot of

at

himitmv. Store

s

Figs, Raisins.

HOLIDAYS!

&c., &c.
Which i shall

sell, at Wholesale and Retail

York,

such

goods

selecting
as

Santa

VBKY LOW FOR CASH.

No. 80 Main

1872-1873.

St., Belfast.

directs for both

DODGE’S

RESTAURANT
M. E. DODGE informs his old friends and
customers that he has leased and titled up the establishment next door below T. W. Pitcher’s store"
where he will be glad to see them.

SEASONABLE AND

(.

T

I

OLD & YOUNG.
Call and

Private Suppers

see

the great

A T

I>

Sho-rf Notice !
Tlte best ol everything usually furnished In his
line will always be kept on hand.
A large and choice supply ot nail may always
be found on hand.
tf‘J
Belfast, Srpt.

variety of

FOR

CARTER'S

PRESENTS

tc

AMD

NEW

tbi^hnlMrasolved
LjwrctrSl.,

AT

THE

C.TaRDINCL

To the Comity Commissioners of the County
-**
Waldo.
the selectmen
rjpHl'MjXDERSIGNED,
X lortViu tlie County of Waldo,

of Frank-

respectfully represent thlft the county road laid out by the County
of the County ot Waldo, commencCommissitjyprs
ing near the^iiwelling house of James Lord, in Winterport in saioSjminty, and running in a southerly
direction across Ttfarsh River to another road near
the house of Matl\jv Curtis iu sai<j» Frankfort, has
not been travelled fVr more than
elve years last
past, and is not required by the pi
Whereupon they pi\y that saijf Troad may be discontinued.

STATE

<

Selectmen
°i

Frankfort.

Lowest Prices

view the route
in the Petition ; immediately
in the vicinity,
after which at sttne
a hearing of thf parties and their wtouesses will be
had, and suchBurther measures
premshall judge
And
ises, as the
it is further Ordered, That notice ot the time, place
and purpoHejr of the Commissioners’
said, be givon to all persons and CorporationBinterested by
an attested Copy of said ISition
with this
thereon, upon the Cleric of tl
of Frankfort, and by posting up the same in1
public plades in said town, and by
same iu the Republican Journal a public news^
published in said County, said publication and
ol the other notices to be thirty days before the tinu
appointed for said view, that all may appear and be
heard if they think proper.
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
Copy ot Petition and Order of Court.
2fl
Attest-W. G. FRYE, Clerk.

IN

takeliij^he
pTC|rer.

CALLijQ

WltSTTEIH.

(J.W. BURKETT <fc CO.

E. R. JOHNSON Will return neU
with the winter styles which she will be
to show her customers. Felt Hats in Drab,
Black, Bronze and other desirable shades. Velvets,
Ribbons, Feathers and Fancy Wings, Jets and Jet
MRS.

week

pleased
Bands,

B E I* FAST
TO

FANCY GOODS.
Handkerchiefs, Collars, Ties
ami Neck-Handkerchief's, Gloves,Two-Button Kids,
Kid Mittens, &e., &c.
DRESS MAKING. Miss Jackson has selected a
winter stock ot Dress and Cloak Trimmings, such
as Buttons, Fringes, Gimps, Tassels, &c.
Special
attention given in Dress and ’loak Makiug in the
Latest Styles.

Hay ford Block,

Church St.

NOVELTIES

supforth
convenientpiifee

Cqfnmissioners

ME A

specialty

MILLINERY.

Court, a^j’d.

On the
foregoing^ Orderqd, That the County
Commissioners medf at the hoLse of Mathew Curtis
in Frauklort, on ’Miursday, thwth day of February
next at one o’clock, P. M.; aneUthence proceed to

l^aiVE

a

\ ou will always find everything that is usually kept
A. R. CARTER.
in a first-class Saloon.
Belfast, Dec. 24.—1>25

[MAINE.
joimnissioners’
). 18*

ON HAND.

served in every style and at all times. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock ot Confectionery
of every description, Cigars and Tobacco always on

^•CANNED FRUITS & JELLIES

between
Cates is
X
by mutual
consent
late firm will please
call at N«T2s
where they will find
their aceomits iWMi J. C. Cates, Jr., for settlement,
GEO.
J. C.CATES, Jr.
Belfast, cec. 31st, 1872.—3w2G*

Pon,

OYSTERS

j

DISSOLUTION.

N. R
Jam es
F. L. T!

A. K. CARTER respectfully inform* ms numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will always be
ready to welcome all.

YEAR’S

partnership hereujjprejexidting

WALDO, SS.—Count j
December Term, A/

New

thotcdftmis of the creditors of

the store of Caleb Whitaker in Sears mo nt, on the
third Saturdays of January and April next, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon ol each day.
CALEB WHITAKER, I
Commissioners.
DAVID B. COBB,
)
Searsmont, Jan, 1, 1S73.—3w2G*

rpii
Har/flinglc

Burkett

has left for Boston and

THT

Confectionery,
Fruit, Nuts.

Iveitjpg^Jof Searsinont, in said
County, deceawa, dfjWroby give notice that six
months from ic filrh day of October 1372, are
allowed to
said^reditors to bring in and prove their
claims, and thdWwe shall attend to that service at

E

reason

Oh

I.ARU1-; STOCK

FOR

CHRISTMAS

WakLB^omniissioners

for the Year 1872, and

JUST RECEIVED

THE

Coanty

Establishment

our

lor that

SLBsCRI^^RfcC
having been apHon. Asa U^irlough, Judge of
WE,pointcdjfcw
Probate for the
ol
receive and bx.amie
William

made liis Headquarters

Cok. Main & Hu.it brs., Belfast.

Disasters—Considerableexcitement prevail

Insolvency Notice.

SANTA CLAUS has

BRACKETS AND PICTURE FRAMES!

DOLLS HEADS, HATS, SHOES and BODIES.
Also FANCY BOXES, CHINA TEA SE'l'S and
a thousand and one articles at wholesale or retail.
Remember the Doll Emporium is at B. F. WELLS’
Fancy Hood Store, 17 Main Street.

don and another one got adrilt from the wharves
of the American Coal Company during the gale of
Saturday night and were carried over on the Mary
landtlats before their headway could be stopped, but
they all succeeded in getting otl'again, and are now
back at their mooring places.
Tut; l NDERWRITKRS AND THK NUMEROUS SHIP-

ed at Lloyd's yesterday owing to the unprecedented
losses which are being announced by telegraph from
every part of the world.
Speculations in risks have
risen to unusual dimensions, and the losses are
seriously great. Some ot the foreign insurance companies have in one instance announced ti.at they can
pay but 5u per cent, and some others have stopped.
The English companies are paying promptly, but
souk* of the younger offices must be
suffering greatly, and all the dividends ire expected to suffer.
[New York Herald Dec24,
Launched—At Maehiasport. Dec i5, sehr Maud,
425 tons u m; to be commanded by Capt Charles
Robinson. Jacob .Stuart was master carpenter. I he
Maud is spoken of as a substantial and very carelull y built vessel.
Messrs Tre&gy and Caswell, ot
Machias, did the painting.
At .Machias. Dec 19, the new vessel in Mr, Hemenway’s yard. She is to be rigged into a sehr, 5
115 feet keel, 2«
masts; is 341 tons new measure;
feet beam, 12 feet lower hold and 4 feet between
decks.
She is copper fastened
It is expected she
will proceed to St John in ballast and load lor an
European port. Capt Smith, of Islesboro, is to be
sailing master.
Sch Sarah was dragging ashore in Rockland harbor a few days ago but received assistance from the
cutter Dobbin, and was saved from damage.

Boys!

Big Lot ot Sleds at J. C. THOMPSON’S.

Large

KWS._

..

Dec. US,

Linen Dolls!

BELFAST.

i)i*c.
Schs Caroline, Wallace, Huston
10.
D K Arey, Ryan, do; Orion, Unborn,
.luck Downing, Patterson, Rockland.

|

Sleds for Girls!

Wax Dolls!

Obituary notires, beyond the Date, Name and Aye
must be paid for.)
In this city, ot consumption, Dec. 21st, Orrin H.
Cunniugham, aged 22 yrs. and 4 mod.
In Brook-, Dec, 20th, liozeltha, daughter ot
Hath Webb, aged 21 years, 8 moifths and 25 days.
In K1 Is worth, Dec. G, John C, Conley, aged G1
Dec. 2lst, Dea. Kdwin Wood, aged
years, 4 days.

|

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manulactured to ol der by first-class woutcmen at as
low prices as the times will atford.
'UT flNG attended to in all its branches by in y

CHRISTMAS

Mr. E. W. Curtis and
W. (’.
Mr. Levi W. Bowden,
of Winterport.

BURKETTS.
I

I net
LvSl.

mouni!|

In Ellsworth. Dec. -1st, Mr. Charles L. McFarland am! Miss Orissa Garland.
In Franklin, Nov. jt'.th, Mr. Alonzo Morton ol
-Newcasth
and Miss Kiniua A. Hardison of Frank
1 i xi.
In 1’roy, Dec. 19th, Mr. Joseph P. Sturgis of
ihorudike, and .Miss Louisa V. Searles of Palmyra.
In Union. Dec. 13th, J. E. Hanley, Esq., and
Mi-~
lara A. II .wes, both ot Appleton
In Rocklaud, Dec. i8th, Mr. Arnasa Morse and
Miss Lucy J. sj.i »r, both of Warren. Dec. 23d, Mr.
D. G. Atwater aid Miss Arofiue L. Rose, both of

CONSUMPimOAN B£ CUBED.
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDKAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary

ami <

$500,000 Worth of Clothing Destroyed.

Hair and Teeth B

G2 years.
In buri y, Dec. goth, Mr. Albert A Barrett, aged
ly years.
Jn Kdi-n, Dec. litis, Mrs, I.ydia, wile ol Keuben
F. bal-btiry. aged Gs years.
In Franklin, Dec., ot consumption, Miss Klzina
L., eldest daughter ot .John I*, and Lenora W.
French, aged 22 years, 11 monihs and 21 days.
I11 Northport, Dec. 6th, Mrs. Hannah, wile ot
H**!)>-•• .l-tek-on, aged 62.
h»
Jncolnville, Nov. 16th, Mr-. Hannah Brown,

SANTA CLADS

GREAT FIRE IN BOSTON.

Pocket

Winterport.

our

Cures burns and scalds, ami poisonous sting'—
Rheumatic horrors scares away.

Lime Staves.

17 Evlain Street.

MARRIED.

On other mission now we're sent,
To Mess mankind with an emollient,
Of which the world ne'er hath dreamt.
Even
Centaur Liniment.
It banishes pains and all su. h things.

lle*tt

B. F\

j

In this city, Dec. 17, by Rev. J. Adams, Mr. Herman 11. Davis of Belfast, and Miss Lena E. Barnes
of Waldo.
In tins city, Dec, 25th, by Rev. W. i,. Brown,
Mr, Alvan Blodgett and Miss Mary K. Calderwood
both of Belfast.
In tin Methodist Church, in this city Dec. 29th,
by Rev. W. L, Brown, Mr. Edwin Frost and Miss
Fannie E. Jones, both ot tins city.
In Granby, Conn, Alfred U. Griffin, of Granby,
and Miss Alibie S. Roberts, of Orland, Me.
In Bangor Dec. 25, Mr. Abner T. Jordan of Bangor, and Miss Elenora A. Buzzell of Monroe.
In Frankfort. Dec. 25th, Mr. Joseph H. Sanborn
ot Belfast, and Miss Villa M. Grant ol Frankfort.
In Wiuterport, Dec. 2Gth, Mr. Geo, L Dickinson
ot Dubuque, Iowa and Mrs. Caroline E. Moore of

In West Camden, Dec. 23d,
Mis- Eva D. Achorn, both of
In Wiuterport, Dec. 28th,
and Miss Anna Quigley, both

selling

ENS !
your attention.

Rockland.

Crittentoji
gist.

are

popularity.!

<

eougfl

prime

We have on hand 1 WKI.VK ll ENDUED THOUSAND SH INGLES of different qualities which we
will sell at mill prices with only freight added.
Prices ranging from $1.58 to $4.
Also seventy-five thousand Lime Staves.
4w25
S* A. HOWES & C’O,

lie selection ot luy
nlity of Glasses to
Set in Gold.
M hold the special
epor the Celebrated
GLASSES, which have
New Glasses of

Ayes.

suit all

cargo of

a

Island Salt

s

Shingles and

Mrs.

give special atj

Sts., Belfast.

For suiting beef and pork, which they
at the lowest market price,—21 Jan. 1.

tier

summer

Main Sc Hioh

Have .ust received

■

plat: id wake.

EGGS—Good lots of Northern or Eastern are held
today at 45c per doz. Some lots that were more or
less frosted were sold at 42c, but there are few offering below 45c.
BEANS—We quote choice mediums $2 75; good
do at $2 25a2 do; prime Western pea beans at $3 50;
and common do at $3a3 25; yellow eye -at $3 5oa
3 02; Eestern at $3 G2a3 75.
POTATOES—Jackson Whites and Early Rose at
90c per bush. Onions are firm at $4 50a5 per bbl.
POULTRY—We quote Western Turkeys at 21c,
and choice do at 19c per lb; fresh killed Northern
Turkeys would bring 23c, and choice Chickens
about the same price; line, large Geese 18a20c;
Western Chickens at 12al0c; Geese 13al7c; Western
Turkeys 15a20c; Northern at 18a27c; Northern

ok.

WM. B SWAN & CO.

*a flbooni.
Olive, Mardl te and Pickle Fork*,
Pie, Butte! and Fruit Bnive*
Mapkiu 1 Ingn

Desert and 'I

Tea^Bet*,

at

J. C. THOMPSON’S

GOODS.

I

errj, Preserve ;

city

and Neck Chains.

sYvBR

SOLID COII

HOME

FURNITURE!

Charm*.

W«r

Ctoid and I

hogs—

:im21is

CKldren.

Bottom Hiim

CHEESE—We quote fine factory at 141-2c;
medium i4c; choice dairy 11c; good do at 13c; common

-OF-

W. 33. Swaneb Oo.

PINE AOLB CHAINS
For

THE

YOUR

C-O-Al-L-I

whiclj/arc

A

Monday, Dec. 30, 1872.

BUT I'F.K —We
common
9c per lb.

£

Styles anfePatterns.

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.

lb; fine

BUY

silYer wat/hes.

[’attle and Working Oxen and Cattle left over, 150.
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs. live weight
Lxtra quality, $800a$8 50; First quality, $7 00a7 75;
Second quality, $0 25a$G 75; Third quality,$4 50a5 75
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, 8cc, $3 50*4 25.
Hides—Hides 9 ]-2c; Tallow Oaf) l-2c per lb;
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 9c per lb;
'alt Skins 10a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75;
Lamb Skins $1 75.
Working Oxen We quote sales of I pr.gth 5 ft 8 in
$155, 1 pr, 7 It ;i in, $200; 1 pr, 7 It 3 in $210; 1 pr,
'» it 10 in, $180; 1
pr, 0 ft 11 in, $105.
Store Cattle—Nearly all the small Cattle brought
nto market are bought up to slaughter ; light demand.
Milch Cows—We quote prices from $20a90 per
lead.
Sheep and Lambs—There was a light supply of
«t Sheep and Lambs. Trade about the same as last

__

DANIEL HARADEN.

15, 1872.—4w24

Dec.

LADIESt FINE GOLD MTCHES!

Wednesday-, Dec. 25, 1872.
At market this week—2041 Cattle; 0741 Sheep and
Lambs : 18000Swine ; Western Cattle 1891; Northern

j

/

-AND-

BARREL HOOPS & HOOP

YELLOW ASIA

POLES WANTED.

more

MARKET.

CATTLE

WAXTEII!

NJSW STORE!

Belfast, Wednesday, Jan, 1, 1873.
7 to
$9 50 to 13 Bound Hog,
80 to 00 Clear S’t Pork, $18 to

BRIGHTON

plussed.

a

Jorn

CURREVT.
the .Journal.

<

At one of his lectures, Oeorge Francis Train
•how then, anybody can
ask me
shouted.
questions.” Whereupon an old lady got up
and said: “Mr. Train, T would like to know
what makes a oot-leg always burn in two in
the middle?” The American traveler was non-

Susie,” said

Weekly for

1.10 to 1,15 Mutton per lb,,
fi to
00 to 1.00, Lamb per lb.,
11 to
78 to 00 Turkey per lb.,
20to
55 to 00 Chicken per lb., 15 to
2. 75to3.25 Duck per lb.,
18 to
rlarrowfat Peas, 90 to l.ooi Gecae per lb.,
15 to
1 )ats
45 to 5o Hay per ton,
$l<?to
75to
$1.45to0.00
801 Lime,
)ried Apples,
8 to 10 Washed Wool,
50 to 00
50 to 75: Unwashed
38 to 00
.looking, do,
25 to 28! Pulled
50 to 00
bitter,
18 to 20 Hides,
0
81-2 to
17 to 00
28 to 30 Call Skins,
10 to 14 JSheep Skins,
75 to 1.59
8 to 11 Wood, hard, $G.00to8.00
ieet,
3afilwin,Ap,ls, 75to 1.00 W'ood, soft, $.400to0,00
7 to
5 to 00
8' Dry Pollock,
real,
S Straw,
7 to
$8 to 00
)ry Cod,

orHLao^Mft
DeoH|k»era^M|^rc
Potions

8* RICE

Corrected

{ye Meal,
tve,

Dr. L.
Morse. Sukoou Dentist, will be at
the Commehual Ho.u-setaVinteriwrt, Jan. 7th.
time. Those
1873, and wil^ntiutfn
in need of
invited to call
at liis
roon^fr

Pills,

«KLI\l«r

<

of the new steam

mill for the Kennebec Land and Lumber
Company iu VViseasset. The town gives
the company certain property and exempts
them from taxation for six years, in all

amounting

Death

Cash Customers

meetii^kafore-

sXvmg

Gjfder

publishing

eal,

MR, £ MRS, A, D. CHASE,

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.
E. R. JOHNSON & CO., just opened a tine
assortment ot Worsteds ami Worsted Patterns,
Slippers, Ottomas and Toilet Cushions, Bracket and
Towel Racks, Infant’s Knit Shirts, Sacks, Socks and
Mittens, Ladies Breakfast Shawls,Nubias, Rigioletts
and Hose, Children’s Leggius, Sacks and Riding
Hoods, Gentlemen’s Scarfs, Java. Panama, Waffle
and Tinsel Canvass, Plain and Tinsel Perforated
Paper, Berginann’s Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds in
two, four and eight fold, Shetland Worsteds,Crochet
Knitting and YVorsted Needles, and Paper Patterns’
Particular attention given in shading ot Worsteds*

HAYFORD BLOCK,

BELFAST.
tfto

BELFAST.

■

Our

Master.

JOHN

BV

Venus

Humortui Love, forever full,
F ‘rover
flowing free,
?'<>r ver shared, forever whole,
A
never-ebbing sea!
°<ii outward lips confess the name
A:! other names above;
l.ovr only knoweth whence it came,

Ami compretiendeth love.

Hl<»w, winds .of God, awake and blow
I he misf** of earth
away !—
^Imi out, ») Light Divine, and show
How wide and far we stray !
!iii>h

very lip, close every book,
1 lie strife of tongues forbear:
U by forward reach or backward look
For love that clasps like air?
«

\\

may u«>i climb the heavenly steeps
To bring the Lord Christ down ;
In vain we search the lowest deeps
For him no depths (ran drown.
a or
holy bread, nor blood of grape,
The lineaments restore
him we know in outward shape
And in the flesh no more.

He cpinnth not a king to reign;
1 ke world’s long
hope is dim ;
The weary centuries watch in \ain
ihe clonus of heaven for him.
lb atli comes, life
goes; the asking eye
A nd car arc aiiswerless :
1 !'.■• grave
dumb, the hollow sky
I sad with >il ntneNs.

j

I he letter fail-, the system* fail,
A nd every >\ mbol wain's ;
I In 'pint
over-brooding all
Hternal Love remains.
And not for signs m i. *uven above
or earth below
they look,
W ho know with John bis smile of
if b Peter Id" rebiiKe.

low,

In iov of inward
peace, or ouise
Of sorrow over sin,
Hr I- lin own best evidence.
Hi" witness is w thin.
No i

ibl. old, nor mythic lore,
*
dream <>• nard" and seer.*--,
N
'I'-a 1 tad stranded on the shore
Of the oblivious year? :
N

Hut warm, sweet, tender, even vet
A present help is he:
And faith has "fill its olivet,
Vnd love its Galilee.
I’ll-- healing of his seamless dress,
I" 1 <y our bed of pain,
W touch him m life's
throng and press,
\ nd wo arc wlnili again
1

brough him the first fond prayers
■ur li;
of ehildhood frame,
!:•
; i"t low
whi"pers of our dead
Air .,ii-dened with Uis name.

arc

said

■

and Master of us all!
U’ha!e'er our name or sign.
t’ thy "way, we hear
thy call,
"• st our
'•'
lives bv thine.
i.

Vi

mu

hoi

judgest

us ;

thy purity

Doth all our lusts condemn :
iwv.- that draws iis nearer thee
hot with wrath to them,

'TieI-

thoughts lie

'Mir

thy -ight,

open to

And, naked to thv glance,
M:, secret sins are in the light
* M
!jv ]*11 ro countenanee.
!
1

ne healing
pains, a keen distress.
Thy tender iigfar shines in;
hv >wi-einess is the bitterness,
Thv grace the pang of sin,

\

w, ak and blinded
though We be.
Thou dost our sen ice ovvn,
bring air \ arying gifts to thee.
And thou rejeetest none.

W

i'o ,itv our full humanity
II- ii»Vs and pains belong.
i he
mg of man to man on
1

Mulcts

a

deeper

Deep-trike thy

thee

wrong.

A, ‘in hates thee, who love
1 herein to thee allied
\i. -v.eet accords of hea ls
In thee are multiplied.
routs.

< >

W it hi n

becomes
and homes

heavenly Ymo

our earth,Iv sod,
My-t human and yet most d vine,
The tlower of man and God

<»L;ivc! O Life! Our faith an ! sight
Thy presence niaketh one;
A though trailsfigured ciouds of white
We trace i ;.- noon-day sun.
»rtal eyes subdued,
Flesh-veiled, but not concealed,
know in thee tin- fatherhood
Vml heart ot <?od rev-*aled.
t<» our m

We

We fain'lv hear,
In

dimly sec*,
differing phrase we pray:
w-

But. dim or clear, we own in tin e
The Light, the Truth, the Way
The homage that we render thee
Is still our Fatliei 's own;
Nor jealous claim nor main
Divide the Cross and Throne.
do thy will is more than praise.
As words are less than deeds.
And simple trust can find thy ways
We mis* with chart ot creeds.
0

No pride of self thy service hath.
No place for me and mine;
« Mir human
strength is weakness,
1 Mir life
apart from thine.

death

from th* e all gain is loss.
All labor vainly done;
of thv Cros-

Apart

Tin- solemn shadow
I better than the
~

sun.

Alone, O Love meltable

Thy saving

name is

given;

aside from thee is hell.
To walk with thee is heaven.
Mow vain, secure in all thou art,

To turn

n;r noisy

h.unpionship!—

I’hc sighing of the contrite heart
Is more than faltering lip.
N"t thine the bigot’s partial plea.
Nor thine the zealot's bun;
Tin hi well eaiist spare a lov< of thee
Which end- in hate of man.
0 n Friend, our Brother and our Lord.
What may thy so. vice b« :—
Nor name, m»r form, nor ritual word,
But 'imply following thee.

bring no ghastly holoeast,
pile no graven stone:

W

We

t‘ir
TVbest who loveth mo-!
Mis brotlier and thy own.
I'Mv litanies sweet offices
M Ir.ve and grat itude ;
Thy sacramental liturgies
Tic ioy of doing good.
In vain sliab waves of incense drib
The v ,uiIted nave around.
1 n va n t h< minister turret lift
I
brazen weights ot sound.

ii

■

heart must ring thv Christmas bell*.
Thy inwar 1 altars ride ;
its taitli and hope thy canticles,
And its obedience praise!"
I'ii*-

Oregon

Lumber.

lecture by Hon. Win. A. Howard
ol Michigan, we lind some highly inter-tine inlormatioti respecting the lumber
supply ul Oregon, particularly that part
adjacent to Puget Sound. Even in the
best days ul our down East lumbermen,
they could boast of no such monsters in
their threats as Mr. II. describes.
There is more lumber around Puget
Sound than l ever saw before. There is
one
channel called Hood’s Canal, that
seems to run from Port Townsend, sixty
or
seventy miles toward the Columbia
River, and perhaps not averaging ovehall a mile wide, and il one-half of what
people said about the timber growing
there was true, and it was her< in this
market, it would build the Northern Paoitie road.
The timber is fir and pine.
There were three kinds—the white, the
yellow and the red, the red predominatIt has a -coarse grain, more like
ing.
hemlock, but is free from knots, and the
wood between the seams that separates
the layers is of a red color, and sott. This
kind of tree grows to an enormous size.
Indeed all that timber thieves there think
of, and exert their ingenuity for, is to
find trees small enough to handle to advantage, not liking to grapple with the
big ones. We went through a portion of
this forest when we went to Olympia by
stage, and it was very rare to find a tree
In

as

a

small as three feet

They

were

through

at

and

Photography.

A

WIIITTIEK.

the butt.

from five to six, seven, eight

and sometimes nine or ten feet through at
the butt, and marvellously tall, some 250
ft. high.
What would you say if I stated
that 1 saw a tree that would make an
amount of lumber more than the average
for five acres in Michigan ? Every one
that knows pine lumber lands in Michigan
knows that 10,000 feet is more titan an
average, taking the whole of the pine
lands of the State; perhaps 8000 would be
the fair average.
At 10,000, five acres
would have 50,000 feet.
Now suppose
we take a tree ten feet
through; that
to
six
feet.
A piece of
ought
square
square timber one foot in length would
contain 30 cubic feet, or of board measure
432 feel.
Suppose you went on in that
way until you had worked up 200 feet,
you would have 2yo times 432 feet, that
is, 80,400 leet, and then you w&uld have
70 or 80 feet beyond that left.
I saw
there trees 10 feet through at the butt,
sound as the could be, straight as an
It does
arrow, more than 250 feet high.
not make very good finishing lumber, as
But all over there are enorit is coarse.
mous white cedars which even grow on
the islands and which make very fine finI was told at Olympia
ishing lumber
that this white cedar brought 840 per 1000
at Portland.

Washington correspondent furnishes
some particulars of the preliminary
proceedings with reference to observations
on the transit of Venus—an event to taki
place Dec. 8. 1874. It will be recollected
that a small appropriation has been made
by Congress for this purpose. The great
interest which is felt by scientific men al
over the world in
obtaining a caarefu
series of observations of this transit, if
more than justified by the rarity of the
event, and its importance in furnishing
astronomers with actual measures of celestial distances.
These transits occur ai
alternate intervals of eight and more than
a hundred years.
The last was in 1869;
the next will be in 1874; one follows Unit
in 1889, but after that there will be nont
till 2004.
The distance of the earth Iron
the sun, which transit observations givf
the best means for determining, is used tithe unit of measure in astronomy. It h
one of the most illustrative evidences o
the inconceivable spaces with which that
science deals, that when the whole diameter of the earth’s orbit is used as
base-line, we yet can scarcely percelvt
the parallax of the nearest fixed star
That is to say. that although the motim
i of the earth around the sun alters tin
former's position in space more than 180,bOO.OOO miles in six months, it 'has only
been with the most accurate observation?,
anil the best of instruments that the difference of the apparent
position of any oi
the stars, which results from such a
change of place on the part of the observer, has been detected and measured. The
distances ot the members of the solai
>1810111 have been ascertained principally
upon this basis, and are astronomically
reckoned as being such and such portions
of the radius ol the earth’s orbit; the calculations being largely facilitated by Kepler's laws, which lie at the foundation ol
: the doctrine of gravity.
It is difficult to give in a few words
even an approximate motion of the
process of calculation by which observations
on the transit of Venus are made available
tor measuring our distance from the sun.
Nevertheless, we shall make the attempt.
It a person seated in a room within a few
i yards of an
open window, should hold
horizontally and level with his eyes a
sheet ol paper, and draw upon it from
each eye a line toward some one point on
v building on the opposite side of the
street, say a distance of one hundred feet,
I his results would not be unlike those ot
j astronomers when attempting to obtain by
1 direct observation the distance ol the sun.
Ilf would have tho distance between his
eyes as the base of a triangle ; hut the two
liiies upon the sheet ot paper toward tile
object, would How toward each other so
slightly that he would find great difficulty
in estimating their rate ol approach, or,
in other words, in measuring the
angle
which the sides of this triangle form with
its base.
So, though astronomers may
lake the whole diameter of the earth as a
base-line, and observers on opposite sides
of the globe may furnish their
angular
measurements ot lines drawn toward the
sun, those lines will be found so nearly
parallel that a mistake in ubs nation to
the extent of the thickness of a hair seen
at the distance ol a mile makes an error
I
in the calculation of the distance ot the
sun of 35,000 miles.
Hut now if the observer at the window
closes it and selects a bar of the sash for
an intermediate
point of observation, he
may draw lines from his eves towards the
bin which will approach each other so
rapidly that their angle is ensile measurable. Looking with one eye and then with
the other, lie will see the bar
projected on
the building opposite, in two different
places. He may measure the apparent
space between these places, and can be
certain that all the parts ol a
triangle of
which that space is the base and tile bar
the apex, are exactly proportionate to
those of the measurable triangle of which
the space between his eyes is the base.
If, now, lie has the means ol knowing the
proportion which his distance from the
opposite building bears to the wi 1th ot the
street, hr will have no difficulty in ealenhtting by the rule of three his absolute
distance from that building, and ascertaining all its visible dimensions. The bar of
fbe sash represents, in the larger problem,
the planet in transit.
Kepler’s laws, and
innumerable observations, have ilready
provided the proportion of the earth’s
orbit to that ot Venus.
Difference of
time and the motions ot the earth and the
planet add to the intricacies but not to
the difficulties ot calculation.
Hut it is
evident that stations for observation in the
track or shadow of the transit need to be
wide apart, so as to give a long base-line
ot measurement.
Within a few years, and notably in the
eclipse observations of bSOlt, American
astronomers have, taken the lead in the
use of photography for celestial observations.
By stellar photography maps have
been obtained that meet the precise tests
of micrometrical measurement.
The difficulties were enormous. In taking such
photographs the most delicate clockwork
must carry the ponderous instruments in
a direction contra v to the motion of the

tlio freezing cold.
The crowd pressed
closely; around the post, the keeper gave
the wdtd, the Sheriff raised the lash *td
brought! it down with tremendous (free
upon thV victim’s back, who
distorted* himsell in a manner painful to
behold, i
The strokes raised large white welts
upon the render tlesh and as soon as the
blow was
j^ven a deep red blood slot instantly appefered. The victim siffered
terribly, and St the fifteenth strokejgroanod in an audiffle tone.
in his
“Twenty,” t^illiod the
heavy voice, aVl the horrid 'ork was
ended.
The arms were relei ed, while
the back of the ^uctira gre
s red as a
])iece of raw nteat\ He cool picked up
iiis coat and folloqpd the
:eper to his
cell to spend the reminder o, is sentence,
The crowd soon d is per
and the jail
yard was deserted, amwhe
ipping-post
*
alone in its glory.
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to the Finest in the

is nobly emandog lmSitioifed by the Key.
Thomas Jackson haying Snce been nuule
drunk with malt liauor tfiat he was unable to walk upstairs, lie ever after/dectintMi
10 caste me
pernicious Ueverage,
and growled and siarled at the sight ot a
pewter pot. Agail, as to love, Don Juan

ROYAL DESSERT!

Reports.

P. REAM.

After C.

fruit

The best

ever

THE WEEKLY NEW YORK SUN.
Eight
pages, 56 columns, sfl a year, or lesB than J cents a
number. Send Your Doleak.
Address
THE SUN, New York City.

Chrorno of

published.
Retail Price, $12.

Size 22x27.

Paper Every Way.

was a

YOS’EMITE VALLEY, CAL.
Retail Price, $9.

A

rather than
forsake her offspmg. Gratitude may almost be said tolie a
dog’s
leading principle, supplying? first the
of
to
spring
allegiance
hiS/hiwler, and
after reconciling him, witif ttXe
magnanimity, to t;i£e evil froimthe hfflid from
which he has Jbcepted "Ofd. R&ret and
that tA often
grief hewfeel# so
break liisTmM't. Fear is a

REMEDY.

OPIUM EATERS

If you wish to be cured of the habit, address T*
E« €LABK£f JH* D., Mt. Vernon, Oliicw

Sample

Fprr

ous, and

othei^jerfecffnodels

o^Bage,

ini'

iiuieren.araera-isticsamiiortitud^eemcanine.
ingly to be
A greyhound has
Irapi known after breaktill the course was
ing his thigh, to
concluded.
As M ho^e, no one can observe the dog
his master’s
stop, as in Landseer's picture of “Expectation,” without admitting ffiat he knows

more^mfaeteristically
ru^nt
^atchin'jjkfor

the

sentiment as
successful /base

well as

we!%Prido

witnessed

which in human bethe commission of sin,
evidently knows nothing whatever.
Humor, so far as it can proceed
without language, the dog catches readily
from a humorous master, and also the enjoyment of such games as he can understand.
As a baby crows with glee at
■‘bo-peep’’ so a dog barks with delight at

Mrs.

HOLIDAYS!
Have

a

earefully

THE 1MBLK, FOR THE HOME CIRCLE.
1,200 pages, 250 Engravings. The best enterprise of
the year for agents.
Every family will have it.
Nothing like it now published. Foi circulars address
H. S. (Joonsi'KKi) & Co., :$7 Park Row, New York.
ON

everywhere to can*
\VTAX'IBD-AOIIT*i
YV vas8 for the IIistokv ok the Great Fire
Boston, by Col. Russkli. II. Conivki.l, the
graphic writer and celebrated orator. The writer
was an eye witness.
This will be the only correct
and complete account, and must sell rapidly. B. B.
RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
in

WAWTED.—We guarantee employment lor all, either sex, at $5 a day, or
$2,000 or more a year. New works by Mrs. H. B.
Stowe and others.
Superb premiums given away.
Money made rapidly ami easily at work for us.
Write and see. Particulars free. Worthington,
Dustin & Co., Hartford, Ct.

ACEUTt*

ACODENTS.
Insure in the TRAVELEm of

Hartford, Ct.
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American
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ai. to tub
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Madonna and

Retail Price of
A liberal discount to the
Picture Dealers.
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trade.
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|
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SMALL,_M. D., Physician
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and

WHOLESALE

THE

^WHISKERS.

Renewer in many cases requires too
long
a time, and too much care, to restore
gray or faded
Whiskers, we have prepared this dye, in oue preparation; which will quickly and effectually accomplish this result. 11 is easily applied, and produces
color which will neither rub nor wash off. Sold
a
Druggists. Price Fifty Cents.
our

OTicE

O

!

4 EL PERSONS indebted to the estate of the
/A- at0 James K. Burgess are req nested to make
inimoiiiate payment to
T.

Belfast, Dec. In, l.w

WORSTED GOODS

BURGESS.

3w‘J4

Administratrix.

»K SALK IN

per Patterns, Infants’

M

Shirts,

J\

SAilLFI

Socks,i&c.

BELFAST

WOO])
WARD &

BY

1y

OK< )RGES
St..

This old well known and favorite Hotel
has been leased by the
undersigned, and been renovated, remodeled and furnished, is now opened lor
permanent and transient boarders. It will be amply
supplied with all that is necessary for the comfort
and convenience of its patrons,
Also connected wit1, the Hotel are
Sample
Rooihm, situated in Union Block, chambers over
vs
M. Cook’s store, commodious and
for
the accommodation of Commercialcentral,
Agents.
The undersigned’s old acquaintances and
friends at
the
Lynde If ouse, where he has otfieiated as Clerk
since its opening, will
please take notice of his New’
Habitation. He will be happy to meet them.
Coaches to take passeugera to and from the
A good Livery Stable connected with
| cars.
the
'VM. K. BICKFORD.
PRICES. H,?“soI homaston,Nov. 1.1871,
tf37
—

FULL

LINE

OP

DRESS GOODS
.4 M ■>

TRIMMINGS
BE SOLI) AT LOW

Please Call and Examine.dl
II.
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QUIET

DOMESTIC
A

LUXURY !

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

p

Works

^

M

p r
B r—

o

2.
Vat?

p

PUBLISHED

BE

THE

BOSTON WEEKLY
largest

The

anti

cheapest

persin

FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED!
No power is so costly as that of human muscle*
fifty per cent, ot the power required to run .1
Sewing-Machine may be
using the

and

saveJPby

newspaper in the Mew

A REPRESENTATIVE NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL.
It will contain full and
carefully prepared reviews
of all the Mew Books, a valuable and
entertaining
variety ot original Foreign Correspondence, a lufl
digest ol ‘Musical, Artistic and Dramatic Matters
and a lull record of the
Markets, Commercial and
Financial Adairs, and all the live
topics of the day.

TERMS

:

One NnlMi-rilier One Tear
«<
Two
Four
Hkx
**
Ton
<•
Fifteen

LIGEHNItUNNIN (£'

“DOMESTIC.”
MAKES

LOOK.

THE

STITOH

With the least and most simple machinery of *any
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WEtARS
LESS than any
any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of
great
quiet-less of operation with a wonderful«ninge of
work. We are also Agents for the improved Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal
Don’t
fail to call and exatniue.
V

running^
jerms.

&.&UIMBY.

Belfast, Dec. 13.—

J!*6

largest’class

producer
business

ings atythi, wharf
Also,

a

lot of land

between said wliari and Carter
fur

bui,din«

™

The above

premises will bo let. either together or
separately, on a long lease, to parties desiring them
H‘ SIMPSoN-

Belfast.Sept. 10,1872?—Uli

THI

l.:>0
o.oo
N.lO
1:1.00

‘‘

24.00
to One Atl«lre««
.>0.00
The last named rate makes Tin: Boston Wkkkly
(alook, when taken by a Club of Fifty, the cheapest
newspaper in America.
linns always in advance. Send in
your subscriptions at once, to commence with the tirst number
of
the paper.
4w23
Address,

Globe

A

Publishing Company, Boston,

Mass.

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR
WATER CLOSET.

NEW YORK OBSERVER

I
ATURDAY,

The Heat Religious and Secular Family Newspaper.
$3 a Year with the JUBILEE YEAR HOOK.

SEA

MORSE *V CO..
37 Park Row, *.w York.
SEED YOR A SAMPLE COPY.
■I DIKY E.

tches dc

Fancy Gyds!

stock is
new, just purchased in
and embraces all the new styles in every
department of my trade. It cannot fail to supply
the wahts of those deairing to make the purchases
of the season.

Boston,

entirely

CALVIN HEBVEY,
Belfast, Dec. 18,1172.—4w24

MACHINES I

For sale on small
monthly
cash installments. Agent
for the celebrated wni.o.

T

f J COMBED

ISLAND

_

MACHINE CO^TO Proud-the
he unl<
Union MACHINE
SILK. The beat Cotton and Silk tor
Sewing Machines. All kinds of Sewing Machine attachments
and findings for all kinds of Sewing Machines and
the best quality of Sewing Machine OIL kept constantly on hand.
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W. K. MORISON
over

CAliLE &

Belfast,

MOKISON’S Hardware Store,
-----

Maine.

(Opposite ltevere House.>
Two Million
Knoioledg»• for Everybody
Copies Sold.

1

f

RAOf

A. Y E R.

To a lady friend.
% NnvetToaeii nu*U

ft'

O

the

Price- from $ 1.7m to $75.00
4

% ioliia.

.N

instrument.
$5.00 t • $30.00
{.Forth* /‘-pr/s amt <; « »•/.*.
I4runi%,€ «»nc«*rtiiitt* AcrorileaiiNOr Flu
tiints. < iurioiieiH. Flue***
Flag«*«»>w a

Lad\-

b*t*

Ilf.*

All these, 1)1 Dll varieties, ami ol the best
maim
lacture, together with an unrivalled took ,,|
BOB IXNTltl VfKUr*.
are

lur dale at moderate

...
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«t

prices f y
JOHN *\ IIAVNK.S & CO.,
St., | opposite the Coart Houso|, licstoo.
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linoiiW
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some
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Most capable and
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suoeesstu/.raetit,oner,
ual tnttSoors.
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if
of Patents.'
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hesitation in assuring
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M/41-01 employ
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CLOSET

CO.,

DO A N K ST., BOSTON, MASS,

PROBATE NOTICES.
,a f*,r0^a^e
County

tile

Lourt held at Belfast, within and for
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

December, A. D. 1872.

I.

Jr,, obligee of James
White, late of Belfast, in said County of Walhaving
a petition'that the
presented
ao’J.QC:™*ed, on said
administrator
deceased's estate may be aued to convey to said
certain real
petitioner
estate
w»

situate in I-ittleton, Aroostook
County, agreeably to the contract of said deceased.
Ordered, l'hat the said Wadsworth give notice to all
tor sons interested
by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks
successively in the RepubPri‘lted at Belfast, that they may appear at a I robate
to be held at Belfast, within
anj for said
County, on the second Tuesday of
at ten °* the clock before
noon, and
have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be
granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
a true
A
copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,
24

lic

OU»>nai

o»?«Uary

a

man

more

"tore capable
lidtvT01rthy-:uul
in
form to secure

pupations
/)HI lavorable consideration at

within and for
the 8econd TuesdH>' °‘

the Estate
,T i>i',„rt^i!In0rf.,Alimlnist',»toron
late °‘ Knox, in said

of

County
T,“““ I"'
final acoonntCn?8Adi’ h.avin8 presented his first and
said estate for
allowance1 Adm">‘8tration
of

\Cwe

on

to^an'nSsnna^nV'6 8aid Administrator give notice

Copy of this
ordertJbe nnhlui/a ?ied b* caa»iat!
successively in the
Republican^ Jonrmfi^ thr.ee weeks
that they
may anpTa
ProV 1’ri,I!ted at Helfast.
with,5? and fo?s^iS pteC.OUrt-to bc ,leld at Belfast,
of January n«t
Tu"day
atCten‘1oyf’,he
°ZCZDi
clock
before noon,
and shew
th£ th,e
»

at

a

causp

if.w.V

they haVe' why

should not be

afl’owcd”y

A true

Attest fFiBLn,(RegUter.UdgC'

copy.

Rr. JT. CL Al'Elt A G’O., Lowell, Mamit.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
BY ALL DRUGGISTS
1ye3w39

the

aame

notice to a‘>
and taken
the
* Administratrix
of the estate of Daniel n
la‘e of Belfast,
in the County
ooed as the |„w dlrects she
by *,T*nK
re'i“osts all
persons who are indebted to said
"aid decea»ed’s estate
to make Immediate
have
any demands thereon t
°ntlement to her.

upon’herself

trus^of
fv-iL

ofw,Ts'e*J!
,12"^’
ti/e
uavmen?
“exh’im??t,th°9e w1°

'"sjgjg*

EVERYWHERE.

THE GREAT CAUSE
-OK-

Human
.Just Published in

A Lecture

on

a

Misery.

Sealed Envelope.
Cents.

3L;reat
corSfceml

steam
|
1

DYE HOUSE!

himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
THIS
LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON TO THOUSANDS ANI) THOUSANDS.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt ot six cents, or two postage
stamps, by addressing the publishers.
Also DR. CULVERWELL’S “Marriage Guide,”
price 50 cents.
Address the publishers,

OHA8. JT. CL KUNE A C’O..
Bowery, New York. Post-Office Box 4,586,
lyr4l

al

llaine

EMILE BARBIER,

Mate

Fair. I Si'll

Proprietor

Tlu¥ well known '•taM.slni. ii: wirfi
I'liniruble
conducted u>
lii st-cU-vHJ N< H
DVKU. Dying and I'li'aieiLK done m
uuuucr to
give I*ERFKCT SATISKAf n<>\.
Ladies’ Dreaaea, Saei)Uee, Velvet.
Ribbons
L>y.'d, r ealised and l’r. as,... without ripping or
taking oil trimmings.
Lac. Curt:,ins Cleansed and

facilities, is

Restored.'*

neW'

‘<’H*»n»ed

and Colo,

DYED Oli CLEANSED!
Gent’s Uarments,
Coats, l’antaan.i Vests Cleanaed
or Dyed,
Brown, Black, Blue-Bla.-k nr Indigo Bine
and
pressed ready for wear Cent's Garuu-ni 1;
pairing done at short notice.
Kid (Coves dyed Black, or
Cleansed,
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and every duv
liniahcd
the beat manner, at VERY low
PRICES.
Goods sent ever)
MONDAY.
\eenrv
at
H. F. wm.I » M.llintrv and
fancy
Store, No. 17 Main Street, Belfast. Me. lyl'.*’

ill

t/ooda

GOOD

the Nature, Treatment and Radical

dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials, pointing out a inode of cure at
once certain and ellectualby which every sufferer,
no matter what his condition may be, may cure

nainr

....

Awarded Firs! Pmniiiin

Price Six

Cure ol Seminal Weakness, or
Spermatorrhoea, induced by Self Abuse, Involuntary Emissions, Iinpoteucy, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to
Marriage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and
Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, etc.—By
ROBERT J. CULVER WELL, M. I>.,' Author ot
the “Green Book, etc.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may be
effectually removed without medicines, and without

127

and

Erup-

Internal derangements are the determination ot
these same humors to some internal organ, or organs,
whose action they derange and whose substance they
disease and destroy. Ayer’s Sakha i*akim.a expels these humors from the blood. When they are
gone, the disorders they produce disappear, such as
Ulcerations ot the Liver, Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs,
Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, St.
Anthony’s Eire, Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter and Salt
Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones, Side,
and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrlnea
arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease,
Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emacinution, and General
Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY

SOLD

c&ipctent

pnttjbg their
tlSfii an early
1‘ateiflfonicc

from

the
KDMI NI) Id ItK)•:,
Late Commissioner oiWritenls,’-'
.^Ir, u. H. kui'Y ha* made for me over *11
R’l ^
applications for Patent.*, having been succPfetul in
almost every case. Such unmistakable
proof
talent and ability on hi* part. leads me to r.
Al-t
inventor* to apply to him to
procure thri «■>,-*.
tent*, a* tin y may be sure of
having the most tanhlul attention bestowed on their u-c. and at
very
reasonable charge*.
JOHN lAGGARd
Boston,Jan.
is;?,
lyjf,

tions of the skin are the
appearance on the surface

Court,

if».anLthey

disorders.

StyfSoston

of tblrup^rds
/.tents
(f,,.

ot Invent,'.ns, and legal
In
advie. rendered
in all matters
touclling W same. Ponies ot tin
claims of any patent tnri/dlVl l.y
on. did
remitting
lar. Assignments recn/i. d A
Washington
.No Agency in
IStStes ;,...acs—s superior
facility for obtalninar PatentsVrr ascertaining the
patent ability of ruGaitionx.
All necessity of
to
to ore.
rurea I .dent, aiuPt lie u-ual
delay there,are
here saved n vetum r a,

Messing/

without olienee at
any time.
One barrel of
coal ashes or dried
earth lasts
one
person about live

llesim/

nr

SV, opposite Kilby

Caveat/ s pen beat tons,
Assignments, and all *pera tor/f’atents executed
on reasonable
terms, Xu. ih/,at,h.
I;, .earcl.es
made Lo determine t .e v.tViiunind ntilit v ..t
Patents

A medicine that cures
is a real public
A Y K US 8 A KS A 1' A K1L L A
makes positive cure of
a
series of complaints,
which are always afflict*
ing and too olten fatal.
It purifies the
blood,
purges out the lurking
humors in the system,
which undermine health
and settle into trouble-

can be used in any
room in the house

PATENTS

hade Marks,

•,'TKKa'11

tv years,
Liilte,) states
other foreign

1ft

THE

Box.

Costing from $'..o0 to loJ.oo
large box- s ar« wonderful!} powerful aud
harmonious.
%n I'legaiii f* ii ic.11,,,

SARSAPARILLA

a K r*
Extensively used
public institutions and in private residences.
Invaluable in tin- sick-room.
Prices, $‘J to $.15. Send lor circular.

:tni24

Notice.

Lloyd's

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS'

A Hook for ftlvrrv
THE SCI ENCE OF LIFE, OH. SELF PRESERVATION
A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of Exhausted
Vitality, Spermat. irrhcka. Seminal Weakness, Imp oten. v, Premature Decline in M
,n, Nervous and Physical
Debility, Hypochondria, and all other diseases arising
from the Errors of V >uth. or the Indiscretions «.r excesses ot matur** v-irs
This is indeed a book fur every
rutin.
lOoth edition, much enlarged, illustrated; b.<und in
beautiful K ench cloth
Price only $1.01).
A IKool* for ft)very H oiuan,
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN. aND
HEU DISEASES: <->r, W. man treated c.p Physiologically
and Pathologically, in health and
disease, from Infancy
to Old Age, with elegant Illustrative Engravings.
350
pages, bound in beautiful French cloth. Price S2.00.
A Hook for Eterybodv.
The Institute has just published a new book,
treating
exclusively of NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES.
150 pp. cloth. Price $1.00, or all three books sent on
receipt of $3, postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There is
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, of Either
Sex, can either require or wish to know, but what i.- fully
explained, and many matters of the most important and
interesting character are introduced to which no allusion
even can be found in any other works in our
language.
All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience
is such as probably never before fell to the lot of
any man,
are given in full, especially those relating to Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, Sterility or Barrenness. No person
should be without these valuable books. The press
throughout the country, the clergy, and the medical faculty
generally highly extol these extraordinary and useful works.
The most fastidious may read them.
Hr Either book sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
N. B. The author of the ab we-uamed medical works is
the Chief Consulting Pliv-i. inn of the PEABODY M EDICAL
INSTITUTE, in high standing in the Medical Faculty of
this country, who has successfully treated thousands of the
human family afflicted with tic maladies treated upon in
these books, and gives his whole attention to his patients
and to those who may call upo him for advi*-The grand
secret of his success is his vast knowledge of the causes of
these ailments and his speedily removing them from the
constitution.
Dr. W. II. PARKER, Member of the Royal College of
Surgeons, London, hit. Medical Inspector General, U. S. A.,
Honorary Member of tin* American Medical Faculty, and
Assistant Physician of the Institute, may also be consulted
on all diseases requiring skill and experience, to whom all
correspondence should be addressed, .>r to the PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 liulduch St., Boston, Mass.
Inviolable secrecy and certain relief.

in

EARTH

•

from Rockland to Maehias.
Parties
wishing fh- ir vessel,--.d in AmeriLIo\ d’s Register and supplement* will
please
apply to him for Inspection ,.f ; i ir vessel*.
Byorder
H A IM SHORN A KING.
r H. II akhim v\
8urvey*-r General lor Maine.
June
187?.—tf38

St., Boston,

Bulfincli

PURIFYING

Stamping for Braiding and Embroidery
TII™nce?Sedetrhhaetrahf. hi,rehPUblicdu‘>' appointed
short notice.
done at

4

wo fee's earth closet

at

1873.

i

No.
Medical

THE

rnm?2 t? beld Belfast,
'FLORENCE & HOWE Athe
December?A. 'ife°“
SEWING

OK TIIK

ISTotice.

Shipper* of Freight li.y Nanford
■ iMlei»«*iMl<*nt Fin** Mieamer*.

a

Wharf and Storehouse to Let,
extensive wharf in this
city known as Simpsoi. s \\ harf, with
warehouses, &o., thereon Thr*
wa,.er at the head admits
of the
ships
1 he buildings are suitable lor
salt mostoring
lasses, ounher or almost any kind ofhay,
merchand.se
It; . one ot the best
sites in
8,e“mer> make
dail>’

*£.00

«•

FiftyVopieN

STEPHEN GROVER.

:im0!il7_

GLOBE,

England States, full to overflowing with the freshest
news ot the day, editorials
upon every topic of gen
eral interest at home or abroad,
a volume
ol original reading matter in presenting
An
every number.
attractive and instructive visitor to ihe home circle.

Washington St., Boston.

I he subscriber is now
offering superior advantages
any one who n.sv contemplate
one ot
these valuable instruments. As purchasing
a maker and w ith
tile knowledge In Inis ol their
manufacture lie is
enabled to make more choice selections
than is dosBible lor those who have never made
Piano Forte
making a science, and are without any practical
knowledge oi their manufacture.
To those who may favor him with an
order he
will insure everything as stilted
and deliver
the Instruments to their houses inabove,
relieving
them from all anxiety and
responsibility
Orders can be left witli Mrs. II. A. CART Fit
music teacher, No. U2
High Street, Bellas’
Communications by mail to my
address, in care
oi
bickering A sons, 354 Washington
Boston
Mass., will receive immediate attention St.,

ON

Friday, January 3, 1873,

to

EASILY

IT

WILL

Twenty

Stephen (Jrover is an authorized agent in
Waldo County, lor I in .ale of Piano Fortes
mauutactured by us; and all instruments of our
manufacture purchased oi lam are subject to the
same guarantee us ii purchased directly ot us.
CHICKKUING & SONS.

354

*
^

FORTES !

C1II0KERING & SONS.
11 East 14th St., New York.

^ p'S so
o

PIANO

Agencies for the sale of the Chk kkuinu Pia.no
wall he found in nearly all the
large cities aud towns
and ,t is ot course desirable that retail
purchases
should be made through them, thereby saving ex
H
pease and trouble.
The prices printed in our Circular
may be relied
upon as our real and fixed prices, from which no
discount can be made, whatever,

“DOMESTIC”

rt‘

‘WIDE AWAKE"

•»

ITKPHRX 1,1101 Kit. 4^,„.

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

S-ffg*
P
CD

h< )NS

CELEBRATtO

DOMESTIC !

A DOMESTIC BLESSING-!
A

nilOKERING A-

II. JOHNSON & CO.

GOLD & COUPONS WANTED.
A

FOR C HROROAi

HOTEL
Tlioiuaiiioii.

places

All.

Send for Wholesale Price List of

CO., Propr’s, Boston.

J 2-7 .1

«*

can

14

C O C K

I

All persons shipping Freight bv this Line, are re
to have Steamer's
receipts in duplicate
of Cou-dguee in lull on the margin.
that
are
olu
Shippers
Boxes, Barrels aud
using
Bags, are requested to era**- all old marks. Any
Boxes, Barrels or Baps that have more than .»ne
mark thereon, will not be receiver! or
shipped.
freight must be properl’, marked only to the
Consignee.
Positively no freight reeeiv. d unles*
conformable to rules as above.
GEO. G, WELLS, Agent.
Belfast, Jan. 15.187?

&c., &c.

liiJ uni,'7.3

Shawls. Scarfs, SIij>-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

name

Views,

“FAST ASLEEP."

Clouds, Hoods. Breakfast

Ft

(apt. E. II. II A R RIM AN ot Bella:st,
being appointed *ur\ eyor for the A inert
can Lloyd's Register
for the district

-AAD-

Ladies’ Knit Jackets, Gaiters,

rr’TO

and

Ft.

quested

Manhood, W omanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

FRAMES!

NOTI CE.

3

o.

--

American

hereby give

m

Ml

Stereoscopes

~~

notice to the citizens of Belfast,
Uiat 1 will be at the stor<‘ of Oakes
Angiei Saturday
afternoons, from l' until ;> P. M., lor the purpose of
receiving taxes.
DANIEL L. PITCH EK, Collegtok.
Belfast, Sept. .Ml. —til.;

£

schooner,when in port, may be found at

Special

Frames,
Albums.

Millejjrnd ConBook^roTe M ai n
ttlocai Frtknpt
h

°-

Agent,

(ien.

Capt. Burgess will be at the store ot WOODS,
MAillEWs & BAKER, where tho'* !ta\tug
any
kind of Cnr.NTKV Putin
ina\ Had him ready to
take it at fair prices.
THOMAS BURGESS.
Belfast, Oct. 4, 1X7?,
1114

T«

ON

DEPOT

Koss & stur

ot

Haraden’s wharf.

b>’!l11

Chromos,

burgeon,

l>KKKIN(i.

The undersigned gives notice that he
^is running tin sch i\ M BONN EM
between Belfast and Carver’s Harbor,
The
carrying freight and passengers.

ON

I'OH

T

Cap!.

Will leave until turtle
notice) 1 tail road Whart,
Portland, every Fit11>A Y K\ I N I Nt i, commencing
Friday, the llth inst., at lo o’clock, or on arrival oi
Kxpress i’rain from Boston, tor Kocklui.d, Castin.
l)eer Isle, Sedgwick, S.
\V. Harbor
Ml. Desert),
Millbridg< .Jonesport and Maohiasport.
Returning will lt*uv« Machianpoi t every Tuesday
morning, at 7, o'clock, touehingat the above named

AND AFTER NOVEMBER 13th, 1*4s
senger Trains will leave Belfast tor Portland,
and ail
intermediate on this road
A
M.
Mixed Train at
P. AI.,connecting at Burnham with
.Mixed Train lor Water, ihe. an«.i Pa -eager I rain frj
Bangor and all Station- East.
Trains will be due in Belfast trom Boston, Portland, and all station.-- intermediate at T :;n P. M.
Mixed Train trom Burnham connecting with train
from Bangor at 11 :55 A. M.
The New Line between Danville and
Cumberland,
will then be open jrn
ing passi ng* rs for Portlaud an
opportunity to g cither wav without change ol cars
Nov. 9, 18??.
L. 1
LINCOLN, Sup’t.

Hollar.

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

Boston.

BUBI.ISHKRS OF TUK ABOVK.

WM. E. HOtT&ER & SONS,
*#~dend for Price-I,Ut.
Baltimore, Md.
*unos52

Favorite Steamer

The

'LEWISTON!

Mauufactureil Ii? It. P. II ILL. & CO.<
leowdS
*4*11 It
IT. 11.

Perkins,

Washington St.,

PE1 i W EEK,

New Market fur Produce.

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE!

and

Cenci—(iuido,
Holy Family—Raphael,
Mater Doloroso—(iuido,
Madonna Madrid—Murillo,
Immaculate Conception—Murillo,

at Law I

collecting,

Price

Market.

in tiii

>

Ct'HI.’8 Sll KDIVANl
Portland, Oct 7, 1*7

purposes/’
Sold by all Druggists & Dealers hi Medicines

Size of each, 8x10.

A. S. E XJ C E

W Special attention given to
monies collected promptly paiiL

Size 8 1-2x13 1-4

On the Saco River, N. II.
Lake Chocorua aud Mountain, White Mountains.
Autumn on the Kennebec, Maine.
Wheat Harvest, Delaware River.
The above are some of Champney’a best skc
tches,
and are brilliant in coloring and true to Nature.
Executed in the best manner.

„„

iiKLFAST, ME.

)NE T R I I

(

Every year increases the popularity oi'this valu
able Hair Preparation ; which is due to merit alone.
We can assure our old patrons that it is kept
lully
up to its high standard; and it is the only reliable
and perfected preparation for restoring Gray 01:
Fai»kd 11 au: to its youthful color, making it soft,
lustrous and silken. The scalp, by its use, becomes
white and clean. It removes all eruptions and dandruff, and, by it' tonic properlie prevents the hair
from falling out, as it Stimulates and nourishes the
hair-glands. By its use, the hair grow- thicker and
stronger. In baldness, it restores the capillary glands
to their normal vigor, and will create a new growth,
except in extreme old age. It is the most economical II v i: Drkssim; ever used, as it requires fewer
applications, and gives the hair a splendid, glossy
appearauce. A. A. Hayes, M. D.,State Assayer of
Massachusetts, says, “The constituent sure pur*'. and
carefully selected for excellent quality; and f consider it the I*kst Prki’ARATk>n for its intended

Landscapes!

CHAMPNEY.

Arrangement—Commenc-

ing Friday, October llth.

RENEWER.

Price, $9.

Beatrice

«»■!»«»»St,(ar",J,K") Mint,

Fall and Winter

HAIR

FOUR

IT

1823.

Vt.

Clyde,

Retail

SIX

JOHNSON,

REMOVAL

\POTE
All
L‘r day! Agents
classes of working people, of
4)vJ IU
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare momeuts, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

E.

the

on

Size 15x24.

RINES’ BLOCK, 17 Main St., Bangor, Me

I

i?

CHILD’S CO»HEMTATOR

Patent*.

o

?

LINE

ML DESERT & MACHIAS.

BY SAME ARTIST.

3wl*tft*

teen hundred

A^entw \% anted for Gobbin’*

:(ml7

WM. TRANKLIN SEAVEY,

2

r

INSIDE

For further particulars inquire
dlvant, 17‘J Commercial St.

PUBLISHED IiY THE

o
=

I JV2

roii,

landings.

A HI)

A T K ST X * !

FANCY GOODS
sc
©

it

vv'*!! make but oue trip per week, leaving Belfast lor
Boston everyTUKSDA V ;it
1*. M.
Keturning —Will leave Boston every FK IDA V at
4 P.M.
(»F.O. (I. WKLL.S, Ageut.
Belfast, Dec. 10, i*7J.

V. A FOLLETT’S,
No. ho Main St. Helfasf

Retail Price, $9.

Morning

selected stock of

~

c»i»t. w

VE6ETABLE SICILIAN

115

-0

-day, Dec. II, Steamer

15L AT A XjL

A beautiful farm situated in Bel3 miles from the Post ofllce,
acres ot highly cultivated lands,
divided into fields, wood and pasturage.
A fine
dwelling house, baru and out buildings, two wells
of never failing water, and everything that
goes to
make a first class farm. Also my dwelisng house on
corner of High street and Corbett’s
with
1 1-2
Lane,
acres of fine land and an excellent orchard.
For
further particulars call on the subscriber it the last
named place.
JOHN WEST.
Belfast, Dec. 10, 1872.—tf24

containing about 70

HA I IS

103 Centre St., BANGOR.

IMW;I> IILIICK,

H.H. JOHNSON & CO

Size 15x24.

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN!

Counsellor

starts, romps and ticklings, throwing a
ball for him to catch on the grass, or a
stick to fish out of a lake, all supply him
with pleasure perfectly analogous in their
nature to that whicli
boys and men find in
blind-man’s buff and prisoner’s base, lordly cricket, and lady-like croquet. Lastly,
faith in a beloved superior is perhaps the
most beautiful and affecting of all the attributes of a dog.
[Quarterly Review.

Hcixr ^tertisnnmts.

Gould

A«IETI(

^

G.

and false

Henry Wilson says he has made fourspeeches since he has been
upon (fod’s green earth.”
Enough to
blight it.

JTas.

anil Solicitor of

modesty

runs

BY, Treas. ASA FAUNCE, l’rest
Belfast. July 13, 1870,

ATTORNEY AT LAW

ings accompanies

Make-believe

before the lsrof any

on or

9 to 12 A.M.
JOHN H.QlilM

Fresh Goods

the dog

“go-tetch.”

made

DEPOSITS

*#-ExiimiiH's from a distance by a lock of hair,
FEE—ONE DOLLAR EACH.
till

lurry his treasures. Shame, alter transgressing any of the arbitrary rules imposed on him a dog displays witli ludicrous simplicity, but of the
deeper sense
of violated

Savings Bank.

TIMJPTO DEPOSIT LITTLE RIVER,STOWE,VT.
After (iKKiGS.
Savra®^PennJrearned.”

Penny

at

FOR THE

!

Farm for Sale.

month, will be placed upon interest every
month, (except May and November) and interest
computed upon the same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room,
from o to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 I‘. M Saturdays from

in a
in

be
every dog; and even felt in the quickened
heart-beats of a greyhound when cai^ssed
ami praised.
That dogs have personal
Vanity appears from thcTaet that they are
manifestly so dejetted and depaoij&nzed
when dirty and nigg^cjbyaoug'exposih'u.
and recover their self-respect immediately
on being washed and combed.
Chivalry
and magnanimity may nearly always be
calculated upon in dogs, and wife-beating
is an offense to which the four-footed
beasts never descend.
The stories are
endless of big dogs generously overlooking the insults of small curs, or taking
them into water and giving them a good
duaking as a punishment for their impertinence. uid thence helping them mercifully back to land. Sense of property,bifurcating into belli covetousness and avarice
is common to all dogs.
The kennel,
rug, collar, water-basin, or hone once
devoted to his use, no dog can see
transferred to another without indignation.
Frequently he “covets his neighbor's house,” and
attempts to cnsconse
himself in ;t surreptitiously; and almost universally he covets his
neighbor’s bone, and purloins it, if he dare.
Even from avarice he can not ho wliollv
exonerated, observing his propensity to
may

A

Bottle of Adamson’s Botanic

NEW AND

Retail Price, $9.

NOW IS THE

*lE*Ei Balsam, at all Druggists.
Pleasant
and an unfailing remedy for Asthma,
Coughs,
Colds, Lung Complaints. &c. John W, Perkins
& Co., Ag’ts, Portlaud, Me.
Large bottles, :i5c.

some

vei^Rmorof

Belfast

Pleasant to take, and cures all Lung
Complaints,
Sec. Sample bottles and circulars lree by nil
Druggists. Large bottles, 35 cents. .1. W. PERKINS
& Co., Wholesale Agents. Sold by all
Druggists.

deeply
passiJLwhich
'logs exhibn/vith siugujir variat^B
breeds and ■dividual!?
being

SA M K ARTIST

BY

Size 15x24.

compared to
affection, the mother do^Beels it with
heroic passion, starving he rat If to death,

On ;inci niter Tu'

CHAMPION BRO’S. LAL’NdRV SOAP. Best in
market for washing purposes.
PACKER’S LIOH/l'NlNO SOAP.
Best in the
world for scouring and polishing all metals,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as by magic.
KI l'CHEN MINERAL .SOAP.
Superior lor
ing Knives and Forks.
WORKMAN S FAVORITE. The best Hard Soap
lor Mechanics, Engineers, Boot and Shoe
Makers, Painters and Printers. It removes
all impurities and renders the skin clean, solt,
and smooth. A sure cure and preventive for
chapped hands. YVholesale and retail at

NEW ENGLAND WINTER!

ujpnterprAigto character
a dfe; and
m*ernal

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

Soap! Soap!

B. CIIAMPNKY.

After

cold and

Boston & Lowell!

TO-

Size 15x24.

UNFAILING

Line

J'OIl

fast,

The Best Cattle Market Reports.
The Best General Market Reports.

AN

1ST FOIR, ID’S

Independent

Market.

““

cipated.

S

The subscriber offers for sale the
well known Cook farm, so called,
in Jackson.
Said farm contains 120 acres of excelant land, situated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
wood lands, it is 1 miles from Brooks station, and
100 rods from 1\
O., and the same from a good
meeting every Sunday, and the same from Town
House. It is abundantly supplied with water from
wells and numerous springs; the house is a story
and half with ell, finished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by 53
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, duug cellar,
sheep house, a large orchard mostly grafted fruit.
Al»ply to the subscriber on the place.
EDYVA RD \V. ROBERTS.
•Jackson, Dec. 3d, 1872.—tf23
~

«

Sun.

ONLY $1 A YEAR.

VERY BEST, sold bv

J. G. THOMPSON

._,

5

phia Press.

trembling

05

v

-,.

earth before exposure. Very slight differThe French have found a substitute for
ences of temperature, to say
nothing of
the heat accompanying an image ol the wall-paper in painted sheets of tin-foil, a
factory lor which has already been startsun, modify the movement, as well as the
ed. li is said to possess many
advantages
shape of the instruments and a carefully over
paper. While pliable, it is tough
adjusted focus which must lie actinic, not
not
to
be
and
it offers
torn,
easily
visual.
The highest order of skill and enough
a smooth surface
for the decoration that
patience were called forth in the construcbe put upon it.
The paint that is
tion ol the photographic lens; the story of may
that is, alone, a history. It remains only used is of some, new chemical composition.
The toil is cut into sheets of thirty
to be said, that, while
photography is to or forty inches in width and about
five
tin
ninsi
in
obthe
play
prominent part
servations of tlie transit, its use for this yards in length, ft can be readily applied
to the wall
by experienced paper-hangers,
purpose is largely clue to the unobtrusive
labors of a private citizen, who lias been the difference being that, in the case ol
paper, paste is used on the back of it,
content to devote his time and health to
"elestial photography, without other re- while in the case of the tin-foil a varnish
ward than the satisfaction which the suc- is placed on the surface which is to be
covered. The foil is so tlexible that it can
cessful pursuit of science affords.
be applied to
mouldings and cornices
much more neatly than paper, and it lias
Delaware Discipline.
the further advantage of being waterNewcastle 'Dec, v) Correspondence 01 the Philadelproof.
Almost the tir>t words I heard as 1 entered the prison-yard were:
•1 hope the Sheriff will cut that doe
Smith like the -, for a worse
nigger
don’t live in the State.”
“He did it decently last
Saturday,”
rejoined a defunct specimen ot humanity.
he
didn’t!” replied a party next to
"No,
him, “he only raised the dust on their
backs.”
“What’s the use of having a whippingpost?” said a cold, stern man, who looked
for all the world like a
country’Squire;
“what’s the use ol a whipping-post if you
don’t make ’em feel it?”
At this point the Sheriff came out td the
jail followed by the keeper, who was leading a stoutly-built colored man who had a
coat thrown loosely over his shoulders.
The crowd made a gap, and the prisoner
was taken to the post and his hands lastened
in a pair of iron cuffs above his head. The
spectators laughed and brutally commented upon the unfortunate wretch. The coat
was taken off, and he stood
shivering and
trembling in the intense cold, and directly in the path ot the wind-current trom
the gate.
The Sheriff grasped the whip
in his right hand, the keeper stood off to
the left and folded his arms; the lash was
raised and brought down with considerable torce across the shoulders of the victim, while the keeper tallied the strokes
in a heavy, sonorous voice.
The man trembled and a sharp cry of
pain escaped from his lips. The lash had
left its mark in several white welts, which
quickly filled with blood. The spectators
pushed to obtain a position so as to see
the naked hack, while the blows fell with
a regular time upon the
poor wretch’s
flesh. The pain seemed to he growing intense, for the man flinched and bent his
body in and out as if each thong as it fell
upon him cut like a knife. The twentieth
stroke, which was the last, was reached ;
the keeper cried out “all up,” and the
wretch was unloosed. He picked up his
coat and threw it upon his hack and walk
ed off into the jail to spend a year in a cell,
while the crowd sent behind him a brutal
laugh, and complimented the Sheriff' upon
the decent
way in which he had done it.
In a few minutes the
keeper brought out
the second and last candidate for the lash,
His natne was Joe Smith, a mulatto, about
thirty-nine years of age.
He had been
sentenced to twenty lashes for
having
stolen a set oi harness from a Newcastle
farm.
He
was fastened to the
County
pi.st
by the iron cuffs, the coat was pulled from
his shoulders, and he stood
in

>»-o j
^ 31.

2 -3

“BANNER,” Hinsdale, N. H.

The Best

lometimes vin[acable, aeeordracter.
He is
bitterest kind,
lalous that his
ie presence ol

'■^
C

Would you avoid being “bit” by Rogues, Swindlers
and Humbugs I Read the “Star Spangled Banner.” A large, Illustrated 40-column 8 page paper,
Ledger size. Splendid Stories, Sketches, Tales,
Poems, Wit, Humor, Puzzles, Recipes, &c. 11th
year. $l a year, with elegant Prang Chromo, “Autumn Leaves,” free to all.
ONLY $l. Try it
once. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Agents wanted.
Outfit FREE. Specimens, &e., for fi cents. Address

Dogs.

A dog feels anger
and after provocation

j. a

.5

TRAPS" AMERICA

“■>

-1 *-

Boots,

Shoes,
Rubbers
and Trunks
OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION AT

M ADDOO It s
No. 28 Church

*

Street,

(under Progressive Age office.) OAKLAND SEE
BPHRA k.YI S

Belfast. Dec. 4, 1872—ttVi

tDlMM n,

